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Abstract

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) have emerged and shifted
the focus from the typical scalar Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to networks with multimedia devices that are capable to retrieve video, audio,
images, as well as scalar sensor data. WMSNs are able to deliver multimedia content due to the availability of inexpensive CMOS cameras and
microphones coupled with the significant progress in distributed signal
processing and multimedia source coding techniques.
In addition to the design restrictions of WSNs - such as resource constraints, scalability, network topology, fault tolerance, production costs,
etc- WMSNs have also additional characteristics and challenges because
of the nature of the real time multimedia data such as high bandwidth demand, real-time delivery, tolerable end-to-end delay, and proper jitter and
frame loss rate. Moreover, there are many different resource constraints in
WMSNs involving energy, bandwidth, data rate, memory, buffer size and
processing capability because of the physically small size of the sensors
and the nature of the multimedia application that is typically producing a
huge amount of data. Therefore, to meet the quality of service (QoS) requirements and to use the network scarce resources in a fair and efficient
manner, these characteristics of WMSNs should be considered probably
at the different layers of the communication protocol stack especially the
routing and MAC layers. Moreover, many applications of WMSNs have
their additional and special requirements in terms of security and privacy,
such as military applications, medical care applications, and other video
surveillance systems. In addition to the fact that sensor networks are vulnerable to attacks more easily than the wired networks because of their
nature as a broadcast medium.

This dissertation "Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks, Security and
Key Management" studies the implementation and development of a secure system of WMSN that is capable of delivering real time multimedia
data at an acceptable level of QoS requirements with efficiently using the
network scarce resources. For developing this system, firstly we outline
the design challenges of WMSNs, and we give a comprehensive discussion of the proposed architectures, algorithms and protocols for the different layers of the communication protocol stack for WMSNs along with an
evaluation of the existing WMSN hardware and testbeds. Also, we discuss the techniques aimed to improve the energy efficiency of multimedia
transmission over wireless sensors networks, such as in-node multimedia
signal processing and in-network multimedia communications.
Secondly, we propose a Clustered Multipath Routing protocol for WMSNs, CMRP, to satisfy the requirements of delivering different data types
and support high data rate multimedia traffic. CMRP exploits the hierarchical structure of powerful cluster heads and the optimized multiple paths
to support timeliness and reliable high data rate multimedia communication with minimum energy dissipation.
Thirdly, for further improve in the performance of CMRP and to reduce
collisions at high data rate transmission, we propose a cross-layer based
routing protocol that can utilize MAC-layer QoS-based scheduling for
more efficient routing mechanism in WMSNs. Our proposed optimization
is based on clustered multipath routing protocol and adaptive QoS-aware
scheduling for the different traffic classes in WMSNs.
Fourthly, we propose a light-weight distributed key management scheme
and intrusion detection system (IDS) that can be used in securing proposed
routing protocols and data exchanged in clustered WMSNs, and we apply these security schemes on our proposed routing protocol. The Secure
Clustered based Multipath Routing protocol (SCMR) -combined with the
proposed key management scheme and intrusion detection system- is designed to guarantee message authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality
against most types of external and internal attacks, while in the same time

they keep a minimal impact on overall network performance in terms of
energy efficiency, processing and memory requirement, and communication overhead.
Finally, in order to protect the contextual information in sensor networks,
we conduct a complete survey of the state of the art in context privacy
preservation in WSNs and the mechanisms used in this field, and we introduce our complete classification for content security and contextual privacy in WSNs. Then we propose our contribution in source/sink location
unobservability for WMSNs that aims to hide the location information of
the important nodes such as source nodes and base stations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks

The field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is receiving much attention in the networking research community and as an interdisciplinary field of interest. WSNs are
becoming more low-cost, low-power, multi-functional, and viable due to the advances
in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), low power and highly integrated digital electronics, and proliferation of wireless communications [1]. Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) typically consist of a large number of intelligent battery-powered
sensor nodes with sensing, processing and wireless communicating capabilities [2].
The sensing circuitry measures simple ambient conditions, related to the environment
surrounding the sensor such as temperature, humidity or light, and transforms them
into an electric signal. Processing such a signal reveals some properties about objects
located and/or events happening in the vicinity of the sensor. The sensor sends such
collected data (called as scalar data), usually via radio transmitter, to a command center (sink) either directly or through multiple wireless hops [1] [3] [4]. WSNs have
wide and varied applications such as real time tracking of objects, monitoring of environmental conditions, monitoring of health structures, and preparing a ubiquitous
computing environment, etc [1].
The above mentioned characteristics impose a lot of restrictions on the WSNs design such as fault tolerance, scalability, production costs, network topology, operating
environment, hardware constraints, power consumption, etc. These challenges have
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led to an intensive research in the past few years that addresses the potential collaboration among sensors in data gathering and processing. In most applications, the
deployment area has no existing infrastructure for either energy or communication.
Therefore, a basic requirement for sensor nodes is to be able to survive with a limited
source of energy which is usually a small battery [5]. The network should stay alive
and active for a duration of time that depends on the application of the deployed network, and that may last from several weeks to a few years.
Nevertheless, the rapid development and progress of sensors, MEMS, embedded
computing, in addition to the availability of inexpensive CMOS (Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor) cameras and microphones coupled with the significant progress
in distributed signal processing and multimedia source coding techniques, allowed for
the emergence of so called wireless multimedia sensor networks. As a result, Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) [6] is a network of wirelessly interconnected
sensor nodes equipped with multimedia devices, such as cameras and microphones,
and capable to retrieve video and audio streams, still images, as well as scalar sensor
data.
WMSNs promise a wide range of potential applications in both civilian and military areas which require visual and audio information such as surveillance sensor networks, law-enforcement reports, traffic control systems, advanced health care delivery,
automated assistance to elderly telemedicine, and industrial process control. In these
applications multimedia support has the potential of enhancing the level of information collected, enlarging the range of coverage, and enabling multi-resolution views
[7] (i.e., in comparison to the measurements of scalar data).
WMSNs have also additional characteristics and challenges, in addition to those
of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), because of the nature of the real time multimedia data such as high bandwidth demand, real-time delivery, tolerable end-to-end
delay, and proper jitter and frame loss rate. Moreover, there are many different resource constraints in WMSNs involving energy, bandwidth, data rate, memory, buffer
size and processing capability because of the physically small size of the sensors and
the nature of the multimedia application that is typically producing a huge amount of
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Figure 1.1: Research Challenges in WMSNs

data. Therefore, to meet the quality of service (QoS) requirements and to use the network scarce resources in a fair and efficient manner, these characteristics of WMSNs
along with other research issues such as coverage and security - as shown in Figure 1.1 - become a concern, and should be considered probably at the different layers
of the communication protocol stack. We outline and discuss these issues in detail
in the following sections. Moreover, given the relatively high redundancy in the visual sensor data, WMSNs have additional requirements such as in-node multimedia
processing techniques (e.g. multimedia distributed source coding and data compression), application-specific QoS requirements, and multimedia in-network processing
techniques (e.g. storage management, data fusion and aggregation).
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1.2

Network Architecture

Traditionally, most of the proposed network architectures in scalar wireless sensor
networks are based on a flat architecture of distributed homogeneous nodes, where
low-power scalar sensors are in charge of performing simple tasks such as detecting
scalar physical measurements. But with the emerging of WMSN and its new applications, new types of sensor nodes besides scalar sensors (such as multimedia sensors,
processing hubs, storage hubs) with different capabilities and functionalities have been
used. This raises the need to reconfigure the network into different architectures in a
way the network can be more scalable and more efficient depending on its specific application and QoS requirements. Therefore, based on the designed network topology,
the available resources in the network can be efficiently utilized and fairly distributed
throughout the network, and the desired operations of the multimedia content can be
handled. In general, Network architectures in WMSNs can be divided into three reference models as shown in Figure 1.2.
The first model is the single-tier flat architecture where the network is deployed
with homogeneous sensor nodes of the same capabilities and functionalities. In this
model all the nodes can perform any function from image capturing through multimedia processing to data relaying toward the sink in multi-hop basis. Single-tier flat
architecture is easy to manage. Moreover, multimedia processing is distributed among
the nodes, which prolongs network life time. The second model is the single-tier clustered architecture deployed with heterogeneous sensors where camera, audio and
scalar sensors within each cluster relay data to a cluster head. The cluster head has
more resources and it is able to perform intensive data processing. The cluster head is
wirelessly connected with the sink or the gateway either directly or through other cluster heads in multi-hop fashion. The third model is the multi-tier architecture with
heterogeneous sensors. In this architecture, the first tier deployed with scalar sensors
performs simple tasks, like motion detection, the second tier of camera sensors may
perform more complicated tasks as object detection or object recognition, and at the
third tier more powerful and high resolution camera sensors are capable to perform
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Figure 1.2: Network Architectures Models in WMSN

more complex tasks, like object tracking. Each tier may have a central hub to perform
more data processing and communicate with the higher tier. The third tier is connected
wirelessly with the sink or the gateway. This architecture can accomplish tasks with
different needs with better balance among costs, coverage, functionality, and reliability requirements. On the other side, the use of just one node type in homogeneous
flat network is not scalable enough to enclose all complexity and dynamic range of
applications offered over WMSNs.
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1.3

Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be categorized into four parts. The first part is
based on the comprehensive study of the state of the art in all aspects of WMSN’s proposed architectures, protocols, existing hardware and testbeds along with the mechanisms used to improve the energy efficiency of multimedia transmission over the sensor
networks. The second part of the work studies the designed routing protocol (CMRP)
that efficiently handles the communication of different data types. It also shows the
network performance improvement from using cross-layer optimization technique between network routing and MAC scheduling. The third part of the contributions explores the design of a complete security system for protecting data content using a key
management scheme and Intrusion detection system. The last part of the thesis gives
a complete discussion and classification on the existing work done in event unobservability in sensor networks and describes our proposed privacy scheme for protecting
contextual information in WMSNs.

1.3.1

Survey the State of the Art of All Aspects of WMSNs

|(1)| First, we survey up-to-date works and cover all research aspects of WMSNs,
(e.g., network architecture, communication layer stack, cross layer design, challenge
issues like security and coverage, and hardware and testbeds): We add complete descriptions and conduct comparisons among the proposed protocols in WMSNs (e.g.,
the physical layer technologies used in WMSN, MAC layer protocols proposed for
WMSNs, methodologies used in designing the routing protocols in the routing layer,
source coding techniques applied in the application layer), and we outline in detail
the research challenges at different layers of the communication protocol stack. In
addition, we add new classifications for each communication stack’s protocols, and a
complete taxonomy of the hardware platforms used in WMSNs based on their functionalities and capabilities pertaining to wireless motes, camera motes, and testbeds.
Moreover, we review most of the hardware devices and prototypes used in WMSNs and
compare them along with their specifications and features. Finally, we tried to stress on
open issues for new researchers in this field and to give a view of what we foresee are
going to be the future trends. Almalkawi, I.T.; Guerrero Zapata, M.;
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Al-Karaki, J.N.; Morillo-Pozo, J. "Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Networks:

Current Trends and Future Directions".

Journal 2010, 10, 6662-6717.

[JCR-2010:

Sensors

1.774 Q1] (14/61

Q1 INSTRUMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION)
|(2)| Second, in order to reduce the energy consumption in WMSNs and to meet their
resource scarcity, we discuss the proposed techniques and point to the research directions that overcome the challenging issues and limitations in order to improve the energy efficiency of multimedia transmission over WMSNs. Islam T. Almalkawi,
Mohammad Alaei, Manel Guerrero-Zapata, Jose M. Barcelo-Ordinas,
Julian Morillo-Pozo:

"Energy Efficiency in Wireless Multimedia

Sensor Networks" In IEEE COMSOC MMTC E-Letter.
6, No.

1.3.2

PP.17-20.

Vol.

12, 2011.

Proposing a hierarchal multipath routing protocol and QoSaware cross-layer design for WMSNs

|(1)| Our proposed routing protocol, Cluster-based Multipath Routing Protocol (CMRP),
aims firstly to cluster the nodes, so that cluster heads can do some aggregation and reduction of data in order to save energy consumption and bandwidth usage, and then
to find the maximum number of paths suitable for the different requirements of handling different traffic classes. More specifically, the proposed routing protocol aims to
satisfy the following design goals: (1) supporting different traffic classes of different
delay and bandwidth requirements by choosing the suitable path for each data type, (2)
maintaining minimum end-to-end delay suitable for real-time and non-real-time data
packets to meet their playout deadlines, (3) achieving high throughput and packet delivery ratio by selecting the paths with better link quality and avoiding collisions and
interferences, (4) saving energy at sensor nodes by moving the multimedia processing
complexity as well as the aggregation process to the cluster heads’ side, along with preventing path loops and path cycles in establishing the routes, and finally (5) providing
load balancing and reliable data delivery by using multi-path routing protocol and twolevel QoS-aware scheduling.

Almalkawi, I., Guerrero Zapata, M.,

Al-Karaki, J. "A Secure Cluster-Based Multipath Routing Protocol
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for WMSNs".

Sensors Journal 11, 4, 4401-4424 (2011).

[JCR-2011:

1.739 Q1] (14/59 Q1 INSTRUMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION)

|(2)| We improve the above work, to ensure correct delivery of real-time multimedia data and to utilize efficiently the limited resources, by proposing a solution that
provides both Quality of Service (QoS) assurance and energy efficiency. In this contribution, we propose a cross-layer based routing protocol that can utilize MAC-layer
QoS-based scheduling for more efficient routing mechanism in WMSNs. Our proposed optimization is based on clustered multipath routing protocol and adaptive QoSaware scheduling for the different traffic classes in WMSNs. The design exploits the
hierarchical structure of powerful cluster heads and the optimized multiple paths along
with the adaptive scheduling to support reliable, high throughput, and energy-efficient
multimedia transmission in WMSNs. The scheduling mechanism is based on adaptive
QoS-aware TDMA approach used at two levels in the network: within clusters and
among cluster heads. Our algorithm uses flexible time-slot assignment where a cluster
head is responsible to schedule the traffic toward the sink from the sensor nodes based
on the type of data and its availability. Almalkawi, I., Guerrero Zapata,
M., Al-Karaki, J.:

A Cross-Layer-Based Clustered Multipath

Routing with QoS-Aware Scheduling for Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Networks.
2012.

1.3.3

International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks.

[JCR-2011:

0.203 Q4] (71/79 Q4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS)

Proposing security algorithms suitable for multimedia transmission over sensor networks

|(1)| In this contribution, we propose an implementation of a distributed and lightweight
security mechanism of key management in order to secure the data communication
among the nodes in clustered WMSNs against external attacks. Our proposed scheme
of key management is lightweight -in terms of energy efficiency, processing and memory complexity, and communication overhead-, scalable for large scale network, and
designed to facilitate the data aggregation at cluster heads. More specifically, the key
management scheme is designed to: 1) Satisfy the basic security requirements such
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as authentication, integrity, and confidentiality without the need of a central key distribution. 2) Protect the network against the majority of outsider attacks, and to resist
against insider attacks since the security keys it uses are unique and affect only the
local cluster (i.e. the stolen material cannot be used in other clusters). 3) Be scalable
for large-scale network because every node needs to generate only a small number of
shared security keys regardless the total number of deployed nodes. We analyze analytically the effect of clustering the network on the scalability of our security algorithm
and the number of needed security keys stored in each node. 4) Allow for message
broadcasting within the clusters using unique-cluster security keys and for data aggregation processing since cluster heads can decrypt the sent data if necessary and update
the corresponding information before relaying them toward the sink.
Our proposed security algorithm supports both authenticated encryption and authentication only services: with authenticated encryption, the data payload is encrypted
using an encryption algorithm (such as MISTY1 or Skipjack algorithm) and the entire packet is authenticated with a message authentication code (MAC) using for example Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) based on cryptographic
hash function or message digest (such as SHA1). Almalkawi, I., Guerrero
Zapata, M., Al-Karaki, J. "A Secure Cluster-Based Multipath
Routing Protocol for WMSNs".
(2011).

[JCR-2011:

Sensors Journal 11, 4, 4401-4424

1.739 Q1] (14/59 Q1 INSTRUMENTS AND INSTRUMENTA

|(2)| In order to protect the network from advanced insider attacks and eliminate their
threats, a second level of security is required. Therefore, we propose a lightweight distributed intrusion detection system (IDS) that can detect malicious attempts of exploiting possible security breaches and warn for suspicious nodes, even if these nodes are
using legitimate security keys. To the best of our knowledge, there is no intrusion detection systems specific for WMSNs in the literature. Due to the especial requirements
for delivering real time multimedia data, it is required significantly to have an efficient
(fast and accurate) and lightweight (minimum overhead) IDS to detect possible intrusions in WMSNs. So, our proposed lightweight IDS is simple, with very little communication overhead, and efficient to identify malicious internal attackers in clustered
WMSNs. The intrusion detection scheme prevents malicious attempts in each cluster
by discovering compromised nodes both whether they are group member nodes (GMs)
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or the cluster head (CH) itself.

Almalkawi, I.T.; Guerrero Zapata,

M.; Al-Karaki, J.N. "Light-weight Security Scheme for Key Management
and Intrusion Detection in Clustered Wireless Multimedia Sensor
Networks".

Submitted to the Journal of Networks and Computer

Applications (JNCA), March 2013.

1.3.4

Discussing Event Unobservability in sensor networks and proposing location privacy scheme

|(1)| In this part, we introduce our complete classification for content security and
contextual privacy in WSNs that is expected to guide in the design of new improved
solutions for WMSNs. We focus in this work in revising the contextual privacy preservation in WSNs: define each form of contextual privacy, explain every possible attack
methodologies, and survey the state of the art of existing countermeasures showing
their advantages and drawbacks. More specifically, we first investigate the location
privacy problem for the source, sink, and query location and review most of the proposed privacy-preserving techniques. Then, we analyze the protection of node identity
privacy and explain its presented approaches. We also examine the temporal privacy
issues and demonstrate the existing schemes related to this subject. Finally, we discuss
the existing solutions comparing to each other and tried to stress on some interesting
and challenging open issues for new researchers in this field. Almalkawi, I.T.;
Guerrero Zapata, M.; Al-Karaki, J.N. "Event Unobservability
in Wireless Sensor Networks:

A Survey".

Submitted to the

Journal of Networks and Computer Applications (JNCA), February
2013.
|(2)| Although most of the security mechanisms used in sensor networks such as encryption, authentication, and intrusion detection allow sensor nodes to protect their
transmitted "data content" from being exposed by external and internal attacks, and
satisfy most of the needed security requirements (such as confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and availability), still they cannot fully address the location privacy of
contextual content in WMSNs. Therefore, a third level of security protection is needed
to offer contextual privacy of location information. In this contribution, we propose
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a source/sink unobservability scheme that hides the location information of important
nodes in the network such as sources and sinks. This location privacy scheme avoids
generating wide-network dummy messages by exploiting the used source coding technique in the application layer. Almalkawi, I.T.; Guerrero Zapata, M.;
Al-Karaki, J.N. "An Efficient Source/Sink Location Unobservability
for Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks".
to the Journal of..., 2013.

1.4

To be submitted

Thesis Organization

The thesis document consists of seven chapters in total. This first chapter gives a
general introduction to the work, lists the contributions of thesis, and summaries the
project work. The second chapter reviews the background and related work done in
WMSNs. The proposed cluster-based multipath routing protocol and the enhanced
QoS-aware cross-layer design are discussed in details in chapter three. These correspond to the contributions mentioned in Section 1.3.2. The details on the implementation design of the security algorithms of key management and intrusion detection
related to the contributions listed in Section 1.3.3 can be found in chapters four. The
chapters 5 addresses a complete information on the contextual privacy in wireless sensor networks, and then chapter 6 proposes the source/sink location unobservability
scheme for WMSNs regarding the contributions listed in the section 1.3.4 of the current chapter. The last chapter contains the conclusions and the future work.
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1.5

Summary

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) have emerged and shifted the focus
from the typical scalar wireless sensor networks to networks with multimedia devices
that are capable to retrieve video, audio, images, as well as scalar sensor data. WMSNs
are able to deliver multimedia content due to the availability of inexpensive CMOS
cameras and microphones coupled with the significant progress in distributed signal
processing and multimedia source coding techniques.
These mentioned characteristics, challenges, and requirements of designing WMSNs open many research issues and future research directions to develop protocols, algorithms, architectures, devices, and testbeds to maximize the network lifetime while
satisfying the quality of service requirements of the various applications. In this thesis
dissertation, we outline the design challenges of WMSNs and we give a comprehensive discussion of the proposed architectures and protocols for the different layers of
the communication protocol stack for WMSNs along with their open research issues.
Also, we conduct a comparison among the existing WMSN hardware and testbeds
based on their specifications and features along with complete classification based on
their functionalities and capabilities. In addition, we introduce our complete classification for content security and contextual privacy in WSNs. Our focus in this field, after
conducting a complete survey in WMSNs and event privacy in sensor networks, and
earning the necessary knowledge of programming sensor motes such as Micaz and
Stargate and running simulation using NS2, is to design suitable protocols meet the
challenging requirements of WMSNs targeting especially the routing and MAC layers,
secure the wirelessly exchange of data against external attacks using proper security
algorithms: key management and secure routing, defend the network from internal
attacks by using a light-weight intrusion detection technique, protect the contextual
information from being leaked to unauthorized parties by adapting an event unobservability scheme, and evaluate the performance efficiency and energy consumption of
employing the security algorithms over WMSNs.
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Chapter 2
A State-of-the-Art Survey in WMSNs
2.1

Physical Layer in WMSN

The Physical Layer in WMSNs consists of the basic hardware transmission technologies of a network and defines the means of transmitting raw bits, rather than logical
data packets, over the wireless link that is connecting network nodes. It is responsible also for frequency selection, modulation and channel encoding. In WMSNs,
the physical layer should be designed in a way that it underlies all the higher-layer
communications-related functions and meets the specific requirements and characteristics of WMSN. Therefore:
• The physical layer technology must work in a compatible way with higher layers
in the protocol stack to support their application-specific requirements and to
meet the design challenges of WMSN. This can be done with higher efficiency
if a cross-layer model is used especially between physical layer and MAC layer.
• The physical layer should utilize the available bandwidth and data rate in the
best possible way, and to be more power efficient.
• The physical layer should have a good performance (gain) against noise and interference and provide enough flexibility for both different channel and multiple
1

Chapter 2 is based on the publications :
(1) Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks: Current Trends and Future Directions;
Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki, Julian Morillo-Pozo. appeared in Sensors Journal 2010, Volume 10, Pages 6662-6717, 2010
(2) Energy Efficiency in Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks; Islam T. Almalkawi, Mohammad Alaei, Manel Guerrero-Zapata, Jose M. Barcelo-Ordinas, Julian MorilloPozo. appeared in IEEE COMSOC MMTC E-Letter, Volume 6, Pages 17-20, No. 12, 2011
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path selection.
• The cost of the radio should be taken into account since it will be deployed in
large number of nodes.
Physical layer technologies can be classified either into three groups (Narrow band,
Spread spectrum, Ultra-Wide band (UWB) technologies) based on the modulation
scheme and bandwidth consideration [8], or into different standard protocols (IEEE
802.15.4 ZigBee, IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11 WiFi, 802.15.3a UWB). ZigBee [9] is the most common standard radio protocol used in wireless sensor networks
because of its lightweight standard and its low-cost and low-power characteristics.
ZigBee supports: data rate up to 250kbps at 2.4 GHz, more than 65000 nodes, coding
efficiency of 76.52 %, and range of 10-100 meters. ZigBee standard is being used by
most of WSN devices such as MICA-family, Tmote sky, and imote2. However, ZigBee
standard is not suitable for high data rate applications such as multimedia streaming
over WMSN and for guaranteeing application-specific QoS. On the other hand, other
standards like Bluetooth and WiFi have higher data rate and code efficiency -as shown
in Table 2.1- but they consume more energy. Bluetooth has been used in [10] [11] for
wireless communication in WMSN, while WiFi has been used with Stargate device in
many projects as shown in the Hardware section later on.
UWB [12] [13] -with coding efficiency of 97.94%, data rate up to 250 Mbps, and
nominal range of 10 meters in addition to its immunity to multipath propagation and
precise positioning capabilities- has the potential to enable low power consumption,
high data-rate of short range wireless communication and seems to be a promising
candidate for the physical layer standard of WMSN. UWB spreads the information
over a large bandwidth, about 20% of the center frequency or more than 500 MHz.
The physical layer of UWB is implemented by using either impulse radio (IR) of extremely short duration pulses, or multiband orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) where hybrid frequency hopping and OFDM are applied. IR-UWB
has simpler transmitter and rich resolvable multipath components, but it needs a long
channel acquisition time and requires high speed analog-to-digital converters, while
MB-OFDM-UWB offers robustness to narrowband interference, spectral flexibility,
and efficiency but it needs slightly complex transmitter. The multiple access of IRUWB can be realized by using direct sequence UWB (DS-UWB), or time hopping
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Table 2.1: Specifications of the Physical Layer Standards in WMSNs

UWB (TH-UWB). The low duty cycle of IR-UWB (<1%), because of the short duration of the pulse, is a key advantage for low power consumption in WMSN, also
spreading information over wide bandwidth decreases the power spectral density and
in turn reducing the interference with other systems and lowering the probability of
interception.
For the network layer, with the new characteristics of UWB such as low power
transmission and low accurate ranging capabilities, the addressing and location-aware
routing protocols can be optimized for better performance and they can get rid from
the overhead caused by traditional flooding technique for routing and IPv6 scheme
for addressing. Also UWB properties, especially the positioning capabilities, can be
exploited to simplify the hardware used in location-aware routing instead of using of
GPS enabled devices. It is pointed in [12] that UWB characteristics should be taken
in account in the MAC layer for channel access, scheduling, and error control wherein
the low duty cycle and low power transmission reduce the probability of collisions between pulses and interference. TH-IR-UWB system could be used, for example, for
simultaneous transmissions based on the adoption of different time hopping code on
each active link; and the rich resolvable multipath components of IR-UWB could be
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exploited, for example, at the receiver side for multipath diversity and channel estimation.
It is worth to point out that, in order to further increase capacity and mitigate the
impairment by fading and co-channel interference, multi-antenna systems such as antenna diversity, smart antenna, and MIMO systems, can be combined with UWB. Since
UWB has almost impulse-like channel response, the combination with multiple antenna techniques such as MIMO systems may give the possibility of short-range networks with multi-gigabit rates. However, these physical-layer techniques have many
challenging problems to be developed for WMSNs. Although UWB appears to be a
promising alternative physical layer technology and it has many attractive features, it is
still not very mature and there are many challenges and issues that need to be resolved
and better understood.

2.2

MAC Layer in WMSN

The design of highly efficient and reliable medium access control (MAC) protocols is
critical in wireless sensor networking. Conventionally, the goal is to provide sufficient
transmission capacity at the minimum energy cost under a moderate network load condition. A quick look into the existing MAC protocols for WSNs, as surveyed in [14],
reveals that lack of standardization and application-specific diverse requirements has
deprived WSNs from having a single de-facto standard MAC protocol.
MAC in WMSNs is essential to coordinate the channel access among competing
devices. Given the energy constraints of the small, battery powered sensor devices, it is
desirable that the MAC layer provides reliable, error-free data transfer with minimum
retransmissions while meeting the QoS requirements (i.e. bit error rate, transmission
rate, delay, fairness, etc.) with efficient resource utilization. MAC layer attempts to
address these issues by enforcing channel access, scheduling policies (Figure 2.1), and
error control. Therefore, a proposal of MAC layer protocol for WMSNs should satisfy
the following features:
• maximize network throughput,
• enhance transmission reliability,
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• minimize control overhead,
• be energy-efficient,
• and guarantee a certain level of QoS.

Figure 2.1: Traffic Differentiation and Priority Queueing in WMSNs.

2.2.1

The Affecting Characteristics of WMSN on MAC Protocol
Design

In WMSNs, a sensor node may have various kind of sensors, as described in the Hardware section, that gather different types of data with different levels of importance.
Therefore, WMSNs generate different traffic classes and these classes require classification, buffering, and different type of services (Figure 2.1). In addition, a WMSN
normally demands larger bandwidth and entails higher network throughput to transport
large volume of data to remote data sink rapidly and reliably. However, data rates provided by existing commercial sensor products, e.g. 250 Kbps in MICAz, pose some
limitations to support multimedia traffic. On the other hand, current sensor nodes,
such as MICAz and WINS, already support multiple channels for communication, for
example, 40 channels in WINS [15]. Thus, the development of multi-channel MAC
protocols, which can effectively utilize the available channel capacity appears as a research direction to achieve a better support for multimedia applications over WSNs.
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Moreover, the design of the MAC layer depends on a trade-off between complexity/cost and the network throughput, which is reflected in the literature of MAC protocol
design for wireless sensor networks.
The work in [15] argues that a flat architecture is not suitable for multimedia applications because the transmission of the large volume of data resulting from multimedia
applications will quickly drain the battery of the sensor nodes, thus, significantly reducing the network lifetime. Of course, multimedia transmission poses a research
challenge and it is true that the multi-tier paradigm is very used in the literature of
WMSNs. Although they can be of interest for some scenarios, we do not think, however, that the research focus should be put on the design of MAC protocols that assume
some kind of supernodes (i.e. abundant power supply, out-of-band channel to communicate with the sink, etc.) that allow to get rid of the constraints of WMSNs (such as
[15]).

2.2.2

MAC Layer’s Main Functions

2.2.2.1

Channel Access

Traditionally, MAC protocols for WSNs can be classified into contention-based and
contention-free protocols, according to the methods of cooperation in listen state between neighboring nodes. Contention-free slotted access protocols suffer from synchronization problem and many energy wastes because of synchronization overhead,
in addition to channel under-utilization and fixed time-slot assignments. Regarding
the structure of these protocols, they use many slots to access the channel and relatively long listening time that wastes more energy. Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) is the most common example of this class. On the other side, contentionbased protocols are based on the random access to the channel. This provides more
flexibility to handle different nodes densities, lower delay, and better throughput potential at varying traffic loads. Also, there are no synchronization issues, making these
protocols rather simple. The down side of this relaxed, random access approach is the
wasted energy due to idle listening and collisions produced with large preamble and
hidden nodes problems. Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) based with, possible,
Collision Avoidance (CA) and its variants are examples of this type of protocols.
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Simplicity, flexibility and scalability of contention-based random access protocols
make them attractive for WSNs. However, transmitting multimedia applications with
strict QoS-guarantee offers significant new challenges over these energy-constrained
sensor networks and makes conventional MAC protocols not suitable for WMSNs.
Design of an efficient sensory MAC-protocol, satisfying QoS requirements, is one
major step in end-to-end QoS provisioning over WMSNs.
Most Contention-based MAC protocols in WSNs, such as S-MAC [16] and TMAC [17], were proposed to support single-channel architecture, as shown in Table 2.2. [15] argues that these protocols are not suitable for multimedia applications
(because they are designed to be energy efficient at the cost of increased latency and degraded network throughput) and proposes a multi-channel MAC protocol. Of course,
neither S-MAC nor T-MAC was originally thought for WMSNs and probably they
would not work properly under the new requirements of such networks. We think that
exploiting the multi-channel features in the existing sensor platforms is a promising
direction in designing a MAC protocol for WMSN, but it is also a mistake to discard
the single-channel paradigm. In fact, we will see a proposed single-channel MAC protocol for WMSNs, [18] (further developed in [19]), that clearly outperforms both
T-MAC and S-MAC in terms of MAC latency (both T-MAC and S-MAC attain an
average transmission delay of 60 ms, while the delay of [19] is less than 30 ms),
MAC throughput (while S-MAC and T-MAC achieves a throughput of 20 Kbps and
10 Kbps, the proposal in [19] achieves an average throughput of 50 Kbps), and energy
efficiency (it consumes less energy than S-MAC and 14-18% more than T-MAC).
COM-MAC is an on-demand multi-channel contention-free MAC protocol proposed in [15]. It exploits the fact that current sensor nodes, such as MICAz and
WINS, already support multiple channels for communication, e.g. 40 channels in
WINS, to develop a multi-channel MAC protocol in order to effectively utilize the
available channel capacity through cooperative work from the other sensor nodes. In
this way, a better support for high data rates demanded by multimedia applications can
be achieved.
As an example of a single-channel MAC protocol, a MAC Protocol for WMSNs is
presented in [18] and [19]. It argues that CSMA methods generally offer a lower delay
and better throughput, especially at lower traffic loads. Thus, it is based on the CSMA/CA MAC methods to develop a QoS-based MAC protocol for WMSNs. It adap-
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tively adjusts the contention window depending on the QoS requirements and wireless
channel characteristics and dynamically adjusts its duty cycle based on the major application traffic to preserve the sensor energy without sacrificing QoS provisioning. It
updates the contention window to achieve trade-off between the period wasted on the
waiting for the back-off counter to expire and the collisions because of the simultaneous transmissions of more than one sensor nodes. Subsequently depending on the
traffic class, it differentiates the packets into different types and updates the contention
window in different amount; for higher priority traffic classes (like streaming video)
the increment step size is set to be smaller than that of the lower priority while the
decrement step size is set to be greater than that of the lower priority. In this way,
throughput differentiation between different traffic classes can be easily controlled and
adjusted by controlling this step size. As an example, authors in [19] consider a network where the mean capacity of the links is 100 Kbps and show how they can move
from a scenario where the streaming video traffic achieves a throughput of 50 Kbps
followed by the 40 Kbps throughput of lower priority classes, to a scenario in which
streaming video achieves a throughput of 75 Kbps at the cost of 15 Kbps throughput
for lower priority classes. They also demonstrate the throughput dynamics of different traffic classes in both the presence and absence of highest priority streaming video
traffic: when the streaming video is on, it obtains 45 Kbps while leaving 40 Kbps
to lower priority traffic classes. When it is switched off, lower priority classes obtain
80 Kbps and when it is switched on again, it quickly re-attains a higher throughput of
50 Kbps, at the cost of the reduction of lower priority traffic classes throughput to 40
Kbps. Similar conclusions are drawn regarding delay: the lower contention window
of streaming video traffic gives it the lowest delay of 10 ms, when compared with 30
ms or 70 ms of lower priority traffic classes. For energy conservation, the proposed
MAC protocol is trying to save energy by dynamically changing the duty cycle of the
idle listening with the current traffic condition. Of course, in such a strategy, there
exists a trade-off between energy consumption and delay. Results in [19] show this
phenomena: for a pretty low latency of 10 ms the energy consumed by the protocol
is close to 30 mWHr, while if a relatively high latency of 20-30 ms is allowed, the
energy consumption reduces to less than 15 mWHr.
A cross-layer communication approach is presented in [20], between the MAC
and physical layers, to provide a better QoS for WMSN applications. It is based on
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the Time-Hopping Impulse Radio Ultra-Wide-Band (TH-IR-UWB) transmission techniques. While [18] improves protocols like S-MAC and T-MAC but still based on
CSMA/CA, [20] takes a totally different approach and discards CSMA/CA (as COMMAC did). This architecture tries to solve the shortcomes of using CSMA/CA for the
MAC layer in WSN such as the variable and uncontrollable access delays from using
random timer, idle listening from using carrier sense, and increased energy consumption due to for example hidden node problem with the objective of providing QoS for
WMSNs. An evaluation through simulation is performed for a network of 49 nodes,
taking into account two different groups of traffic flows with different QoS demands
(flows in group 1 require 100 Kbps bandwidth, 100 ms. end-to-end delay, and 0% PER
while flows in group 2 have 500 kbit/s bandwidth demand, 100 ms end-to-end delay
and can admit 10% PER. Results show that sources in group 1 have a throughput of
exactly 100 kbit/s, while sources in group 2 show an average throughput of about 480
kbit/s, as some packets are lost. While flows in group 1 do not lose packets, flows in
group 2 lose approximately 4% of the packets, which is still below the application requirement. The 0% packet loss in group 1 directly translates into a consistently higher
energy consumption which is not studied in this work. Moreover, the aggregate average end-to-end delays of the two groups are well below the threshold end-to-end delay,
which suggests that simulations with more restrictive conditions should be performed
to better understand the behaviour of this proposal (for example, how the admission
control works or how the coordination overhead affects the overall system). On the
other hand, the differences in delays between flows in the same groups are very limited
between different flows, which demonstrates the basic fairness of the system, and the
variance of the delay is also limited. Authors in [20] argue that this shows that under normal circumstances the system leads to much more limited jitter as compared to
CSMA/CA based systems. A direct comparison between the system proposed in [20]
and a CSMA/CA based system (like, for example, [19]) would be, however, of great
interest to verify that.
2.2.2.2

Scheduling and Admission Control

Scheduling, admission control, and buffer management in WMSNs is an open research
issue that has attracted the research community in last years but still not really solved.
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MAC Protocol

T-MAC [17]
S-MAC [16]
B-MAC [21]
MMAC [22]
MMSN [23]
COM-MAC [15]
Diff.
Service
Model [24]
MAC Protocol in
[18]
Cross-layer Architecture
in
[20]
EQ-MAC [25]
Node Admission
[26]
UWB Technology in [12]

(Single/Multi)-

Contention-

Diff.

Topology

Cross-

Channel

(based/free)

Service

single
single
single
multi
multi
multi
-

free (scheduling-based)
free (scheduling-based)
based
based (IEEE 802.11)
based
free (scheduling-based)
-

no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes

clustered
clustered
flat
flat
flat
clustered
flat

no
no
yes
no
no
-

single

based (CSMA)

yes

flat

no

multi (UWB)

free

yes

flat

yes

single
single

based (collision-free)
free (TDMA)

yes
no

flat (static)
flat

yes
yes

multi

free

yes

flat

yes

Layering

Table 2.2: A Comparison between MAC Layer Protocols. Grey rows indicate that the
MAC protocol is designed for WSNs but not specifically for WMSNs.

As an starting example, the work in [15] makes some strong assumptions to be considered: on one hand, it uses a coordinated channel scheduling that assumes a relatively
static network to overcome the contention overhead incurred by multi-channel MAC
protocols. On the other hand, it argues that a flat structure is not suitable for WMSNs.
The protocol operation is divided into three sessions (Request, Scheduling and Data
Transmission) and only a heuristic is provided to calculate the scheduling to be used
based on priorities. In the cluster-based MAC protocol, COM-MAC [15], a scheduled
multi-channel medium access protocol is considered within each cluster where the
cluster head coordinates the communication among its members in a contention free
manner within both the time and frequency domains. By this way, the nodes, which
are assumed to have multiple transceivers being able to operate on a set of available
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channels simultaneously, avoid collision, idle listening and overhearing problems. The
cluster head dynamically allocates time slots and channels for its members according
to the current QoS requirements and network traffic status.
One work that attacks the scheduling and buffer management problem is [24]
based on the fact that different network applications need different QoS requirements
such as packet delay, packet loss, bandwidth and availability. And this can be done not
by increasing network capacity (as COM-MAC [15]), but by developing a network
architecture which is able to guarantee QoS requirements for high priority traffic. It
argues that the sensor networks should be willing to spend more resources in disseminating packets that carry more important information by using a differentiated service
model for WMSNs. The proposed model can support two major different types of
traffic classes: real time class (Expedited Forwarding or EF) and non real time traffic
(Assured Forwarding or AF) which is divided into three classes: high priority AF1,
medium priority AF2, and low priority AF3. In this model, real time traffic is buffered
in a separate queue with low buffer size while non real time traffics are managed by
using random early detection (RED) queue management in separate queues also. The
delay performance of different traffic classes is evaluated by using two scheduling
mechanisms: Priority Queuing (PQ) and Weighted Round Robin (WRR). It is shown
that by using priority queuing (PQ) scheduling mechanism for EF traffic class and
weighted round robin (WRR) scheduler for non real time traffic classes, low delay
bound and guaranteed network bandwidth for high priority real time traffic can be provided. This work, as it simply considers a scheduling system, does not provide any
insight on the physical and MAC layers of WMSNs. The main drawback of this work,
however, is that it demonstrates that the proposed system can provide differentiated
services but it does not study signaling overheads or energy consumption.
In concordance with [20], the work in [12] shows also that UWB characteristics should be taken into account in the MAC layer for channel access, scheduling,
and error control wherein the low duty cycle and low power transmission reduce the
probability of collisions between pulses and interference.
A theoretic work done in [26] tries to give insights in where and how to deploy
sensor nodes (and how many of them) so that all the nodes can be supported by the
limited communication resources in WMSNs. It assumes low-mobility or a static network, flat topology, and a single-channel TDMA-based communication to present a
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cross-layer design model where node admission in WMSNs and its interaction with
resource management and link scheduling is investigated. The interaction is formulated as a two-stage optimization problem: first stage is to maximize the number of
admitted sensor nodes, and the second stage is to maximize the network life time. It
is shown also that this optimization problem can be presented in equivalent one-stage
optimization problem with more compact mathematical form. Note that a common
characteristic in all the presented proposals is that some kind of service differentiation
(Figure 2.1) is provided: it seems clear that without this feature it is not possible to
guarantee the QoS needed by WMSNs.
2.2.2.3

Error Control

Due to the unreliability of the wireless medium in WMSNs, the transmitted data such
as multimedia content is exposed to losses or errors mostly caused by multi-path fading, co-channel interference, jamming ... etc. Therefore, in order to improve the perceptual quality of the received multimedia content, techniques for error correction and
loss recovery should be employed in WMSNs to combat the unreliability of the wireless channel at the physical and MAC layer. Forward Error Correction (FEC) and
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) are examples of these techniques. The usefulness
of ARQ in sensor network applications is limited by the additional re-transmission
cost and overhead. On the other hand, decoding complexity is greater in FEC, as error
correction capabilities need to be built-in. Considering this, simple error control codes
with low-complexity encoding and decoding might present the best solution for sensor
networks. In the design of such a scheme, it is important to have good knowledge of
the channel characteristics and implementation techniques.
A comparison between two techniques of error compensation of transmission distortion in multipath WMSN is conducted in [27]. First technique is the Error Concealment (EC) algorithm that reconstructs the distorted multimedia data as closely as
the original one by utilizing the use of modified discrete wavelet transform for embedding downsized replicas of original image into itself. EC does not need increasing
in bandwidth demand as well as retransmissions and consequent delay, however EC
algorithm needs more processing power at the source and sink nodes comparing to
the other technique. The second technique is the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
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based on Reed-Solomon coding that compensates and corrects the wireless link errors
by utilizing the use of redundant data. FEC technique can mitigate the wireless link
impairments but it cannot solve the errors from instant node failure problem and require considerable increase in the transmission bandwidth. It is shown in [27] that
EC technique with multipath routing is more promising than FEC based RS coding to
compensate for error and losses in WMSN.

2.2.3

Research Issues

In this section we presented a set of representative research efforts regarding MAC for
WMSNs: single-channel/multi-channel and/or scheduled/contention-based proposals
appear in the literature. In our opinion, multi-channel MAC protocols are more suitable
for WMSNs. We have also identified different considered topologies. Although it can
be interesting to exploit to some extend the use of multi-tier WMSNs in the design of
MAC protocols, this should not be used to simplify the problems that the transmission
of multimedia content represents. In this sense, papers that consider a flat topology are
more research challenging.
We discussed the cross-layer design dependencies between MAC layer and other
layers of the communication stack especially the physical layer, in the case of using
UWB technology. The adoption of the UWB technology as the underlying transmission technique in WMSNs and the potential challenges in this area, appear as an interesting research topic. We believe that this research area will attract the attention of
many researchers and boost the applicability of UWB in multimedia networking.
In overall, we think that cross-layering is essential for efficient MAC designs in
WMSNs, together with queue-management and traffic classification/prioritization as
long as QoS is required for multimedia traffic.

2.3

Routing Layer in WMSN

Routing layer in wireless sensor network aims to deliver the sensed data from the
sources to the sink node taking into account several design considerations, such as energy efficiency, link quality, fault tolerance, and scalability. Although there are many
routing protocols proposed for the traditional WSN, the design of routing protocols for
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WMSN is still an active research area. We believe that the new characteristics and constraints due to the multimedia content handling over the network make the proposed
routing protocols for WSNs not directly applicable for WMSNs. The multimedia nature of the collected information (video streaming, still images, audio) adds more constraints on the design of the routing protocols in order to meet the application-specific
QoS requirements and network conditions.
There are many traffic classes in WMSNs and can be categorized into three main
classes or services depending on their QoS requirements: 1) Event-driven service
which is delay intolerant and error intolerant but it requires less bandwidth, so a path
with a little traffic and high signal to noise ratio is attractive for this kind of service.
2) Data query service is error intolerant but query-specific delay tolerant applications,
so a path with significant congestion and a high signal to noise ratio may be used for
this service. 3) Stream query service which is delay intolerant but query-specific error
tolerant application (in a sense packet losses can be tolerated to a certain extent), so a
path with less traffic and relatively lower signal to noise ratio is better for this type of
service.

2.3.1

Routing Methodologies in WMSN

The recent work in routing layer of WMSN, as shown in Table 2.3 and summarized
below, tries to handle these new characteristics of WMSNs and its design challenges
by either modifying the previous work done in WSNs (e.g. using multiple performance
metrics to meet the additional QoS requirements), or proposing new solutions based
on new methodologies (e.g. using multi radio or MIMO systems, switching between
multiple channels, selecting multi routing paths, or mixing among these methods).
Moreover, we should point to the fact that these additional challenges and requirements of WMSNs, mainly by streaming real-time multimedia content, open the call
for new research on cross layer design for more optimizing solutions. For example,
cross layer design between multimedia source coding techniques at the application
layer and the routing protocol in the routing layer can be exploited for better multipath
selection or in-network processing. Also, cross layer design between the routing layer
and the MAC layer can allow for packet-level service differentiation or priority-based
scheduling and for more power efficient routing mechanisms.
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Table 2.3: Methodologies used in proposed routing protocols for WMSN

The work in [28] presents an Ant-based Service-aware routing algorithm (ASAR),
a QoS routing model for wireless multimedia sensor network, that chooses appropriate
paths for different QoS requirements from different types of services. The proposed
algorithm mainly addresses the routing scheme between the cluster head and sink node
in which a cluster head transfers the different classes of data. The process starts at the
cluster head when it generates the ants for each type of service and then depending on
the objective function of each type of data and pheromone value of each path, different paths are found to meet the different QoS requirements. In order to quicken the
convergence of the algorithm and optimize network resources, the algorithm quantifies
the pheromone value on the sink to decrease the sending frequency of reverse ants or
control messages. Presented results show that: ASAR has a significant advantage over
Dijkstra and Directional Diffusion (DD) in most metrics; except in packet loss rate for
stream query service and delay when compared with DD.
A geographic routing algorithm, Two-Phase Greedy Forwarding (TPGF), is proposed in [29]. It explores near shortest hole-bypassing node-disjoint routing paths
for WMSNs. TPGF supports multipath transmission by repeatedly executing the algorithm to find more on-demand node-disjoint routing paths. TPGF also supports near
shortest and hole-bypassing path without including the face routing or planarization
algorithms in order to maximize the number of available paths. It assumes that all the
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nodes know their location information and the source nodes know also the location of
the base station. The first phase of TPGF is responsible for finding the possible routing
path and it consists of two steps: greedy forwarding and step back & mark. The process starts at a source node that chooses the next-hop node which is closest to the sink
among all the neighboring nodes and so on. In case that the next-hop does not have
any farther neighbor except the previous node, it steps back to its previous-hop and
marks itself as a block node. The second phase of TPGF is responsible for optimizing
the found routing paths with the least number of hops and by eliminating the paths
circles (if any) in the found paths using label based optimization technique. Presented
results show that the average path length obtained by TPGF is much shorter than the
one obtained by GPSR [30].
The work in [31] suggested to use landmark ad hoc routing protocol (LANMAR)
in WMSNs with deploying limited number of mobile swarms, in which the network is
divided into groups (LANMAR groups) and each group has a landmark node which is
dynamically elected. A swarm is a group of nodes physically close to each other and
usually share the same mobility pattern. Comparing to other sensor nodes, the swarm
nodes have better capabilities in terms of hardware functionalities and networking capabilities (such as high quality video camera, multiple long radio range, large channel bandwidth, and maybe ability to communicate with satellites) and they can move
with relatively high speed. An example of mobile swarm can be a group of tanks or
unmanned aerial vehicles (UVH) moving together. The mobile swarms can communicate and exchange information between each other by using satellite communication
or mobile backbone network (MBN). With the help of the limited number of mobile
swarms, high quality of multimedia streams can be supported in large-scale sensor
network. Once there is a hot or interested spot, a swarm can be directed to that area
to help forwarding high quality multimedia streams. Results presented in this work
show that the delivery rate and average end-to-end delay of their proposed protocol
(Swarm-based LANMAR) outperforms LANMAR and AODV.
A non interfering disjoint multipath routing for WMSN is proposed in [32]. It
addressed the problem of interference between multiple paths using one channel in
WMSN and suggested an incremental on-demand approach in which only one path
is built for a given source and additional paths are built when required in case of path
congestion or lack of bandwidth. In order to solve the problem of interference between
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close paths, the proposed solution forces the multipath routing to build paths that are
not interfering with each other from the beginning by putting all the interfering nodes
of a given path in a passive state. Passive nodes do not further participate in building
any other path in future and consequently will not interfere with previously built paths.
The process starts at the sink when it floods the network with requests until they reach
the source nodes. The source node starts immediately sending data on the selected
paths and all the intermediate nodes between the source and the sink will inform their
neighbors to switch to the passive state. The proposed work argues that putting some
nodes in a passive or sleep mode increases the overall throughput and reduces the
consumed amount of energy in the network. Results obtained through simulation show
that the proposed protocol achieves better throughput with less energy consumption
by using fewer non-interfering paths when compared to multipath schemes without
interference awareness.
Modifications on, Direct Diffusion, the routing protocol for WSN are done in [33]
to support multipath routing for WMSN based on link quality and latency metrics.
One of the modifications includes using Costp, which is a product of expected transmission count (ETX) and delay, as a performance metric instead of pure delay that
was used in Direct Diffusion. Since close paths interfere with each other and consequently have poor SNRs which are indirectly used to estimate ETX values, they have
less probability to be selected by using Costp metric and this also will lead to increase
throughput. The other modification is to reinforcing multiple links at the sink to obtain disjoint path from the source, and in order to match multipath routing. However,
this routing protocol does not consider the bandwidth as QoS metric for routing decision or prioritizes the incoming packets to schedule them but it does consider the
playout deadline in a sense that the data arrives after the deadline will be discarded.
Results, show that the presented protocol for multipath video streaming over WSNs
obtains higher throughput (even the double in some conditions) than its single path
counterpart (EDGE) through the use of multiple disjoint paths.
A design of QoS aware routing protocol is presented in [34] to support high data
rate for WMSNs by ensuring bandwidth and end-to-end delay requirements of real
time data and maximized throughput of non-real time data. The routing protocol uses
multiple paths, multiple channels, and QoS packet scheduling technique based on the
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dynamic bandwidth adjustment and path-length-based proportional delay differentiation (PPDD) techniques to meet the bandwidth and delay requirements respectively.
These requirements (bandwidth and delay) are adjusted locally at each node based
on the path-length and incoming traffic in static flat wireless network where all the
nodes are homogeneous multimedia sensor nodes capable of performing all possible
application tasks (video, audio, scalar data) and equipped with single radio interface
and multi-channels. QoS-aware packet scheduling policy considers different priorities
for real time packets and non-real time packets by using at each node a classifier that
checks the type of the incoming packets and sends to appropriate queues, and a scheduler that schedules the packets according to the delay and bandwidth requirements.
The proposed protocol -as shown through simulation- clearly improves average delay
per real-time packet, average lifetime of a node, and throughput of non-real-time data
when compared with single-r and multi-r mechanisms [35].
An extension for a routing protocol, multimedia enabled Improved Adaptive Routing (M-IAR), is done in [36] to enable handling multimedia content by taking into
account two extra QoS parameters, end-to-end delay and jitter. M-IAR is a flat multihop routing protocol that exploits the geographical location of the sensor nodes, by
assuming that all the nodes know their positions and the positions of their neighbors
and the sink node, in order to find the shortest route containing the least number of
nodes between the source and the sink. M-IAR uses two types of ants: forward ant
and backward ant. Forward ant is used by the source node to explore the path toward
the sink and selects the next-hop neighbor with the highest probability according to
the mentioned metrics. The backward ant is used by the sink node and uses the global
information from the forward ant to update the probability values and reinforce the visited nodes. Unfortunately, the authors of the paper do not compare the results obtained
from the proposed protocol with any other protocol.
The work in [37] uses the game theory and ant colony algorithm to solve the problem of QoS routing in WMSN. The idea of using game theory together with the ant
colony algorithm is to overcome the shortcoming of the current ant-based routing protocols for WMSNs such as: the long time needed by forward ants to find the destination
and the overhead occurred from using plenty of backward ants to update the routing
probability distribution. Therefore, game theory is used depending on the assumption
that the sensor nodes are rational and have selfish action (i.e. they try maximize their
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payoffs with minimum cost). Unfortunately, the paper does not obtain any kind of
performance nor does compare the proposed protocol with any other protocol.
Multimedia-aware Multipath Multi-Speed (Multimedia-aware MMSPEED) routing protocol is proposed in [38].Multimedia-aware MMSPEED is an extension over
MMSPEED routing protocol to take into account the embedded information in the
received packets in which near optimum path is reserved for I-packets and marginal
paths are used for P-frames. MMSPEED protocol [39], which is also an extension for
SPEED protocol [40] that was designed for WSN, can differentiate between flows with
different delay and reliability requirements and has significant potential in video transmission applications. However, experimental results in [38] show that MMSPEED
is not compatible with some special features of Multimedia traffic such as high video
frame rate and packet’s information dependency.
QoS-based energy-efficient routing protocol is proposed in [41] called QuESt that
is capable of carrying multimedia content over WMSNs. The proposed routing protocol aims to build set of non-dominated paths that satisfy application-specific QoS
parameters based on using multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA). It is shown
that determining optimal routes satisfying multiple QoS parameters (end-to-end delay
and bandwidth) simultaneously in energy-constraint sensor network is a NP-complete
problem, hence the authors prefer to use MOGA algorithm as a tool to solve this NPproblem by treating the multiple QoS parameters independently without combining
them into a single objective function. The end-to-end delay is modeled by using
Weibullian distribution to capture the inherent long-range dependency of data traffic, and the bandwidth is modeled by taking the product distribution of the individual
links. It is assumed to have one single sink and multiple sources in the network, then
the possible routing paths between the sources and the sink are found using depth first
search (DFS). These initial paths then are fed to the MOGA algorithm to give a status
(fitness value) for the QoS parameters for each path. Finally, the proposed routing protocol will select the path that is suitable of each type of data traffic based on the QoS
parameters status.
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2.3.2

Future Research Directions

In general -as we believe- protocols inspired in ant colonies and game theory will keep
being published. They will look good on paper, specially with all those formulas.
Nevertheless, nobody will consider seriously to put them into real use because deep
down everybody will suspect that less glamorous but more down to earth approaches
are the way to go. In addition, many of those protocols have a too long adaptation time
to routing topology changes to be feasible to many scenarios.
Multipath routing is the way to go in WMSNs because these wireless networks
need to exploit the network bandwidth to its limit and sometimes in short bursts. Of
course, that makes everything more complicated, affects transport layer, and introduces
many new problems. Nevertheless, we foresee this to be the approach that will win in
the long run. But, the future proposals will have to be designed as integral solutions
that cover routing, MAC layer, security and sometimes even transport layer.
Geographical routing has been touted by many as the routing that suits best WMSNs [42] [43] [44]. Nevertheless, we foresee exactly the opposite. This is due to the
fact that these mechanisms require that nodes know their geographical positions (most
of the times assuming they have a positioning system like GPS) being arguably an
unfeasible requirement for many scenarios. In addition, these routing protocols have
no security provisions at all. Thus, very simple attacks can be devised against them.
Moreover, in WMSNs bandwidth is such a big issue, that more complex routing protocols that discover better routes are going to be required.
Quality of Service is clearly a needed feature in many WMSNs, specially if there is
some sort of real time streaming. Nevertheless, there will be many scenarios in which
the use of different message priorities are going to give more or less the same performance with less complexity. Expect that sooner or later the general recommendation
in this issue will be: If you don’t really need QoS, use message priorities.

2.4

Transport Layer in WMSN

Transport layer is a group of protocols that run over the network layer to enable endto-end message transmission. Transport layer aims to provide several services such
as: same order delivery, data reliability and loss recovery, flow and congestion control,
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and possibly QoS requirements (e.g. fairness and timing). TCP and UDP are examples
of standard transport protocol that are currently used for the Internet. However, these
traditional transport protocols cannot be directly implemented over wireless sensor network [45] [6] because WSN in general and WMSN in particular have their distinctive
features, which make them different than typical Internet network, and they have very
wide range of applications that need special requirements. Some of the features of
WMSN are the following:
• Network topology: The network topology of WMSN is dynamic due to wireless link condition and node status, and generally it takes the shape of multihop
many-to-one (like a star-tree) topology that is either flat or hierarchal. These
variations in network topology should be taken into account in designing a transport protocol for WMSN.
• Traffic characteristics: Most of the traffic in WMSN is generated from the source
nodes toward the sink and, depending on the application, this traffic can be continues, event-driven, query-driven, or hybrid. Also in many cases, the source
node can send its multimedia traffic using multipath route to the sink and this
feature can be exploited to design a suitable transport protocol for keeping the
quality of multimedia streaming.
• Resource constrains: The sensor nodes have limited resources in terms of battery
power, communication bandwidth, and memory that require less expensive and
more energy efficient solutions for congestion control and reliability.
• Application-specific QoS: As we mentioned before, WMSN has diverse applications from surveillance and target tracking to environmental and industrial
applications. These applications may focus on different sensory data (scalar,
snapshot, or streaming) and therefore they need different QoS requirements in
terms of reliability level, real-time delivery, certain data rate, fairness, etc.
• Data redundancy: Collected sensory data - in general- in WMSN has relatively
high redundancy and hence many WMSN applications use multimedia processing, such as feature extraction, data compression, data fusion, and aggregation
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to decrease the amount of data while keeping the important information. Therefore, reliability against packet loss becomes an issue in WMSN especially if
these packets contain important original data such as Region of Interest (ROI).

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) uses a simple transmission model without implicit hand-shaking mechanism to provide timeliness for real-time applications like
streaming media, but it does not guarantee data reliability, nor does it provide flow
and congestion control. On the other hand, TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is
connection-oriented transport protocol based on 3-way hand-shaking mechanism to
provide reliable and ordered delivery of data. However, TCP has several disadvantages with respect to WMSN, which are:

• Overhead of the connection establishment mechanism in TCP might not be suitable for event-driven applications.
• TCP uses end-to-end congestion control that requires longer response time (comparing with hop-by-hop control) and may cause more packet loss in case of congestion.
• The reliability mechanism in TCP is also based on end-to-end retransmission
which consumes more energy and bandwidth than hop-by-hop retransmission.
• TCP assumes that packet loss is due to congestion only and hence triggers the
rate adjustment process to reduce the traffic rate whenever it detects packet loss.
This behavior in TCP leads to decrease the throughput in WMSN because congestion is not only the reason for packet loss, also wireless link condition and
bit-error level cause packet loss that cannot be solved by rate reduction.
• Fairness is an issue in TCP, because congestion control mechanism in TCP can
discriminate against sensor nodes that are far away from the sink node.
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Figure 2.2: WMSN Transport Protocols Classification.

2.4.1

Congestion Control

Congestion control is one of the services done by transport layer protocols to mitigate
congestion in the network. Congestion, in wireless sensor networks, not only wastes
the scarce energy due to a large number of retransmissions and packet drops, but also
hinders the event detection reliability and link utilization. As we pointed before, there
are two main reasons for causing congestion in WMSN: The first one is called nodelevel congestion that is due to the packet arrival rate exceeds the packet-service rate
causing buffer overflow in the node and can result in packet loss, and increasing queuing delay. This is more likely happen at sensor nodes close to the sink, as they usually
carry more combined upstream traffic. The second one is link-level congestion that is
related to the wireless channel condition due to contention, interference, and bit-error
rate. Congestion control mechanism consists of three steps: congestion detection,
congestion notification, and rate adjustment. There are two ways to detect congestion either using active method such as timer or acknowledgment, or proactive method
using queue length as in QCCP-PS [46], LRCC [47], CODA [48], packet service
time as in CCF [49], or ratio of packet service time over packet inter-arrival time as
in PCCP [50]. Congestion notification can be done either explicitly by using special
control messages as in LRCC [47], or implicitly by piggybacking congestion information in normal data packets (e.g. using congestion notification, CN, bit as in QCCP-PS
[46], Fusion [51], CCF [49]). Rate adjustment is done by step-by-step decreasing of
the traffic rate into the congested area in case of using CN bit as in QCCP-PS [46],
or using accurate rate adjustment if there is enough available information as in PCCP
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[50]. Some techniques as in LRCC [47] try to reduce the traffic rate into the congested
area, but in the same time, avoid reducing the source stream traffic rate -in order to
maintain the received quality of multimedia streaming- by balancing the stream traffic
over multiple paths and reducing the traffic toward the current congested path.
A Queue based Congestion Control Protocol with Priority Support (QCCP-PS) is
presented in [46] to deal with congestion control in the transport layer. QCCP-PS
focuses only on congestion control as it is very important for WMSN to support different applications. QCCP-PS congestion control mechanism is based on hop-by-hop
approach and consists of three parts: congestion detection unit, congestion notification unit, and rate adjustment unit. To detect congestion, QCCP-PS uses the queue
length as an indication of congestion degree where there is separate queue to store input packets from each child node in addition to a queue for the source traffic from the
receiving node itself. The output of this detection process is called congestion index.
QCCP-PS assumes that each sensor node has different priority, and depending on that
the rate assignment to each traffic source, as well as its local traffic source, is based on
its priority index and its congestion index. Therefore, the sending rate of each traffic
source is increased or decreased depending on its congestion degree and its priority.
Congestion notification and the new adjusted rates are sent implicitly by piggybacking
the new rate value of each child node with the sending data of each sensor node. It has
been shown that QCCP-PS has better performance than other protocols such as Priority based Congestion Control Protocol (PCCP) that uses priority index for decreasing
rate only in case of congestion.
Another congestion control framework for WMSN is proposed in [47] to provide the necessary bandwidth and to alleviate the congestion problem to multimedia
streaming. The proposed congestion control mechanism is implemented on the top
of multipath routing facility. By exploiting this feature, the congestion control mechanism is based on load repartitioning over the multiple paths, instead of decreasing
the transmission rate in case of congestion in order to maintain the quality of video
streaming. The load repartition based congestion control (LRCC) uses queue length
as congestion detection indicator along with collision rate. LRCC also uses explicit
congestion notification by using especial control messages (called congestion notification messages). In reception of these notification messages, the source node will try to
balance its traffic on the available paths while reducing the amount of data sent on the
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current congested path in order to reduce the congestion as well as maintain its sending
rate unchanged.

2.4.2

Reliability and Loss Recovery

Loss recovery is another service that can be done by the transport protocols and aims
to insure reliable packet delivery by retransmitting the lost packets. Loss recovery
mechanism consists of three steps: loss detection, loss notification, and retransmission recovery, and these steps can be done either using end-to-end as in STCP [52] or
hop-by-hop as in RMST [53] approach. In many applications of WMSN, hop-by-hop
approach is preferred because it is more energy efficient (no need to send control messages or data packets over multiple hops), takes less response time, and requires less
memory to cache packets for recovery. However, hop-by-hop loss recovery requires
intermediate nodes to cache packets for future retransmission, and cannot guarantee
packet delivery in case of node failure. Loss detection is either based on the sender by
using timer or overhearing, or based on the receiver by using packet sequence number as in RSTP [54]. Loss notification is done explicitly by using acknowledgment
messages or implicitly by overhearing success transmission from the next hop. Retransmission in WMSN is preferred to be based on hop-by-hop approach (it is also
referred as link-by-link) where the packets can be cached at the intermediate nodes
for less duration and for faster retransmission in case of packet loss. However, there
is an overhead of using the limited buffer space at the intermediate node for caching
packets for other nodes, as well as performing timely storage and flushing operations
on the buffer. Therefore, this rises the need for in-network storage mechanism [55]
or collaboration-based distributed cache points over the network [56]. Some mechanisms as in DWT-Reliable [57] and MMDR [58] provide reliability for multimedia
streaming transmission in WMSN by exploiting the source video coding techniques
by which the source traffic can be splitted into multiple streams. Each stream can be
given different priority, depending on its resolution-level of the original content, and
transferred over the network using priority-based routing or multipath routes.
The same concept of using multimedia processing to prioritize data packets for reliable transmission has been used in [59] where WMSN transparent protocol, called
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Reliable Synchronous Transport Protocol (RSTP) is demonstrated. RSTP aims to reduce the large transmission delay of transferring multiple images between the source
nodes and the sink due to transmission errors and limited bandwidth, and to provide
ordered delivery. RSTP exploits the semantic of Progressive JPEG image stream to
prioritize different parts of the stream and schedule the transmission based on the importance of the information. Progressive JPEG is used here rather than baseline JPEG
because the first uses the coarse-to-clear data presentation mode which separates the
DCT coefficients using multiple scans. By this way, the image can be divided into
a number of scans that has smaller size than the original image and the low-quality
(coarse) version of the image can be transmitted faster over WMSN. In RSTP, the less
important parts within a data stream, which are the high frequency parts or the high
quality version, would be discarded if there is not enough bandwidth. As a result, the
limited bandwidth will be shared equally among the sensor nodes and the same transmission rate is maintained. Also the packets of images taken at earlier time would be
scheduled first so that the temporal properties of the reference images are reserved.
Once all the reference images reach the same quality level at the sink side, the image
reconstruction process can start. For connection establishment and termination, RSTP
uses similar technique of three-way handshake of the classic TCP protocol with the
except that the receiver, not the sender, initiates the connection. For loss recovery, the
receiver tracks the sequence number of the received packets and sends retransmission
request if there is a gap in the sequence numbers or when the timeout alarms without receiving the last packet. RSTP incorporates TCP-ELN for the congestion control
that uses transmission requests for packet losses caused by bit-errors and the classical
TCP’s congestion control mechanism for packet losses due to congestion.
A transmission scheme is proposed in [57] for reliable transmission of images
in wireless multimedia sensor network, which is based on two-dimensional discrete
wavelet image transform (2D DWT) and semi-reliable transmission to achieve energy
conservation. DWT divides the image into separable sub-bands of multi-resolution
representations. For example, the image can be decomposed into 4 sub-bands (LL, LH,
HL, and HH) where the LL sub-band has the half size version of the input image and
contains the low-pass information, and the others contain high-pass information. The
LL sub-band can also be transformed again to have more levels of resolution. Then
each sub-band is compressed to reduce its size by using entropy coding for lossless
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compression (Lempel-Ziv-Welch, LZW is used here) because lossless compression is
less complex and require less computation. As a result, image data can be divided
into multiple packets of different priorities where lowest resolution image data packet
has the highest priority and should be reliably transmitted. Other packets can be handled with a semi-reliable transmission policy in order to save energy. Semi-reliable
transmission enables priority-based packet discarding by intermediate nodes according to their battery’s energy state. Packets of certain priorities are only forwarded by
intermediate nodes if their battery energy level is above a given threshold.
Another framework that is based on multipath routing scheme is presented in [58],
but this work considers offering reliability against bit-error from the wireless links
only. The multipath multi-stream distributed reliability (MMDR) framework is proposed to reliably transport video content over WMSN by exploiting the features of
multi-stream coding of video data and multipath routing. MMDR partitions the source
encoded video data into multiple streams using one of the source coding techniques
such as Layered Coding (LC), Multiple Description Coding (MDC), or Distributed
Video Coding (DVC). Then Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are used for
channel coding the multiple video streams to compensate for the error prone wireless links. After that, MMDT will balance the video streams traffic over the available
multipath route. Then at intermediate nodes, MMDR uses progressive error recovery
algorithm (D-PERA) that tries to recover the bit errors by partially decoding the LDPC
encoded packets.

2.4.3

Open Research Issues

From the above discussion, we can conclude that the existing transport protocols in
sensor networks can be classified into two groups, as shown in Figure 2.2: Standard
protocols (which include TCP, UDP, and their variants and modifications), and Nonstandard or Application-specific WMSN transport protocols (which can focus on Congestion control only, Reliability only, or both Congestion control and Reliability).
In many real-time applications, if a standard transport protocol is to be used, UDP
is preferred over TCP especially when timeliness is concerned than reliability. However, because of the unique characteristics of WMSNs that we mentioned in the beginning of this section, we believe that TCP with some modifications can better handle
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multimedia content over WMSNs. Some work is done in this direction such as Sensor Transmission Control Protocol (STCP) [52] that proposes some modifications in
the TCP header fields in order to support video transmission and differentiated service
model.
Most of the proposed application-specific transport protocols do not take into consideration the multimedia requirements in WMSN and none of them addresses its diverse concerns. This can be seen clearly in the performance evaluation conducted in
[60], where it was shown that many of the proposed transport protocols cannot provide
acceptable video transmission and do not support real-time communication in WMSN.
Therefore, we believe that designing a transport protocol with appropriate performance
metrics for both reliability and congestion control and based on the application layer
source coding techniques will be a promising direction in this research area.

2.5

Application Layer in WMSN

The application layer in WMSN provides heterogeneous functionalities and supports
many services, which include: 1) Multimedia processing and source coding techniques
that depend on the application-specific requirements and capability of the hardware. 2)
Effective communication with other application programs over the network to support
collaboration in-network multimedia processing mechanisms. 3) Traffic Management
and Admission Control.

2.5.1

Multimedia Source Coding Techniques

In order to have the ability to handle multimedia content over wireless sensor networks
and to support real time multimedia applications, multimedia processing and source
coding techniques have been widely used in the application layer of WMSN. Multimedia processing techniques aim to reduce the amount of multimedia traffic transferred
over the network by extracting the useful information from the captured images and
videos while in the same time maintaining the application-specific QoS requirements.
However, in WMSN, these techniques should be designed in such a way that they meet
current hardware capabilities, more power efficient to match the battery constrains in
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WMSN, and have high compression efficiency to reduce the size of the multimedia
content and to meet the available supported data rate and bandwidth in the network.
The existing video coding techniques that have been used in the literature for
WMSN vary in their high compression efficiency, error resiliency, and low encodingdecoding complexity and can be classified into four groups:
• Layered Coding (LC) [61] is type of video source coding technique by which
the original data is encoded to one important base layer (coarse version) and one
or more less important successive enhancement layers (to get the fine version).
At the destination side, the base layer can be combined again with all or subset of the higher-quality layers to achieve the desired level of video resolution.
However, the loss of the base layer makes the information received from the the
enhancement layers useless. The same principle of Layered Coding technique
was used in [54] and [57].
A similar concept of LC was used in the work presented in [62] that proposes an
image-pixel-position information based resource allocation scheme to transmit waveletbased compressed images with best effort quality in WMSNs. Using wavelet for image
compression will transform the image to coefficients that describe its information with
different significant-level values that can be further compressed more easily to have at
the end some large magnitude coefficients and many small magnitude coefficients with
“0” bits. These small magnitude coefficients stand for the image-pixel-position information that is more important than the large magnitude coefficients that contains the
image-pixel-value information (i.e. brightness). It is shown that the communication
loss or bit errors in position information will have significantly higher effect on the
overall quality of the received image than the loss or errors in value information. This
is because the correct decoding of position data segment depends on the correct decoding of previous position data segments only, but the correct decoding of value data
segment depends on previous bit-planes of both position data and value data segments.
So, by allocating the scarce resources in WMSN on the position information more than
the magnitude value information, position data segments are effectively protected to
enhance image quality while value data segments are less protected to improve energy
efficiency.
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• Predictive Video Coding (PVC) [63], used in MPEG-x and H.26x standards,
is based on the idea of reducing the bit rate generated by the source encoder
by exploiting data statistics. PVC coding employs two modes for encoding the
video: 1) Intra-frame coding mode (I-frame) that is used to reduce the redundancy within one frame by exploiting the spatial correlation in the frame, and
2) Inter-frame coding mode (P-frame) or motion compensated predictive that is
used to reduce data redundancy in subsequent frames by exploiting both spatial and Temporal correlation. Performance evaluation of PVC over Stargate
and TelosB is conducted in [64] showing the energy consumption in both video
compression and transmission.
• Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [65] is used to enhance the error resiliency
of video delivery by splitting the multimedia content to two or more independent
and equal important streams (multiple descriptions). Each description alone provides acceptable low quality version of the original and combining all descriptions together gives higher resolution. This technique can be used in conjunction
with multi path transport approach to achieve load balancing and meet the available bandwidth as shown in [33] and [32].
• Distributed Video Coding (DVC) [66], used for low complexity encoding by
shifting the complexity to the sink side, incorporates concepts from source coding with decoder side information for creating an Intra-coded frame along with a
side information frame. Therefore, in this technique, multimedia content can be
partitioned into multiple streams consisting both intra-coded and decoder side
information frames by using simple and low power encoder while the decoder
at the destination side can be complex exploiting the availability of the resource
such as energy and processing power capability. Two practical DVC encoders are
proposed in the literature, Wyner-Ziv (WZ) [67] and PRIZM [68]. DVC coding
has been used for WMSN in [69] and [64]. It is shown in [70] through practical
implementation of DVC in WMSN that there is a tradeoff between computation
and transmission power consumption depending on the encoding schemes used
in implementing DVC codec. While a computational intensive scheme, such
as discrete cosine transform (DCT), consumes more computational power, it
achieves significant compression hence less needed transmission power. On the
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other hand a less computational intensive scheme, such as a pixel based codec
needs less computational power but more transmission power. Therefore, the
choice of either scheme (DCT or pixel based) to implement the DVC codec for
multimedia content in WMSN depends on the tolerable distortion (quality) and
power consumption.
As another methodology for real time video compression and communication over
WMSN, Address-Event Representation (AER) is demonstrated in [71]. AER overcomes the limitations of video transmitting over the network in terms of data rate and
bandwidth. It is shown in [71] that for streaming video of size 320x240 differencing, Crossbow MICAz will be hardly able to deliver the video content at about 2fps
at 250 Kbps data rate which it will be hard to understand for the end-user and consume all the communication capabilities of the sensor nodes. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm in [71] encodes the video using AE representation, by using custom image
sensors capable of detecting intensity-differencing information, and perform a zerocomputation compression of the frame-difference video. This compression technique
enables sensor nodes to stream temporal frame-difference video over the network at
high rates where frame-differencing video can be obtained by subtracting each pixel
intensity value in the previous frame from the corresponding pixel intensity value of
the current frame. By this way, each pixel value now in the processed video can be
presented by only 2 bits (comparing to grayscale video that has a size of 8 bits for
each pixel) requiring less bandwidth and also preserving the privacy of the users due
to the reduction of intensity information, but it still reveals the motion information.
Then frame-difference video can be further compressed by using Address-Event Representation (AER), where events are signaled when changes in pixel intensity reach a
certain threshold. In a frame-difference AER image, the pixels that experience large
intensity changes will generate events first and more frequently than other events and
thus it will be available at receiver side immediately. In order to further compress AER
video, it is only required to read less events outputted by the AER algorithm without
any computation. It is shown that compression of a 320x240-pixel frame-difference
images using AER is resulting in 50 times less bandwidth requirement than non-AER
scanning video. It is also shown that this technique is only useful with sparse images
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that have limited number of events (less than 9000 events) otherwise it will become
less efficient than other scanning image techniques.
In [72], eight popular image compression algorithms are reviewed and compared
with each other to find the most suitable image compression algorithm for implementation in WMSNs and can meet its requirements including a fast and efficient image processing capability, low memory requirement, high compression quality, less complex
system, and low computational load. Image compression process, removing the highly
correlated redundant information within the image, contains basically two stages: image transformation stage and entropy coding stage. According to [72], image coding
process are categorized into: first generation, which focuses more on how the information contained in the transformed image can be efficiently encoded (such as Discrete
cosine transform (DCT), Embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW), Set-partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT), Embedded block coding with optimized truncation EBCOT),
and second generation, which put more importance on how the useful information
can be extracted and exploited (such as pyramidal coding, Directional decomposition,
segmentation based coding, vector quantization). The second generation image compression requires more complex and extensive image processing compared to the first
generation image coding as shown in [72]. Among the first generation algorithms, it
is shown that SPIHT wavelet-based image compression is the most suitable hardware
implemented image compression algorithm for WMSN because it is less complex and
needs less computational load and memory allocation.

2.5.2

Collaboration In-network Multimedia Processing

The use of densely deployed sensor nodes in the wireless sensor network provides an
inherent protection against normal and provoked system faults. The redundancy of
information gathered by neighboring nodes can be exploited for more accurate and robust observation results through effective data fusion and aggregation. In WMSN, the
redundancy of information can also be found as overlapping of FoVs of camera sensors
located in the same cluster. In addition, the redundancy can be exploited for networking
to avoid single-points of communication failure. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
efficient and distributed filtering and in-network cooperative processing mechanisms to
enable real time retrieval of useful information. For example, in data aggregation, two
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cameras may collectively fuse their information to obtain a lower bandwidth aggregated result, which is then routed (and possibly fused with other sensor node readings
along the way or within the cluster) to the cluster head or the sink.
A distributed filtering architecture is presented in [73] for authoring wide-area
sensor-enriched services that supports scalable data collection from high bit-rate multimedia sensors by greatly reducing the bandwidth demands. This architecture (Internetscale Resource-Intensive Sensor Network, IrisNet) enables the use of applicationspecific filtering of sensor data near their sources and provides interfaces that simplify
collecting and manipulating these data. Also it reduces the processing and bandwidth
requirements by detecting repeated computations among the services and eliminating
as much of the redundancy as possible. In order to reduce the bandwidth consumed,
IrisNet uses distributed filtering in which each service processes its desired sensor
feeds on the CPU of the sensor nodes where the data are gathered instead of transferring the raw data across the network. In addition, in order to reduce the computation
demands of this approach, IrisNet includes a mechanism for sharing results between
sensing services running on the same node.
A collaborative hybrid classifier learning algorithm is proposed in [74] to achieve
online vector machine learning for target classification in WMSN. The collaborative
hybrid learning algorithm uses progressive distributed computing paradigm for innetwork multimedia processing in each cluster, and peer-to-peer paradigm between
the cluster heads. The authors show that this algorithm overcomes the disadvantages
of using centralized learning paradigm or distributed mobile agent learning paradigm,
as consuming too much energy and bandwidth as the case of centralized learning
paradigm, and imbalance energy consumption and the need for centralized processing center as the case of distributed mobile agent learning paradigm.
An Artificial Immune System (AIS) based recognition scheme is presented in [75].
The proposed scheme can be used to construct high resolution images from multiple
low resolution images captured by multiple sensor nodes in order to improve pattern
recognition success rate and image communication energy efficiency. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used here for image dimension reduction that extracts only
its major or principal components in order to be transmitted to the base station for
pattern recognition. In order to reduce the information redundancy and extra number
of captured image frames for energy efficient image processing and communication,
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a sleep/awake schedule algorithm is performed. A node’s sleep/awake status depends
on the minimum needed number of image frames to be acquired by the sensor node
for successful pattern detection and on the residual energy of the sensor node within a
cluster group.
In [76], A compacted probabilistic binary visual classification for human targets in
WMSN is presented, where a Gaussian process classifier (GPC) is used for classifier
learning instead of support vector machine (SVM). Although SVM has outstanding
performance in target classification, SVM causes overhead cost from using parametric
optimization algorithm and restricts its application area by getting only the transformed
distance between samples and hyper-plane rather than classification probability as in
the case of GPC. Also in order to decrease the transmission energy and communication overhead, the GPC classifiers are trained in processing center -single node data
processing- and transferred to all sensor nodes rather than using distributed processing. In order to improve the performance of GPC classifier and decrease computing
complexity, the raw data -after background subtraction- is refined and the dimension of
feature data is compacted by using integer lifting wavelet transform (ILWT) and rough
set (RS). And in order to increase robustness and accuracy, committee decision fusion
is used to combine individual decisions from different nodes with dynamic weight selection depends on the number of correct classifications of a sensor node and its current
energy status.

2.5.3

Traffic Management and Admission Control

The application layer of WMSN also supports, in addition to multimedia processing
source coding techniques and in-network multimedia processing, network traffic management and admission control functionalities which are directly related to applicationspecific QoS requirements. Therefore, based on the traffic class of the application,
WMSN needs to provide a differentiated service.

2.6

Cross Layer Optimization

In the previous sections, we discussed the existing proposed solutions designed for
WMSNs that follow the classical layered structure of the communication protocol
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stack. Some of these proposals may achieve a good performance in terms of some
metrics related to each of their intended individual layers, but these performance metrics are not jointly optimized to maximize the overall network performance with minimum energy consumption. Moreover, most of these existing solutions do not provide
enough support for multimedia applications since the work is done at the lower layers of the communication stack for optimizing functionalities such as optimal routing,
reliable delivery, efficient resource management, and other tasks without taking into
consideration the especial requirements of handling multimedia content over WMSNs.
For example, multimedia compression and source coding algorithms at the application
layer should be considered when designing the functionalities at the lower layers and
vice versa:
• Cross layer design between multimedia source coding techniques at the application layer and the routing protocol in the routing layer can be exploited for better
multipath selection or in-network processing.
• Cross layer design between the routing layer and the MAC layer can allow for
packet-level service differentiation or priority-based scheduling and for more
power efficient routing mechanisms.
• Cross layer design between MAC layer and the physical layer, especially in the
case of using UWB technology. The adoption of the UWB technology as the
underlying transmission technique in WMSNs and the potential challenges in
this area, appear as an interesting research topic.
• Cross layer design between the routing layer and transport layer especially in
the case of multiple paths routing for optimizing the selection of better or most
adequate paths that guarantee the required QoS and reliable delivery for each
type of multimedia content.
Therefore, in WSNs in general and in WMSNs in particular as they are considered
resource-constraint environments, we believe that the correlation characteristics and
functionality interdependencies among the layers of the communication stack cannot
be neglected and should be exploited for better performance and efficient communication, consequently, cross layer design stands as the most promising alternative to
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inefficient traditional layered protocol architectures. Recent works in WMSNs show
that cross-layer integration and design techniques result in significant improvement in
terms of quality of service, energy conservation, and exchanging information between
different layers of the communication stack:
A cross layer communication architecture is presented in [20] to provide QoS for
WMSN applications based on the Time-Hopping Impulse Radio Ultra-Wide-Band
(TH-IR-UWB) transmission technique. This architecture tries to solve the short-comes
of using CSMA/CA for the MAC layer in WSN such as the variable and uncontrollable access delays from using random timer, idle listening from using carrier sense,
and increased energy consumption occurs due to for example hidden node problem
and to provide QoS for WMSN. The proposed system guarantees the end-to-end QoS
requirements to handle multimedia content and packet level service differentiation at
the network layer in terms of throughput, end-to-end packet error rate and delay by
the joint hop-by-hop local decisions of the participating nodes. This is done by an
admission control protocol where the sender node that wants to establish connection
sends request packet describes its requirements to its neighbors, and among the replies
the sender node selects the one who has the most positive advance toward the sink
and able to satisfy the needed requirements and this continue iteratively until the endto-end path is established to the sink. The cross-layer system also provides receivercentric scheduling based on time hopping sequence of impulse radio of Ultra-WideBand MAC and physical layer that allows multiple parallel transmissions, prevents
collisions at the receiver node (by using unique TH sequence for each receiver) and
saves energy by avoiding idle listening and wasteful transmissions (by turning on exactly on the incoming transmission). This is done by scheduling scheme where each
sensor node is responsible to schedule the data packets from its children nodes (closer
to sink has higher priority to schedule first) by sending scheduling packets contain different time hopping sequence for each one of them, and also dynamic channel coding
to adapt to interference.
Another cross layer design for WMSNs is implemented in [77] where an extension
of a routing protocol is presented along with path priority scheduling algorithm for efficient communication of real-time video over WMSNs. The proposed routing protocol
is an extension of DGR, Directed Geographical Routing, for constructing multiple disjoint paths in order to enlarge the aggregate bandwidth, facilitate load balancing, and
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guarantee packet delivery. Using hop-by-hop deviation angle adjustment method, a
path can be established using any initial deviation angle specified at the source node,
and then other disjoint paths are constructed by changing the value of the deviation angle. To meet the delay constraint of video frames, a path priority scheduling algorithm
is used that specifies the number of paths used and assign video sub-streams according
to the status of the paths. Using this scheduling algorithm, the weight of each path will
be calculated based on the estimated available bandwidth, path delay, and path energy
level. Then, by using path weight along with packet priority, shorter delay paths will
be used for time-constrained packets while other paths are used for balancing energy
and bandwidth usage for other traffic. In case the required bandwidth is larger than
the aggregate bandwidth, least priority packets will be dropped. But if the available
bandwidth is still not enough, intermediate nodes should decide whether to forward
these packets or drop them if they cannot meet their deadline and inform the source
node to use either multiple frame selecting or intra-frame refreshing.
In [78], a context-aware cross-layer optimized multi-path multi-priority (MPMP)
transmission scheme is proposed in which a multipath routing is used in the routing
layer in conjunction with a context-aware multipath selection algorithm in the transport layer. TPGF, Two-Phase geographic Greedy Forwarding, routing that is described
in the Routing Section is used to explore maximum number of node-disjoint routing
paths while CAMS, Context-Aware Multipath Selection algorithm, is used to choose
the maximum number of paths from all found node-disjoint paths for maximizing the
delivery of the important data to the sink and guaranteeing end-to-end transmission
delay. CAMS algorithm selects the proper routing paths that are suitable for each type
of multimedia content based on two types of priority: end-to-end transmission delay
based priority for constraint real-time video communication, and context-aware multimedia based priority (image vs. audio) that depends on the importance of multimedia
stream which can reflect precisely the event in WMSN.
In [79], a cross layer design is considered for data gathering in WMSN where an
adaptive scheme called (RRA) is used to dynamically adjust the "transmission Radius and data generation Rate Adjustment". Based on the result that the transmission
radius of sensor nodes and the data generation rate of sensor nodes are two critical
factors in affecting the data gathering performance, the proposed scheme aims to address this research challenge by taking into account the interaction among physical
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layer, routing layer, and transport layer. RRA scheme first minimizes the end-to-end
transmission delay in the network while using minimum data generation rate, and then
an optimal transmission radius is calculated in this phase. Then by using this derived
transmission radius, the data generation rate can be adjusted to increase the amount of
gathered data. Therefore, the cross layer framework of RRA scheme can be summarized into four steps: 1) choosing the optimal transmission radius for sensor nodes at
the physical layer, 2) constructing multiple routing paths by using multipath routing
protocol like TPGF in the routing layer, 3) selecting the suitable paths from the found
paths by the routing protocol at the transport layer, and 4) adjusting the data generation rate of source nodes in the physical layer. Another cross layer design combining
network and MAC layers for QoS enhancement in WMSNs is presented in [80]. At
network layer, the proposed framework is aiming to find near-optimal paths satisfying the application-specific QoS requirements based on using Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm (MOGA), while at MAC layer the routing information is used in the MAC
algorithm, which is based on CSMA/CA, for QoS-based packet classification and automatic adaptation of the contention window.

2.7

Coverage and Connectivity

Coverage problem becomes critical in WMSN because the deployed multimedia sensors do not have omni-directional (antenna) coverage as the case of the scalar sensors, but they have the feature of capturing direction-sensitive multimedia content with
larger sensing radii when there is a line of sight (LOS). Therefore, many proposed algorithms try to exchange local information between neighboring multimedia nodes to
determine the most beneficial orientations of their coverage taking into account minimizing the effects of occlusions and overlapping sensing regions and improving the
cumulative quality of sensed information from the region of interest. Knowing the
overlapping areas between cameras allows exploiting the redundancy in camera sensor
coverage in the network and also can be used to track moving objects in the environment.
In [81], a distributed algorithm is proposed to detect the coverage of multimedia
nodes and determines their orientation. The algorithm assumes that each multimedia
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node knows its location information and the location of all the obstacles around it. It
starts with broadcasting HELLO messages between the neighbors to exchange the location information of each other and current FoV of each multimedia sensor. By using
these information, each multimedia sensor detects the best pose for its field of view
using one of the three tests. In Perimeter Test, each multimedia node, with the ability
of panning 360o to scan its FoV disk, determines whether a visible FoV (full coverage without occluded or overlapping regions) exists in its FoV disk otherwise the node
runs Neighbor-Distance Test. The node can know the overlapping regions by using the
received location information from the neighbors. Neighbor-Distance Test examines
whether a node has a visible FoV that might be overlapped with other neighbor, but the
node needs to find the smallest overlapping FoV by scanning the FoV disk. Finally, if
a node could not find a visible FoV even overlapped with other neighbor, the node runs
the Obstacle-Distance test to avoid the occlusions from closer obstacles and maximize
the visible FoV.
An automated calibration protocol, called Snapshot, is presented in [82]. Snapshot determines and calibrates the location, orientation, and range of camera sensor in
WMSNs using the inherent imaging abilities of the cameras themselves and four reference points along with using the principles from optics and geometry in the calibration
process. Snapshot uses low-fidelity camera sensors (such as CMUcam or Cyclops)
connected with limited computational recourse processors (Crossbow motes or Intel
Stargates) and some of the sensors are equipped with a Cricket ultrasound receiver as
a wireless calibration device for the reference point. This technique assumes that the
intrinsic parameters (focal length, lens distortion, principal point) are known from the
manufacture or can be estimated offline prior to deployment, and it only tries to determine the extrinsic parameters (coordinates of the camera, camera orientation, and
the FoV of each camera) in order to use as less reference points as possible and reduce the computational cost. In order to determine the location of a camera sensor, the
four reference points should be in the visual range of the camera and should not three
of them lie along a straight line. By using two reference points and the principles of
geometry, the location of the camera lies in closed surface. And by using combination of two reference points each time with the rest of the four points and taking the
intersection points of the resulting surface from each calculation with the other, the
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location of the camera can be estimated after eliminating the false solutions using the
optics principles. The orientation of the camera in the three axes (pan, tilt, and rotate)
is also determined by using three reference points and the camera location from the
previous process. For estimation the visual range of the camera and overlap between
other cameras, Snapshot assumes that the size of the internal camera CMOS sensor and
the focal length are known offline, and from projection the coordinates of the corners
of the CMOS sensor through the camera lens (its location determined from the previous process), the coordinates of a polyhedron or pyramid can be determined using the
geometry principles. An object in the volume of the polyhedron is in the visual range
of the camera. In order to find the overlapping area between the other cameras, an intersection between any edges of the calculated polyhedron with any other polyhedrons
from other cameras is considered as overlapping area. It is shown that this calibration
technique gives an error of 1-2.5 degrees in estimating the camera orientation and 5-10
cm error in determining the camera location.

In [83], a scheduling method based on cooperation among nodes for object detection in WMSNs is proposed where the network is clustered based on the overlapping
coverage areas of the multimedia sensor nodes. To calculate the overlapping area, the
proposed algorithm computes the vertex points of the FoV of each multimedia node
by assuming the FoV of a node as an isosceles triangle. A multimedia node’s location represents one of the three vertexes of the FoV and the other two vertexes will
be found by the algorithm by knowing the coverage direction angel, orientation angel,
and the sensing range of each node. Then the overlapping area is calculated using
a decomposition method for intersection polygons. A cluster consists of a subset of
multimedia nodes with high overlapping FoV areas where the size of the overlapping
area between FoVs of two nodes determines whether they can be in the same cluster.
In each cluster, nodes are scheduled to sequentially wake up, capture an image and
monitor presence of object, applying object detection procedures such as background
subtraction or motion detection and finally go to sleep.
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2.8

Security in WMSN

Many applications of WMSN have their additional and special requirements in terms of
privacy and security, such as military applications, medical care applications, and other
video surveillance systems. In addition to the fact that sensor networks are vulnerable to attacks more easily than the wired networks because of their use of a broadcast
medium. Therefore, in order to guarantee message authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality, security in WMSN should be taken into account at the design phase of
the network, while at the same time maintaining the efficiency and scalability of the
network.
In order to assure authentication and data integrity for multimedia data delivered
over WMSN, an energy-aware adaptive wavelet-based watermarking technique for real
time image delivery is presented in [84]. This technique embeds additional data called
a watermark into some location in an image object so it can be detected later to make
an affirmation about the object. The watermarking locations or positions are adaptively chosen by using two thresholds to insert the watermark according to network
conditions so that the energy efficiency and security can be achieved. In order to degrade the effect of the distortion of watermarked image, the proposed scheme embeds
the watermark into few positions as possible to make it invisible and allocates extra
network resources to protect this embedded watermark from high distortion so it can
be detectable. In addition, it also embeds watermark coding redundancies into the
original image so the watermark becomes more robust to packet loss. The frequencybased (middle band) discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been selected because it
is more robust, easy to recognizable and authenticated at the receiver side, and it reduces computation complexity and process delay by exploiting the correlation of the
inter-frames.
In [85], a privacy paradigm called HoLiSTiC is proposed that secures routing and
topology information for WMSNs against outsider attacks. The paper assumes a clustered network with some nodes equipped with free-space optical (FSO) capabilities.
Also it assumes that the BS and CHs have bidirectional communication links and the
camera and transport nodes have unidirectional links. The proposed protocol requires
that each node to have an individual key shared with the BS and pairwise keys shared
between adjacent visual nodes in a cluster. In addition, every network entity has two
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pre-deployed network-wide keys. All keys are employed for symmetric cryptography
to provide a variety of security services.
A secure data converter architecture is proposed in [86] for WMSN that employs
fingerprinting and encryption capabilities for simultaneously digitize and authenticate
sensor readings. The proposed architecture suggested hardware modifications to the
data converter and aims to reduce the computational complexity of the security algorithms at the aggregation points in the systems that need in-network processing. This
can be done by embedding an authenticator payload into the data converter or the modulator output in a way that it is not easily extractable without access to the secret key,
and can be used to verify the integrity of the sensor reading.
New trends in security schemes for WMSNs seem to point to energy-aware and
lighter-weight security schemes than for traditional networks. Nevertheless, their nodes
can use more processor-consuming algorithms that the ones that would be suitable for
Wireless Scalar Sensor Networks (WSSNs). This is so, because at least the nodes
that have to process multimedia will have more processing capabilities than the typical
scalar node.
We foresee that for WMSNs symmetric cryptography will be the chosen approach over asymmetric cryptography- since its lighter processing requirements since it makes
a lot easier to solve several security problems related to eavesdropping and compromised nodes.
Watermarking has also been proposed as a way to provide data integrity. Nevertheless, watermarking solutions might be vulnerable to attacks from entities that know
how the watermarks are done. In addition, watermarking alone does not solve data authentication. Therefore, we do not foresee watermarking solutions becoming a mainstream approach, but a marginal solution for very specific problems.
Moreover, in order to preserve battery and to save bandwidth, many WMSNs will
use some sort of data aggregation. We consider that security and aggregation schemes
cannot be devised separately. Therefore, new security schemes will have to be both
energy-aware and designed in together with the aggregation scheme.
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Figure 2.3: WMSN Platforms Classification

2.9

Hardware and Testbeds

In order to have the capability of handling multimedia applications in WMSN, the ability to support their requirements and challenges, and to examine and test the proposed
protocols and algorithms developed for WMSN, the underlying enabling technology
and platforms are required to be more efficient and cover the drawbacks of the existing
hardware designed for WSN for detecting scalar events. Therefore, many works have
been presented in the literature to modify the existing platform (hardware) or present
new hardware implementation and testbeds. These proposed platform and testbeds
are more powerful and have more potential to process and handle multimedia traffic
efficiently in terms of processing power, memory, data rate, power consumption, and
communication capabilities. The work in [87] described the different applications
of WMSN and some of the devices and testbeds used in WMSN, but in this section,
we introduce most currently off-the-shelf hardware as well as available research prototypes and show their specifications and performance comparing to each other. In
addition, we categorize the existing platforms and research prototypes according to
their capabilities and functionalities in WMSN as shown in Figure 2.3 below.
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2.9.1

Wireless Motes

There are several devices of wireless motes that can be used as WMSN motes and most
of them are available in commercial products as shown in Figure 2.4. Depending on
their processing power and storage capacity, these wireless motes can be classified into
three groups:
1) Lightweight-class Platforms: The devices in this category are designed initially for detecting scalar data, such as temperature, light, humidity ... etc, and their
main concern is to consume less amount of energy as possible. Therefore, these devices have low processing power capability and small storage and most of them are
equipped with a basic communication chipset (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4 on CC2420 radio).
The CC2420 chipset only consumes 17.4 and 19.7 mA for sending and receiving respectively and has maximum transmit power of 0 dBm with data rate of 250 Kbps. Table 2.4 shows examples of lightweight-class wireless motes, Mica-family motes [88]
and FireFly [89], and compares their specifications.
2) Intermediate-class Platforms: The devices in this group have better computational and processing capabilities and larger storage memory than lightweight-class
devices. However, they are also equipped with low bandwidth and data rate communication module (e.g. CC2420 chipset which is IEEE 802.15.4 compatible). Tmote
Sky [90] is an example of Intermediate-class mote designed by Moteiv (Sentilla) that
uses low power 8 MHz 16-bit MSP430 F1611 RISC processor from Texas Instruments
featuring 10kB of RAM, and 48kB of flash. Tmote Sky uses Chipcon CC2420 radio
for IEEE 802.15.4/ Zigbee for maximum data rate of 250 Kbps. Tmote Sky has been
used to implement camera mote with CITRIC [91] and CMUCam3 [92].
3) PDA-class Platforms: The devices in this category are more powerful in terms
of computational and processing power and they are designed to process multimedia
content in a fast and efficient manner. These devices can run different operating systems (e.g. Linux, TinyOs, and run Java applications and .NET micro frameworks) and
support multiple radios with different data rates (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11,
and Bluetooth). However, these devices consume relatively more energy. Stargate and
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Table 2.4: Comparison of the Features of Wireless Motes

Imote2 are examples of PDA-class platforms. Stargate board [93], designed by Intel and manufactured by Crossbow, uses 400 MHz 32-bit Marvell’s PXA255 XScale
RISC processor with 32 MB of Flash memory and 64 MB of SDRAM and runs Linux
operating system. It can be interfaced with Crossbow’s MICA2 or MICAz motes for
IEEE 802.15.4 wireless communication as well as PCMCIA IEEE 802.11 wireless
cards or compact Flash Bluetooth. Thus, Stargate board can be used as a sensor network gateway, robotics controller card, or distributed computing platform. It forms
a camera mote when it is connected with camera device (e.g. webcam) as shown in
[94] [95] [96]. Imote2 [97], also designed by Intel and manufactured by Crossbow,
is a wireless sensor node platform built around the low-power 32-bit PXA271 XScale
processor and integrates an 802.15.4 radio (CC2420) with a built-in 2.4GHz antenna.
It can operate in the range 13-416 MHz with dynamic voltage scaling and includes 256
KB SRAM, 32 MB Flash memory, 32 MB SDRAM, and several I/O options. It can
run different operating systems such as TinyOs and Linux with Java applications and
it is also available with .NET micro framework. It integrates many I/O options making
it extremely flexible in supporting different sensors including cameras, A/Ds, radios,
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Figure 2.4: Examples of Wireless Mote Platforms

etc. The PXA271 processor includes a wireless MMX coprocessor to accelerate multimedia operations and add media processor instructions to support alignment and video
operations. Imote2 has been used as a camera mote in [98] [99].

2.9.2

Camera Motes

In order to reduce the amount of resources required by transmitting multimedia traffic
(images, videos) over WMSN, the multimedia content should be intelligently manipulated and processed using appropriate compression and coding algorithms along with
other application-specific multimedia processing such as background subtraction, feature extraction, etc. However, most of these algorithms are complex and require high
computational and processing power as well as larger memory for buffering frames.
Sometimes, these requirements cannot be satisfied with the only resources offered by
the wireless motes, which we mentioned before, especially if they require floatingpoint operations for efficient multimedia processing. Therefore, camera sensor may
coupled with additional processor (microcontrollers, DSPs, FPGAs, etc) and memory
resources before relaying the processed data to the wireless mote for wireless communication. Nevertheless, the additional processor and memory resources require more
energy consumption and cost and this makes a tradeoff between energy consumption
and cost on one side with computational power and traffic amount on the other side.
It has been shown in [100] that the time needed to perform relatively complex operations on a 4 MHz 8-bit processor such as the ATmega128 is 16 times higher than
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the time needed with a 48 MHz 32-bit ARM7 device, while the power consumption of
the 32-bit processor is only six times higher. Hence, this indicates that the powerful
processor (such as 32-bit ARM7 architecture) is more power-efficient in multimedia
applications. Table 2.5 shows the existing multimedia platforms and research prototypes for WMSN and compares between their specifications.
From Table 2.5, we can conclude that camera motes have different capabilities (resolution, processing power, storage, and others) and accordingly, depending on their capabilities and features, they have different functionalities and play different rules in the
network. For example, low resolution cameras can be used at the lower-tier of multitier network for simple object detection task to exploit their low-power consumption
feature that allows them to be turned on most of the time (or in duty cycle manner).
Cyclops, CMUCam3, and eCam [101] are examples of low-resolution cameras. Intermediate and high resolution cameras can be used at higher-tiers of the network for
more complex and power-consuming tasks, such as object recognition and tracking.
These types of cameras consume more power and hence there are only woken up ondemand by lower-tier devices, e.g. in case detecting an object of interest. Webcams,
attached for example with Stargate board or Imote2, can be considered as intermediateresolution cameras, while PTZ cameras used in [94] is an example of high-resolution
camera. Figure 2.5 shows commercial product examples of camera mote platforms
used in WMSNs.
Cyclops [102] is a small camera device developed for WMSN. Cyclops is compatible with the computationally constrained wireless sensor nodes (motes) and exploits
the characteristics of CMOS camera sensors as they are low power, low cost, and small
size sensors. Cyclops platform isolates the requirement of camera module for high
speed data transfer from the low-speed capability of the embedded controller and provides still images at low rates. It is designed to be interfaced with the common motes
used in wireless sensor networks such as MICA2 and MICAz. Cyclops hardware architecture consists of an imager (Agilent compact CIF CMOS ADCM-1700), an 8-bit
RISC ATMEL ATmega128L micro-controller (MCU), a Xilinx XC2C256 CoolRunner complex programmable logic device (CPLD), an external 64KB SPRAM, and an
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external 512KB Flash. The MCU controls Cyclops to capture images and communicate with host to provide image interface, while CPLD provides high speed clock,
synchronization, and memory control required by the image capturing that cannot be
satisfied by using a lightweight processor. So, CPLD acts as a lightweight frame grabber to provide on-demand access to high speed clocking at capture time and perform a
limited amount of image processing such as background subtraction or frame differentiation. Cyclops firmware is written in nesC language and runs under TinyOS operating
system. In addition to the libraries provided by TinyOS, Cyclops also provides primitive structural libraries (such as matrix operation libraries or histogram libraries) and
advanced or high-level algorithms libraries (such as coordinate conversion and background subtraction). The authors show in the performance analysis that Cyclops is a
low power device and its energy consumption depends on the power consumption of
different states (such as image capturing, memory access, micro-controller processing,
sleep ... etc) and their time duration as well as on the input image size and the ambient
light intensity.
FireFly Mosaic, a vision-enabled wireless sensor platform and image processing
framework presented in [103], uses camera motes consisting of FireFly wireless node
coupled with a CMUcam3 camera sensor. The FireFly nodes run the Nano-RK realtime operating system and communicate wirelessly using the RT-link collision-free
TDMA-based protocol. FireFly Mosaic is designed to be low-cost, energy efficient,
and scalable compared to the centralized wireless webcam-based solution. The used
RT-link TDMA-based link wireless communication provides tight global time synchronization to prevent collisions and save energy while Nano-RK operating system
provides hooks for globally synchronized task processing and camera frame capturing. While the network communication relies on TDMA-based link layer, the internal
communication between the camera and the wireless node is based on the Serial Line
IP (SLIP). The CMUcam3 camera of FireFly Mosaic consists of CMOS (OmniVision
OV6620) camera ship capable of capturing fifty 352x288 color images per second,
frame buffer (Averlogic AL440b FIFO), and 23-bit (LPC2106 ARM7TDMI) microcontroller running at 60MHz with built-in 64KB RAM and 128KB Flash memory.
Also CMUcam3 has four on-chip servo controller outputs which can be used to actuate a pan-tilt device. In the other hand, FireFly sensor node has a low-power ATMEL
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Figure 2.5: Examples of Camera Mote Platforms

ATmega 1281 8-bit processor with 8KB RAM and 128KB Flash memory, connected
with Chipcon CC2420 802.15.4 radio capable of transmitting a 250Kbps for up to
100 meters. CMUcam3 is an open-source camera comes with several libraries (named
CC3) and example applications such as JPEG compression, frame differencing, color
tracking, convolutions, edge detection, connected components analysis, and a face detector. This several image processing algorithms can be run at the source and only the
results may be sent over the multi-hop wireless channel to the FireFly gateway. CMUcam3 can be also interfaced with other type of sensor nodes such as TolesB and Tmote
Sky motes running different operating systems.
Wica [104] is another camera mote designed for wireless multimedia sensor network. The wireless camera mote is based on an SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
Data) video-analysis processor and an 8051 micro-controller as a local host, and it is
using the IEEE802.15.4 standard (ZigBee) for its wireless communication. The camera
consists basically of four components: one or two VGA color image sensors, an SIMD
processor for low-level image processing, a general purpose processor for intermediate
and high-level processing, and control and communication module. The SIMD processor is of type IC3D from Philips’Xetal and it consists of Linear Processor Array (LPA)
with 320 RISC processors. 8051 controller from ATMEL is used as a general purpose
processor and it includes 1.79MB RAM, 64KB Flash, and 2KB EEPROM to store
the parameters and instruction code for IC3D processor. Both processors are coupled
using a 128KB dual port RAM that enables them to work in a shared workspace asyn-
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Table 2.5: WMSN Camera Motes Features and Specifications

chronously. The Aquis Grain Zigbee from ChipCon’CC2420 transceiver implements
the wireless communication module. The multimedia processing in this camera sensor
mote is divided into three levels: low, intermediate, and high-level image processing.
Low-level image processing (pixel level) is manipulated by the SIMD processor and it
is associated with typical kernel operations such as convolutions, data dependent operations using neighboring pixels, and initial pixel classification. The intermediate and
high-level image processing (object level) are done by the general purpose processor
because it has the flexibility to implement complex software tasks, run an operating
system, and do networking application.
In [98] the authors present a camera mote for behavior recognition in wireless multimedia sensor networks based on biologically inspired address-event imagers and sen-
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sory grammars. In Address Event Representation (AER), the camera networks operate
on symbolic information rather than images by filtering out all redundant information
at the sensor level and outputting only selected handful of features in address-event
representation. This leads to minimize power consumption and bandwidth (they only
consume a few µW of power in active state and use different computation model that
is faster and more lightweight than conventional image processing techniques), and
helps to offer privacy concerns as certain features are being transmitted. Then the
output of the AER imagers can be connected into the sensing grammar that converts
low-level sensor measurements to higher-level behavior interpretation based on probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs). PCFGs are very similar to the Hidden Markov
Models and they are used because of their expressiveness, generative power, and modularity. The authors developed three different platforms to experiment the above techniques where each platform is built on top of the XYZ sensor node [105]. XYZ uses an
OKI ML67Q5002 processor based on ARM7TDMI core running at 58MHz. The processor has 32KB of internal RAM and 256KB of Flash, and there is additional 2Mbit
memory available on-board. The first platform is (XYZ-ALOHA) an XYZ sensor node
with ALOHA image sensor that is composed of four quadrants of 32x32 pixels and it
is able to generate 10,000 events in 1.3sec with a power consumption of 6 µ W per
quadrant. The ALOHA image sensor uses the simple ALOHA medium access technique to transmit individual events to a receiver. The second platform is (XYZ-OV) an
XYZ sensor node with a camera sensor from Omnivision that can capture images at
resolution of VGA (640x480) and QVGA (320x240). Currently, imote2 has been used
with Omnivision OV7649 camera as a third platform. The paper shows an example
for assisted living application where the prototype network (imote2-OV) was able to
distinguish between "cooking" from "cleaning" actions done by a person in a kitchen.
An energy-efficient smart camera mote, called MeshEye [106], is proposed for
distributed intelligent surveillance application in WMSN. MeshEye mote architecture
is designed to support in-node image processing, with sufficient processing power capabilities, for distributed intelligent algorithms in wireless sensor network of two tiers
while minimizing component count and power consumption. In the first tier, a lowresolution stereo vision system is used to determine position, range, and size of moving
objects in its field of view. The second tier contains high resolution cameras that are
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triggered in case of detecting objects by the first tier. The MeshEye mote has an Atmel
AT91SAM7S microcontroller board with 64KB SRAM and 256KB Flash memory,
and the mote can host up to eight kilopixel imagers (Agilent ADNS-3060) and one
VGA camera module (Agilent ADCM-2700). The wireless communication module
uses CC2420 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver that can support up to 250 Kbit/s.
Although the supported data rate is not high enough for multimedia streaming, the
authors show that it is still possible by conducting in-node intermediate-level visual
processing for efficient image compression and/or descriptive representations (such as
axis projection, color histogram, or object shape). Also the authors present a basic
power model that estimates the energy consumed in different operation modes by the
battery-powered MeshEye mote.
In [96] the design, implementation, and performance of video-based sensor networking architecture using visual sensor platform (called Panoptes) are introduced for
delivering high quality video over 802.11 wireless networks. The initial developed
hardware platform of Panoptes was the Applied Data Bitsy board utilizing the Intel
StrongARM 206-MHz embedded processor connected with Logitech 3000 video camera via USB. Because of the limitations found by using this design such as slow video
capturing, low processing power, high power consumption, and small available memory, the authors prefer to use Crossbow Stargate platform that has twice processing
power more than the Bitsy board, consumes less power, and has smaller size. The
second design of Panoptes node based on Stargate platform offers video capturing at
reasonable frame rate (more than 15 fps) using Logitech 3000 pro webcam. After
video capturing, the software module in Panoptes provides video frame compression,
both spatially and temporally, using JPEG, differential JPEG, and conditional replenishment. Also the software module in Panoptes provides other functionalities such
filtering for dropping similar video frames, buffering management, and adaptation for
network status. These functionalities can be accessed simply by function calls based
on Python language by which the user can chose the preferred algorithm or method in
each subcomponent (e.g. selecting compression algorithm or filtering method) at the
run time without the need of manually reprogramming the nodes. At the end, the authors show the implementation and performance of a video aggregation application and
some algorithms (such as prioritizing buffer management algorithm and bit-mapping
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algorithm for video querying) using Panoptes nodes.
As an example of medium-resolution camera mote, an embedded camera mote
platform [10] based on Fox board has been introduced for wireless multimedia sensor
network applications. The designed platform has several sensors including GPS positioning receiver, current consumption sensor, and image sensor beside the wireless
transceiver. The Fox board LX416 has 100 MHz CPU, 4MB Flash, and 16MB of RAM
running GNU/Linux as operating system and because of these capabilities it is attended
to be use for high-level device of multi-tier model. The platform can be connected via
USB ports with webcam (QuickCam Zoom or Labtec Webcam) and Bluetooth dongle.
The designed platform is using Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15) for data transmission, rather
than 802.11 comparing to other high-level platforms like Panoptes or the one used in
SensEye, because of the availability of USB-Bluetooth dongles, open-source software
support and moderate power consumption. The current consumption sensor is used as
an energy analyzer to study energy consumption of nodes during image transmission
and it is shown in the experimental results that image grabbing and transmission needs
more power than image routing.
The work in [11] proposes the design of a wireless video sensor node, called MicrelEye, for video processing and image classification in wireless multimedia sensor
networks. The device is equipped with a VGA CMOS (OV7640 from Omnivision)
image sensor, a reconfigurable processing engine, and a Blue tooth 100m transceiver.
The design is intended to be low-cost low-power multimedia sensor node that can support dynamic reconfiguration capabilities and local processing for multimedia content,
such as back ground subtraction, image recognition and classification, before wireless
transmission. An optimized hardware-oriented support vector machine-like (SVMlike) algorithm called ERSVM is used for image classification process. The devise
uses a System on Chip (SoC) for the processing engine, ATMEL FPSLIC, which includes AVR 8-bit RISC MCU, 40K gates FPGA, and 36KB SRAM. An external 1MB
SRAM is also added to provide the required memory resources for multimedia processing and enable parallelized computation between hardware and software. With
these specifications, the device targets a power budget of 500 mW and supports people
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detection at 15 fps at QVGA (320x240) image resolution. For wireless communication, a 100m LMX9820A Bluetooth transceiver has been used because of its low power
of consumption, the ease to interface MicrelEye with other devices, and its high data
rates (up to 704 kbps). In Video processing algorithm, the FPGA starts the process by
acquiring frames from the image sensor, and then a back ground subtraction is done
on each acquired frame. After that the region of interest (ROI), 128x64 subimage, is
extracted and stored into on-chip memory to be processed by MCU. The MCU will
conduct on the ROI a feature extraction to form the feature vector and image classification using ERSVM algorithm.
A camera mote called CITRIC is developed in [91] for wireless multimedia sensor
networks to enable in-network processing of images in order to reduce communication
overheads. The hardware design of the camera platform consists of camera sensor,
PDA class processor, 64MB RAM, 16MB Flash, and microphone. The camera sensor
is a 1.3 megapixel OmniVision OV9655 camera that can support different image resolution -from SXGA (1280x1024) through VGA, CIF to 40x30- outputting 8bit/10bit
images at a rate of 30 fps in VGA and lower resolution and typically consumes 90mW
in active state. The processor is PXA270 frequency-scalable (up to 624MHz) fixedpoint, and it has 256KB internal SRAM and a wireless MMX coprocessor to accelerate multimedia operations. Then this camera device is connected to standard sensor
network mote (Tmote Sky) to form the wireless camera mote, CITRIC, which communicates over the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol at a rate of 250 Kbps. The camera mote
first performs pre-processing functions on the captured images from the camera sensor
and then sends the results over the network to a central server. Also the paper proposes
a back-end client/server architecture to provide user interface to the system and support further centralized image processing. The authors implement three applications
over the proposed platform which are image compression, target tracking, and camera
localization. In image compression application, it is shown that Compressed Sensing (CS) using random matrices provides unique advantages in lossy compression than
JPEG standard when both are implemented using the integer DCT implementation that
is supported by the fixed point arithmetic processor. The single target tracking application is implemented via background subtraction using frame differencing. Then the
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foreground pixels are processed for identification and tracking.
An implementation of Dual-Camera sensor is presented in [99]. Each of them
comprises of a low-power and high-power tier and they are physically connected together to have similar FoV. The low-power camera sensor node (Tier-1) consists of a
MICAz mote equipped with a low fidelity Cyclops camera sensor, and a 1GB NAND
flash for storing images. The high-power camera sensor node (Tier-2) consists of a
more-powerful platform, imote2 equipped with a high fidelity Enalab camera (OV7649
CMOS camera supports color VGA (640x480) resolution), and a 1GB SD card for image storage. The system uses the low-power Tier-1 for object detection and the highpower Tier-2 for energy efficient object recognition and classification. The wireless
communication is based on IEEE 802.15.4 Zigbee standard at 2.4GHz.

2.9.3

Testbeds

To evaluate different protocols and algorithms pertaining for different networking layers (transport, network, MAC, or physical layer) of wireless multimedia sensor network or test various applications over the WMSN, researchers may perform analytical
analysis, conduct experiments, or use simulations. Sometimes, analytical analysis neither gives an accurate model for such complicated wireless system nor truly depicts the
behavior of real-time wireless networks. Also, in many cases, tests and experiments
in wireless sensor network in general and in wireless multimedia sensor network in
particular are somehow complex and time-consuming, and hard to be re-conducted by
other researchers. For these reasons, simulation has been the preferred methodology
for many researchers in the wireless multimedia sensor network domain. However, the
existing simulators have many defects and are unable to model many critical characteristics of real-time wireless systems. Also, because of not following the scientific
research standards in conducting of such simulation studies, simulation results are
sometimes doubtful and have less credibility [107]. For these reasons and in order
to minimize the differences in results between theoretical and practical approaches,
which will significantly affect the behavior of real-time systems, testbeds have been
increasingly used by the researchers and developers to evaluate their proposed algo-
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rithms and applications.
WMSN testbeds are used for better understanding and satisfying the practical and
technical challenges of networks deployed in real-time systems. While testbeds have
become the preferred method for testing and evaluating with wireless multimedia sensor network applications, they also provide means for integrating several individual
sensors on a common wireless platform in a controlled and instrumented environment.
Thus, research on experimental testbeds with current hardware and software platforms,
allows users not only to demonstrate applicability and evaluate application-level and
network-level performance metrics (e.g. detection probability, end-to-end delay, jitter,
quality of received multimedia streams, etc) in real environments, but also to validate research prototypes. Compared with conducting real-time experiments and field
deployments, testbeds give considerable efficiency in testing potentially long-time experiments, which is important in debugging, validation, and integration phases of reliable wireless multimedia sensor networks. WMSN testbeds can be classified into
two categories, Software Testbeds and Hardware Testbeds. Table 2.6 illustrates the
existing software and hardware testbeds found in the literature and summarizes their
specifications and important features.
2.9.3.1

Software Testbeds

To facilitate advanced research in wireless multimedia sensor network technology,
software driver interfaces and libraries are designed to help researchers in testing and
evaluating various algorithms and applications through using easy-to-use Application
Program Interfaces (APIs) and functions. These APIs and functions provide testing environment through abstraction layers that hide the low-level details of the underlying
hardware in order to enable easy and fast development of multimedia sensor network
applications.
WiSNAP [108] is a Matlab-based software testbed designed for wireless multimedia sensor networks, where the developers can test and evaluate algorithms and applications using its standardized and easy-to-use Application Program Interfaces (APIs).
WiSNAP provides a Matlab framework as a high-level and powerful programming
environment for implementing interfaces to the existing wireless motes and image
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Table 2.6: WMSN Testbeds Features

sensors though simple easy-to-use functions and libraries. These functions and libraries hide the internal details of dealing with mote or sensor specific interfaces from
the end-users and provide the users with many powerful and rich image processing
tools. Currently, WiSNAP includes device libraries for Agilent’s ADCM-1670 camera
module, Agilent’s ADNS-3060 optical mouse sensor, and Chipcon’s CC2420DB IEEE
802.15.4, but it can be extended to include and support any kind of sensor or wireless
mote as it is an open source architecture. WiSNAP consists of two application program
interfaces: 1) an image sensor API that enables frame capturing from image sensors
after identifying the type of image sensor and number of frames, and 2) a wireless
mote API that provides access to wireless motes through functions for initialization
and MAC packet transmission and reception. Then these set of functions provided by
the mentioned APIs are matched with the corresponding device libraries that lie below the API layer in WiSNAP program stack and provide a set of hardware-dependent
functions (such as Agilent ADCM-1670 image sensor). Two application examples of
using WiSNAP development platform are presented for event detection and node localization. Event detection is based on tracking of the number of changed pixels that
exceed a certain threshold between successive image frames. For node localization, the
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distance is estimated using the received signal strength indicator RSSI from the node
and the direction is calculated by extracting the relative angle of a continuously blinking LED on that node from the captured images using frame differencing of adjacent
frames.
Also in [98], a software testbed based on address event representation of image
sensing is developed. The software testbed consists of an emulator of AER imagers
- written in VisualC++ and runs under windows. the AER Emulator takes an 8-bit
grayscale input stream from a COTS USB camera and outputs a queue of events to
a text file. The AER classification is done in a way similar to the Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). At the receiver side, the image array can be obtained by converting
the event frequency data into the original feature (e.g. light intensity) using two ways,
Histogram reconstruction or Inter-event reconstruction.
2.9.3.2

Hardware Testbeds

Hardware testbeds involve deploying of hardware devices, such as multiple types of
cameras with different resolutions and image-processing abilities, and wireless communication hardware that may support multiple standards and different data rates. Besides that, hardware testbeds provide supporting software for data monitoring and user
interface. Depending on the hierarchal organization supported by the network, Hardware testbeds can be further divided into single-tier or multi-tier testbeds.
A) Single-Tier Hardware Testbeds:
Meerkats [95] is a testbed of wireless network of battery-operated camera nodes used
for monitoring and surveillance of wide areas. The Meerkats node, which is based on
Stargate board and using 802.11b wireless card, is equipped with sufficient processing and storage capabilities (when compared to a Cyclops node) for running relatively
complex image processing algorithms. The goal of the work is to measure the tradeoff
between application-specific performance and power efficiency (or network life time)
for a given resource management strategy. Meerkats currently composed of eight visual sensor nodes, each of which consists of -as we mentioned- a battery powered
Crossbow Stargate board, which has an XScale PXA255 CPU (400 MHz) with 32MB
flash memory and 64MB SDRAM, connected with a Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000
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webcam via USB and IEEE 802.11b PCMCIA wireless card. The Stargate platform is
selected for the Meerkats node because it is running an open source operating system
(Linux kernel 2.4.19), it can be easily connected to a webcam, the image sensor in
Meerkats node, and it provides sufficient processing and storage capabilities. A laptop
acts as base station or information sink running a multithreaded server program. For
energy conservation, the Meerkats node operates according to a specific duty cycle in
which it switches periodically its components (processor, camera, radio) into different
operation states (sleep, idle, active) and performs a specified tasks. Meerkats’s energy
performance evaluation can be seen at [109]. The Meerkats node performs all the
image-related tasks such as image acquisition, processing, and compression when it
is in the active state. For example, for event detection, the moving blobs in the image are detected using a fast motion analysis algorithm and the relevant information is
compressed using JPEG standards. The communication, based on multi-hop routing,
between Meerkats nodes are established using the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
routing protocol through IEEE 802.11b links.
The Mobile Emulab network testbed [110] provides a remotely accessible mobile wireless and sensor testbed. The mobile testbed can provide accurate positioning
and monitoring using video camera equipments, and enable automated experiments
by both on-site and off-site users by using open-source software and COTS equipments. The testbed consists of Acroname Gracia robots attached with Mica2 motes,
Stargate boards with IEEE 802.11b cards, and low-cost Hitachi KP-D20A cameras.
The testbed is used in an indoor field of sensor-equipped motes and webcams, and can
provide simple path planning as well as vision-based tracking system accurate to 1
cm. Mobile Emulab testbed allows remote user to position the robots, control all the
computers and network interfaces, run arbitrary programs, and log data in a database.
Emulab testbed allow, through precise positioning and automation, quick evaluation of
localization and mobility protocols in sensor-driven applications.
Low-cost, vision-enabled, and flexible autonomous mobile robots were designed
in the Explorebots testbed in [111] for indoor experimentation on multi-hop ad hoc
and sensor networking. The wireless robots are equipped with MICA2 sensor motes
for sensing and wireless communication, in addition to built-in electronic compass, velocity and distance sensors, motor movement control, and sonic-based ranging sensors
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that can be used for navigation. The hardware components of the robot consist of mobile platform, 8-bit Rabbit semiconductor R3000 programmable microprocessor with
Flash memory, a 320x240 pixel X10 Cam2 color camera, sensing elements, communication devices, and batteries. Explorebots testbed has been used for target localization
experiments by processing the sound and light sensors outputs to guide the robots towards the target source, in addition to validate hybrid routing protocols.
B) Multi-Tier Hardware Testbeds:
IrisNet [112], internet- scale resource-intensive sensor network services, is an example of wireless multimedia sensor network Multi-Tier Hardware testbed that provides
shared internet-scale long-lived software platform for many sensor applications. IrisNet has been designed to overcome the difficulties of building large-scale distributed
networks comprise of many scalar and visual sensors, and the challenges of dealing
with large volumes of collected data. Therefore, the proposed platform enables the
creation of a planetary infrastructure of multimedia sensors and enables applicationspecific processing of the collected data by these sensors using their processing capabilities. IrisNet allows user to query the collected information, stored in distributed
XML database infrastructure close to its sources, by using internet-like queries. IrisNet
also provides a number of multimedia processing primitives that new applications can
use as building blocks such as camera calibration, key-points or reference points implementation, and image stitching. The architecture of IrisNet is two-tiered: Sensing
Agents tier (SAs) for data collection and filtering, and Organizing Agents tier (OAs)
for data storage and querying. There are three steps in order to develop an application
using IrisNet. First, the application developer creates the sensor database XML schema
that defines the attributes, tags, and hierarchies used to describe and organize distilled
sensor data. Second, the application developer writes the software running in the SAs
(called senselet) to filter the collected sensory data and update the database defined by
the schema. Third, the application developer provides an application-specific front end
interface for end users to access the application.
In [94], the design and implementation of SenseEye is presented, a multi-tier network of heterogeneous wireless sensor nodes and cameras. SenseEye is designed for
surveillance application in WMSN where resource-constrained low-power elements
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are employed to perform simpler application tasks while more capable high-power elements are used for more complex tasks. The work aims to exploits the advantages
of multi-tier sensor network comparing to a single-tier network such as low cost, wide
coverage, high functionality, and high reliability by proposing numerous mechanisms
and optimizations for object detection, object localization, inter-tier wakeup, object
recognition, and tracking. SenseEye is implemented in three-tier network consisting of four types of camera sensors where nodes within each tier are assumed to be
homogeneous while different tiers are assumed to be heterogeneous with respect to
their capabilities. The processing power, networking capabilities, and imaging resolution improve from the lower tier to the higher tier at the expense of increased power
consumption. The lowest tier consists of low-power sensor motes such as MICA2
equipped with low fidelity and resolution camera sensors such as Cyclops or CMUcam3. The second tier consists of Stargate nodes equipped with higher fidelity and
medium resolution webcams. The third tier contains a sparse deployment of high resolution pan-tilt-zoom (Sony SNC-RZ30N) cameras connected to embedded PCs. In this
system, no base station is assumed and the communication between Tier 1 and Tier 2
is low rate through 900MHz radio while the communication between Tier 2 and Tier 3
is done through 802.11 radio. The main design principles of the proposed system are
mapping each task to the lowest powerful tier that has the sufficient resources to accomplish the needed tasks reliably within the required latency, exploiting the wakeup
on-demand and triggering of the higher tier nodes only when necessary in order to save
energy, and exploiting the information redundancy from overlaps in cameras coverage
to improve energy-efficiency and performance (e.g. overlaps camera coverage information can be used in object localization for intelligently wakeup the correct nodes in
the higher tier). The paper shows a practical example of the proposed system where
the nodes in the first tier are always turned on or duty-cycled (woke up periodically)
and used for object detection (through simple frame differencing) and then, in case of
detecting an object, the nodes try to localize the detected object exploiting the information redundancy from overlapping camera coverage and using triangulation techniques
for localization. After that, the nodes in Tier 1 woke up the nodes in Tier 2, which are
close the detected object (within their FoV), that in turn perform object recognition by
capturing photos of the object, identifying object features, and searching the database
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for a match. Finally, the corresponding nodes in the Tier 3 are woken up to perform
object tracking with the help with the other tiers as the detected object is moving.
The WMSN-testbed [13] at the Broadband Wireless Networking (BWN) Laboratory at Georgia Tech is based on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) advanced devices
and has been built to demonstrate the efficiency of algorithms and protocols for multimedia communications through wireless sensor networks. The testbed is integrated
with the scalar sensor network testbed, which is composed of a heterogeneous collection of Imote2 and Micaz motes from Crossbow. The testbed allows the integration of
heterogeneous devices in experimental testbeds and includes three different types of
multimedia sensors: low-end imaging sensors, medium-quality webcam-based multimedia sensors attached with Stargate boards, and pan-tilt cameras mounted on Acroname GARCIA mobile robots. The testbed uses both IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11b
for wireless communication and it is capable to deliver JPEG video streaming in QCIF
format (176 144) at 15 fps.

2.10

Conclusions

In this chapter, we outline the design challenges of WMSNs, give a comprehensive
discussion of the proposed architectures, algorithms and protocols for the different
layers of the communication protocol stack for WMSNs, and evaluate the existing
WMSN hardware and testbeds. In next chapters, we present our proposed solutions
for routing, security and privacy in WMSNs.
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Chapter 3
Cluster-based Multipath Routing
Protocol For WMSNs
3.1

Introduction

Routing in WMSNs is very challenging and critical because of their characteristics and
constraints that make them different from the existing communication and scalar wireless sensor networks [113; 114], such as: 1) Large number of heterogeneous sensor
nodes with different capabilities and functionalities is deployed. 2) Careful resource
management for multimedia transmissions is required as sensor nodes are tightly constrained in terms of battery energy, processing power, storage capacity, and available
bandwidth. 3) Also delivering the collected multimedia data in WMSNs (video streaming, still images, audio) adds more constraints on the design of the routing protocols in
order to meet their QoS requirements such as end-to-end delay, SNR (signal-to-noise
ratio) level, packet (frame) loss rate, etc. 4) In addition, the use of densely deployed
nodes provides significant redundancy in the collected sensor data, e.g. overlapping of
FoVs (Field of Views) of camera sensors. Such redundancy needs to be exploited to
improve energy and bandwidth utilization, and for more accurate and robust observation results through effective data fusion and aggregation.
1

Chapter 3 is based on the following publications:
(1) A Secure Cluster-Based Multipath Routing Protocol for WMSNs; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki appeared in Sensors Journal 11,
Volume 4, Pages 4401-4424, 2011
(2) A Cross-layer based Clustered Multipath Routing with QoS-aware Scheduling for Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata,
Gamal N. Al-karaki appeared in International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks, 2012
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Figure 3.1: Flat vs. Hierarchical Network Architecture.

In general, two types of WMSNs architecture are widely used [113]: flat and hierarchical (cluster-based) network architecture as shown in Figure 3.1. In flat architecture,
the network is deployed with homogeneous sensor nodes of the same capabilities and
functionalities, which can perform any task from image capturing through multimedia
processing to packet relaying toward the sink in multi-hop basis. On the other hand, at
cluster-based architecture, the network is divided into clusters. Heterogeneous sensor
nodes are deployed in each cluster, where camera, audio and scalar sensors relay data
to a cluster head that has more resources and able to perform intensive data processing.
The cluster head is wirelessly connected with the sink or the gateway either directly or
through other cluster heads in multi-hop fashion. For WMSNs, cluster-based network
architecture has more advantages than a flat network especially for image processing
and transmissions. In the homogeneous flat network, all the nodes should have the
same hardware capabilities and functionalities for multimedia processing and transmission, and this leads to increase the energy consumption and the cost of the deployed
network. Also, a single-tier flat architecture can cause the sink to overload with the increase in sensors density, which can affect the performance of the network and cause
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latency in communication and tracking events. Moreover, in cluster-based network,
cluster heads can perform data aggregation and filtering to reduce the amount of transmitted data, and do better scheduling among the nodes within clusters.
Therefore in this chapter, we pursue a cluster-based with multipath routing protocol to
allow the network to cover a large area of interest and cope with additional load without degrading the quality of service. Our proposed routing protocol aims to cluster the
nodes, so that cluster heads can do some aggregation and reduction of data in order to
save energy consumption and bandwidth usage, and to find the maximum number of
paths suitable for the different requirements of handling different traffic classes.
Design of an efficient QoS-aware MAC protocol [115; 116] is another important
step for correct delivery of real-time multimedia data and for end-to-end QoS provisioning over WMSNs. It is desirable that the MAC layer provides reliable and errorfree data transfer with minimum retransmissions while meeting the QoS requirements
with efficient resource utilization. The existing sensory MAC protocols are mostly
based on variants of the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) [117] and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) [116]. Contention-based
approach, such as CSMA/CA, is preferred when network traffic load is not very intensive and the channel condition is relatively unreliable because the probability of
potential collision and congestion is low. However, for heavier traffic loads as the case
of WMSNs, contention-based approach leads to increase wasted energy and delays due
to idle listening and collisions produced with large preamble and hidden node problems. On the other side, contention-free approach, like TDMA, is more appropriate
for multimedia applications with reliable channel conditions and heavier traffic load.
However, it suffers from clock synchronization problem, in addition to channel underutilization and fixed time-slot assignments in case of static slotted scheduling.
A quick look into the existing proposals in routing protocols in sensor networks
reveals that they are following the standard structure of the communication protocol stack and do not pay intention for the interdependencies and joint functionalities
among the layers especially the routing and MAC layers. Therefore in this chapter, we
also adopt a cross-layer design between the routing and MAC layers where our clustered multipath routing protocol is combined with an adaptive QoS-aware scheduling
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to optimize the performance of the routing and reliable delivery with minimum resource consumption. Our proposed scheduling mechanism is based on adaptive QoSaware TDMA approach used at two levels in the network: within clusters and among
cluster heads. Our algorithm uses flexible time-slot assignment where a cluster head is
responsible to schedule the traffic toward the sink from the sensor nodes based on the
type of data and its availability.

3.2

Related Work

Several cross-layer and communication protocols were developed to address the aforementioned issues for WMSNs and surveyed in [118]. Here in this section we focus on
cross-layer optimization proposals that include routing and scheduling functionalities
and we summarize them in Table 3.1:
A routing protocol, DHCT [33], is proposed for WMSNs to support multipath
routing and to reduce interferences between close paths by using a performance metric
(called Costp), which is product of expected transmission count and the delay. Using
Costp metric allows selecting paths with minimum interferences to each other, hence
it will increase throughput. Also DHCT reinforces multiple links at the sink to obtain
disjoint path from the source for multipath routing. However, this routing protocol
does not consider the bandwidth as QoS metric for routing decision or prioritizes the
incoming packets to schedule them as the case in CMRP, but it does consider the playout deadline in a sense that the packet arrives after the deadline will be discarded. Also
having only disjoint paths means that not considering interconnecting paths that can
be effectively used along with packet scheduling to utilize the available capacity and
increase throughput.
COM-MAC [15] is a multi-channel multipath MAC protocol with packet scheduling to meet the bandwidth and delay requirements in WMSNs. The routing protocol
uses multiple paths, multiple channels, and QoS packet scheduling technique based on
the dynamic bandwidth adjustment and path-length-based proportional delay differentiation (PPDD) techniques. These requirements (bandwidth and delay) are adjusted
locally at each node based on the path-length and incoming traffic in static flat wireless network where all the nodes are homogeneous multimedia sensor nodes for the
same capabilities (video, audio, scalar data) and equipped with single radio interface
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Table 3.1: Cross-layer Design and Communication Protocols for WMSNs.

and multi-channels. However, unlike CMRP, it uses static time slots at control channel
and does not propose any mechanism for passive nodes for better channel utilization.
CMRP uses adaptive time slots assignment that can be changed dynamically depends
on data availability, data type, and number of active nodes.
Another multi-constrained routing algorithm, MCRA [119], is proposed to provide
end-to-end delay and packet loss ratio suitable for multimedia content, and balance the
energy consumption. In MCRA, routing discovery starts at the sink node that floods the
network with interest-messages. The source node that receives these interest messages
and matches the needed query, selects the path of minimum hop-count to send its data.
When receiving data packet, the sink node calculates the coordinates of the source
node using the logical coordinates (hop-count). MCRA tries to reduce the amount of
flooding by either not forwarding the interest-messages already received them before,
or by merging multiple interests in one message. However, the routing depends on
flooding the network with interest-messages from sink to sources using all nodes to
find the paths, not only using some powerful nodes to discover the routes as in CMRP.
Also, the selection of the paths by the sources in MCRA is based only on minimum
hop-count without considering the quality of the link that can be estimated from the
received signal strength as in the case of CMRP.
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The cross-layer design described in [120] jointly optimizes the source coding techniques for multimedia processing and compression in the application layer with the
network coding along with the routing functions to minimize the distortion with maximum network lifetime following multiple paths. However, this approach does not provide any proposal for controlling node channel access or scheduling process among the
nodes based on the data type and thus interferences and collisions cannot be avoided
which leads to degrade network throughput and the quality of received data.
Another cross-layer design for WMSNs is implemented in [77] where an extension of a geographical routing protocol is presented for multipath routing along with
path priority scheduling algorithm for efficient communication of real-time video over
WMSNs. Using hop-by-hop deviation angle adjustment method, a path can be established using any initial deviation angle specified at the source node, and then other
disjoint paths are constructed by changing the value of the deviation angle. If there is
no path satisfying the required data rate, video coding parameters are adapted along
with using frame skipping, reference frame selecting and intra-frame refreshing techniques in order to lower the bandwidth consumption. To meet the delay constraint of
video frames, a path priority scheduling algorithm is used that gives a weight for each
path calculated based on the estimated available bandwidth, path delay, and path energy level. Then, by using path weight along with packet priority, shorter delay paths
will be used for time-constrained packets while other paths are used for balancing energy and bandwidth usage for other traffic. However, like most geographical routing
protocols, the proposed cross-layer design assumes that nodes are location aware and
that the density of nodes is high.
A cross-layer system is presented in [20] to provide QoS for WMSN applications
based on the Time-Hopping Impulse Radio Ultra-Wide-Band (TH-IR-UWB) transmission technique. This architecture tries to solve the shortcomings of using CSMA/CA
for the MAC layer and to provide QoS for WMSNs. Routing process starts at the
source nodes by sending request packets describing their requirements to their neighbors, and among the replies a source node selects the one who has the most positive
advance toward the sink and able to satisfy the needed requirements and this continue
iteratively until the end-to-end path is established to the sink. The cross-layer system also provides dynamic channel coding and receiver-centric scheduling based on
time hopping sequence of impulse radio of Ultra-Wide-Band MAC and physical layer.
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This allows for multiple parallel transmissions, prevent collisions at the receiver node
(by using unique TH sequence for each receiver) and save energy by avoiding idle
listening and wasteful transmissions (by turning on exactly on the incoming transmission). However, this cross-layer system is based on end-to-end resource reservation
that causes higher overhead and it does not consider the source rate adaptation with the
network conditions.
In [78], a context-aware cross-layer multi-path multi-priority (MPMP) transmission scheme is proposed where algorithms in routing and transport layers are used.
In this scheme, a multipath geographic routing protocol is used to explore maximum
number of node-disjoint routing paths. Also, a context-aware multipath selection algorithm in the transport layer is used to choose the maximum number of paths from
all found node-disjoint paths for maximizing the delivery of the important data to the
sink. The selection algorithm selects the proper routing paths that are suitable for each
type of multimedia content based on two types of priority: end-to-end transmission
delay based priority for constraint real-time video communication, and context-aware
multimedia based priority (image vs. audio) for the most valuable information to the
sink. However, the underlying routing protocol considers only the distance between
the nodes and the sink to discover the routes and does not take into account other important parameters such as link quality and bandwidth. Also, this protocol does not
support different type of traffic (video and scalar data at the same time).
A cross-layer framework is presented in [121] for QoS support in WMSNs, which
optimizes the functionalities of communication protocols to maximize the number of
video stream requests to be delivered without affecting their quality. The proposed
design uses a source-directed multipath routing (SDMR) protocol that interacts with
enhanced IEEE 802.11e MAC standard for QoS scheduling, and data link layer for
multirate transmission modes. Also the cross-layer design is capable of interacting
with the application layer to choose an appropriate Group of Picture (GoP) size according to network conditions and the feedbacks received from the sink. However,
the SDMR routing protocol assumes a flat network with dense deployment for sensor
nodes for estimating the upper bound number of hops in order to calculate the required
end-to-end delay. Also SDMR establishes only disjoint paths (maximum three noninterfering paths) from a source to the sink.
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3.3

Network Architecture and System Model

In this section, we briefly describe the network architecture model adopted by our
proposed routing protocol, the communication pattern among the nodes, and the assumptions made in implementing the routing algorithm: Our proposed network architecture’s model is following the single-tier clustered architecture [113], as shown in
Figure 3.2, deployed with heterogeneous sensor nodes (such as camera, audio, and
scalar sensors) that communicate directly in a certain schedule with a cluster head and
relay their sensed data to it. However these heterogeneous sensor nodes have the same
radio interface and propagation range. A cluster head has more resources, more powerful, and it is able to perform intensive data processing. These powerful nodes, cluster heads, are deployed uniformly in the network, and they are wirelessly connected
with the sink either directly (in case of 1st -level cluster heads) or through other cluster
heads in multi-hop fashion. The communication among the sensor nodes both within
a cluster and the communication between cluster-heads are managed by our proposed
cluster-based multi-path routing protocol to efficiently handle multimedia content over
the network and maintain the energy consumption of sensor nodes. Nodes within a
particular cluster communicate directly with their cluster head in a certain schedule
and each cluster head is responsible for performing data aggregation and fusion in order to decrease the amount of transferred data and the number of transmitted messages
to the sink. A cluster head is also responsible for selecting a suitable path for each type
of data, e.g. paths with good link quality or minimum delay are appropriate for multimedia content, disjoint paths are suitable for multimedia streaming, and paths with
less strict QoS conditions can be used for scalar data.
Our proposed routing protocol is based on hop count and received signal strength
index (RSSI) of the sensory message as an indication on the link quality and distance
between the nodes. RSSI can be calculated in a large-scale wireless sensor network
using the following propagation model:
Pr = Pt Gt Gr (hr ht )2 d −4 L−1

(3.1)

Where Pt and Pr are the power level of transmitted and received message respectively,
Gt and Gr are the transmitter (T x) and receiver (Rx) antenna gain respectively, ht and
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Figure 3.2: Single-tier Clustered Architecture.

hr are antenna height for T x and Rx respectively, d is the distance between T x and Rx,
and L is system loss factor. Then, received signal strength (RSS) of a message can be
equal to:
RSS = Pr /Pt → RSS = Gt Gr (hr ht )2 d −4 L−1

(3.2)

If we assume that antenna gain of T x and Rx are equal to 1, antenna height of T x and Rx
are equal to 1, and system loss factor (L) also equals 1, then RSS can be approximated
as a function of distance between the transmitter and receiver as a dominating factor
affecting its value:
RSS = 1/d 4
For more accurate propagation model, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and bit error rate
(BER) should be taken into account [122] along with the received signal strength in
order to consider noises (from receiver and environment) and interferences from other
packets arrived simultaneously:
!
Pr
SNR = 10 log
(3.3)
N p + ∑n−1
P
r
i=1
s
BER = 0.5 × er f c
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Pr × BW
Np × R

!
(3.4)
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Where BW is the channel bandwidth, N p is noise power, n is number of interfering
packets, and R is data rate.

3.4

Cluster-based Multipath Routing in WMSN

This section describes the routing operation of our proposed Cluster-based Multipath
Routing Protocol for WMSNs, CMRP, which is based on the hierarchical structure of
multiple paths established depending on hop count and received signal strength (along
with measured SNR & BER) as an indication on the link quality and distance between
the nodes. CMRP depends on the local information exchanged among the nodes to
establish the routes to the sink and does not require any coordination measurement
equipments or position message exchange.

3.4.1

Route Discovery

Here we explain our proposed Clustered Multipath Routing Protocol, CMRP, and then
we demonstrate the scheduling algorithm in the next section. We are using two performance metrics: hop-count (as indication for distance from the sink and delay), and
received signal strength (combined with SNR & BER) as indication for link quality
(interference and noise level) and distance from the sender. Two thresholds (upper,
and lower) are used in CMRP to compare the signal strength value of the received
packets.
The selection of the values of the two thresholds is very critical in clustering the network and connecting them together. The upper threshold is used to determine the 1st level cluster heads and group member nodes (as described below). The upper threshold
should be adjusted in a way that: it should not be very large value (close to the max
value) so that you will not find any node receives your message in this power level or
only a few nodes. In this case the cluster size will be very small with many chances
of having only singleton clusters, and the load will be high on few 1st -level cluster
heads for serving many paths passing through them. Also if the upper threshold is
low (below the mid value close to the lower threshold), the cluster size will be very
high and cause cluster heads to overload with many group members and suffer high
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interferences in both inside clusters and at the sink side. The lower threshold is used to
establish the links between cluster heads. Having a relatively high value of the lower
threshold (close to the mid value) may prevent connecting the cluster heads in different
levels and this leads to have a weak network connectivity. Also if the lower threshold
is very low (close to the min value), then the network can have low link quality links
between cluster heads with high possibility of packet drops.
In the initializing phase of CMRP, the base station starts sending periodic broadcast messages, called BS-Msg, to the surrounding powerful nodes. BS-Msg contains
the identification number (ID) of the base station and the relevant security information
to authenticate the communication with other nodes (if any). The nodes that receive
BS-Msg messages compare the received signal strength index (RSSI) with the upper
threshold (Thr-High). If RSSI is greater than Thr-High, these nodes respond to the
base station by sending back acknowledgment messages informing their joining the
base station as their parent. Then, they start acting as 1st -level cluster heads (1st -CH)
-as shown in an example in Figure 3.3- and broadcast periodically control messages
called CH-Msg to their neighboring nodes. CH-Msg contains the ID of the cluster head,
number of hops between the cluster head and the base station in the current found path,
IDs of the nodes joining this path up to the current cluster head, and the relevant security information (if any). For each CH-Msg received by the surrounding nodes of
the 1st -level CHs, RSSI is measured and compared with two thresholds, Thr-High and
Thr-Low.
If the signal strength of the received CH-Msg is greater than Thr-High, the receiving node will start behaving as a group member and sending back an acknowledgment
message informing its joining to the corresponding cluster head. Receiving a CH-Msg
with RSSI greater than Thr-High indicates that the sender (CH) is in near region, as
seen from eq 3.2, and the quality of the link is good and thus this CH can better serve
the communication toward the base station. In case a node receives more than one
message from different CHs with RSSI larger than Thr-High, the node selects the cluster head of the highest signal strength value, as shown in pseudo-code of CMRP in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: A Simple Example of Cluster-based Multipath Network.

The powerful nodes that only receive messages with received signal strength between Thr-High and Thr-Low will start acting as new cluster heads, in this case 2nd level cluster heads, and respond back to the sender informing their selection of him
as one of their possible parents toward the base station. New cluster heads may receive different CH-Msgs from previous-level cluster heads. In this case new cluster
heads consider these messages in order to construct multiple paths toward base station
and sort these paths based on certain criteria (such as link quality, end-to-end delay,
bandwidth, or number of hops in the path). Paths with good conditions, like high link
quality, short end-to-end delay, enough bandwidth, or less number of hops, are reserved for multimedia communication that requires certain level of quality of service
requirements. Other paths will be used for other types of data that does not require
strict QoS requirements such as scalar data. If the RSSI is less than Thr-Low, the mes-
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Figure 3.4: Pseudo-code of the Main Part of the Routing Protocol.
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sage is considered as lost or ignored. This process continues in the same manner to
build the network until all nodes join the network and determine their rules, i.e. cluster
head or group member, and all possible paths are found.
In case that cluster heads do not receive any message from other nodes informing
joining them as group members (i.e. singleton clusters), then these cluster heads will
behave either as: 1) Forwarder nodes to relay data toward the sink, if they receive messages from other powerful nodes informing their joining as next-level cluster heads, or
2) temporarily normal nodes, group members, and join any other closer clusters based
on RSSI. These nodes can create later on their own clusters when new group members
nodes are deployed in their vicinity.
After the network is established and all possible routes are found, base station and
cluster heads will reduce the rate of sending broadcast control messages (BS-Msg, CHMsg) in order to save channel capacity and energy. We keep sending these broadcast
messages even with lower rate, which has a negligible effect on the network performance, for the sake of adding new nodes to the network.

3.4.2

Route Optimization and Local Repair

In order to optimize the found routes in route discovery phase, path loops and path
cycles should be prevented. For path loops, each CH that receives CH-Msg from other
nodes checks first the IDs of the nodes joining the path to know whether it already
joined this path before or not as shown in Figure 3.5(a). If a CH receives CH-Msg belongs to one of the paths already found before, it checks the conditions and the status
of the given path in order to update its routing information about this path and reflects
these changes (if any) on its decision of selecting the proper path for each type of data.
Moreover, for path optimization with minimum number of hops, a CH checks for every given path whether it is a child for any participating node in this path (except of
course its direct parent in this path). In this case, it is better for the CH to communicate directly to that parent instead of making a path cycle as shown in an example in
Figure 3.5(b). Thus, if a path cycle is found, the cluster head deletes this path from its
routing information (as it is just a longer version of already found path) and keeps the
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(a) A Path Loop

(b) A Path Cycle

Figure 3.5: Examples of Path loop and Path Cycle.

shorter path.
The acknowledgment system is critical for WMSNs to achieve a low frame loss
rate that affects the quality of video perception, and to detect any node or link-failure.
After receiving a certain number of data packets, a CH sends an acknowledgment message (Ack-Msg) to the sender (lower-level CH or GM) and in the same manner waits an
Ack-Msg from its parent (higher-level CH or sink) confirming receiving the data packets. So, if a node did not receive an Ack-Msg from its parent, it will assume that there
is a node-failure or link-failure and it will select another parent (i.e. another path)
-depending on its routing information tables - suitable with the current type of data.
There is no need to initialize the entire network for establishing the routes again in order to overcome the existing failure; it just affects the nodes along the failed path and
because of that it is called local repair. If the parent is the sink and there is no response
from its side, then the node should communicate with other reachable 1st -level CHs,
based on RSSI, to deliver data packets through them. If this node cannot communicate with any 1st -level CH, then it should send negative Ack-Msg to its children nodes
(lower-level CHs and GMs) informing about this link-failure. Then children nodes will
have to select another parent CH according to their routing information table.
The same procedure is used with GMs to check their CH: After sending a certain
number of data packets to, a GM waits an Ack-Msg from its CH confirming receiving
those packets. If the GM did not receive Ack-Msg, then it assumes that there is a linkfailure or node-failure and joins another CH based on its routing information table.
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3.4.3

CMRP Life Time Analysis

In this subsection, we are interested in analyzing the effect of multipath routing in
the expected life time of a link between a CH and BS. According to CMRP, a link
(P) consists of multiple paths where each path (pi ) contains certain number of intermediate CHs (n). A path will be broken once the battery energy (Ei ) of any intermediate node residing on it depleted. Ei is independent random variable distributed
uniformly between 0 and Emax (full battery energy), and for simplification we can
express: Ci = Ei /Emax where Ci now is an independent random variable uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1. Then, we can define the following parameters:
Path li f e time :

pi = min(C1 ,C2 , ...,Cni )

(3.5)

N

P = ∑ (pi )

Link li f e time :

(3.6)

i=1

Where n is the number of nodes in the path i and N is the number of paths in the
link P.
Then the expected (average) life time of the link (P) is:
N

E {P} = ∑ E(pi )

(3.7)

i=1

Since all node energy indexes (Ci ) are random variables uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, then the minimum random variable along one path pi follows a Beta
distribution with parameters 1 and n. The probability density function of Beta distribution is:
f (x; α, β ) =

xα−1 · (1 − x)β −1
B(α, β )

, where B(α, β ) ) is the Beta function: B(α, β ) =

R 1 α−1
· (1 − t)β −1 dt
0 t

Then substituting α = 1 and β = n gives us the probability density function of the path
life time:
P {pi = x} = n.(1 − x)n−1
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As the mean value of the Beta distribution is: {X} =

α
α+β ,

then the expected path

life time of this probability function can be expressed as:
1
n+1
Finally, the average link life time can be calculated as:
E {pi } =

E {P} =

3.5

N
n+1

(3.9)

(3.10)

Two-level QoS-aware Scheduling

After establishing the network, all group members (sensor nodes) in each cluster are
assigned to a cluster head and each cluster head in the network knows now its parents toward the BS (for multiple paths). Before data transmission, we introduce twolevel QoS-aware scheduling: low-level scheduling within each cluster among the group
members, and High-level scheduling among the cluster heads at higher level in order
to increase the packet delivery ratio and throughput for multimedia data. The two-level
scheduling is shown in a simple example in Figure 3.6.
Besides their low energy efficiency, most contention-based protocols are generally
not designed for sending real-time multimedia data and are not suitable for delaysensitive WMSNs because each node has to contend for medium access to send every
packet, thus the delay for data delivery could be potentially unbounded. The needed
time required to resolve collision is based on the load condition of the network and
number of nodes in clusters, which makes it very difficult to guarantee a bounded delay.
Therefore, we prefer to adopt TDMA protocol to access the channel as it has a natural
advantage of collision-free medium access, and it is more appropriate for transmitting
multimedia applications with QoS at reliable channel conditions and heavier traffic
load. In order to avoid channel under-utilization and to decrease the delay, dynamic
time-slot is assigned to the nodes depending on the amount of data to be transmitted
and the time for sending Ack-Msgs if needed.
At low level, before GMs start sending their different types of data to their CHs,
each CH should schedule the data transmissions among its GMs within the cluster in
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Figure 3.6: A Simple Example of Two-level Scheduling.

order to give higher priority to the nodes that demand higher or strict QoS requirements
for their data, and to avoid collisions and interferences at receiver side. The low-level
scheduling process is initiated by the CH by sending a broadcast message asking each
GM in the cluster to send a request message (Req-Msg) informing about the type of
data to be transmitted, its amount, and its requirements (such as playout deadline, BW...
etc). This broadcast message, Assign-Msg, contains the control slot assignment, based
on TDMA (i.e., time slot to each GM) in the cluster. The duration of the time slot is
enough to any node in the cluster to send its Req-Msg and the time slot is unique for
each node to avoid collisions. During the request phase, each GM sends a Req-Msg to
its CH at the allocated time slot informing about the data to be sent (if available) and
its QoS requirements.
Then based on the collected information from the request phase, each CH generates a transmission schedule for the active GMs and distributes it in the cluster. The
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Figure 3.7: A Cluster Time Intervals for Scheduling Process.

resulting schedule is sent to all GMs by broadcasting a scheduling message, called
Sched-Msg, to inform each GM with the specified time schedule for sending each type
of data. The duration of the time-slot depends on the amount and type of data to be
transmitted as requested by each GM.
By this way, multimedia streaming and time-critical data can be transmitted first,
then less priority data such as still images and then scalar data can be sent later. Moreover, for better energy efficiency, GMs can turn off their radio transceiver when the
schedule has been received until the time slot for transmission a certain data type approaches or to the end of the data transmission phase if they are passive nodes. After
receiving the schedule, each GM will transmit its data during the assigned time slots
for each data type and the CH sends, after receiving a certain number of data packets, an Ack-Msg to the sender as described before. When the data transmission phase
complete, a CH sends again the Assign-Msg to its GMs to send their requests. The
time-intervals of the scheduling operation in a cluster are shown in Figure 3.7.
At higher level, each intermediate cluster head -in the same manner done at low
level- schedules the traffic toward the sink from other cluster heads (its children) based
on the type of the data and its QoS requirements. For example, as shown in Figure 3.6,
CH1 selects the path through CH4 to send its streaming multimedia data and the path
through CH3 to send the other types of data based on the proposed routing algorithm,
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters.

while CH2 sends all its data to CH3. CH3 and CH4 then need to schedule the transmission from children CHs following the same steps done at low level inside the cluster.

3.6

Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of CMRP, several simulation experiments (over
100) with various random topologies were run. We implemented CMRP using NS-2
version 2.34. NS-2 [123] is an open source, discrete event simulator which is widely
used for research purposes. It has an excellent implementation of the IEEE802.11
standards at physical, Data link and higher layers. We simulate the proposed routing
protocol assuming a multi-hop network of size 500m x 500m deployed with different
number of sensor nodes ranging from 50 to 200 in randomized grid. The sink is located
in the center of the network. The traffic is CBR of 600 packets/sec and the packet size
is 316 bytes. Table 3.2 shows our simulation environment and other parameters used
in our simulation, and Table 3.3 lists the features of "Salvat Cluster" that we used to
run our simulations.
In the simulations, we focus in measuring the performance metrics after the network has set up to exclude the communication overhead of the most exchanged control
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Table 3.3: Features of Salvat Cluster and its Picture.

messages. Control messages include broadcast messages (BS-Msg, CH-Msg) sent at
very low rate and acknowledgment messages (Ack-Msg) used for data receiving notification and local repair. However, these control messages are considered in measuring
the energy consumption during simulation time.

3.6.1

CMRP Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we compare performance evaluation results (average) of CMRP with
DHCT [124], MCRA [119], and EDGE [125] protocols. We consider in this comparison four important performance metrics: throughput, end-to-end delay, packet delivery
ratio, and power consumption:
End-to end delay is one of the important QoS parameter that we consider in designing our proposed routing protocol to handle the real-time traffic and deliver the packets
within their playout deadlines. End-to-end delay is the time difference from the time
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Figure 3.8: End-to-End Delay of Our Protocol Compared with Other Protocols.

a source node sends its data packet to the time the sink receives it, and it can be measured as sum of (transmission delay, propagation delay, queuing delay, and processing
delay at each hop). We obtain an average end-to-end delay of 75 ms which satisfies
the end-to-end delay requirements of real-time multimedia packets. Figure 3.8 shows
a comparison between our proposed protocol, CMRP, with the other protocols (DHCT,
MCRA, and EDGE) in terms of average end-to-end delay with different node number.
It can be seen clearly that our protocol outperform the other protocols at low node
density due to the hierarchical architecture of powerful cluster heads that always select
the route with lowest number of hops of better link quality and hence minimum delay.
However, at higher network size, we notice that CMRP encounters high interferences
and collisions inside clusters (then the need of retransmission) and because of that we
see it has less performance than MCRA.
In Figure 3.9, the mean throughput of our protocol is shown compared with the
other protocols. The throughput is measured as the total number of packet received at
the sink over the simulation period. Selecting of multiple paths of better link quality
and minimum delay leads to load balancing and efficient utilization of the wireless
spectrum, and hence achieves higher throughput and much better performance than
other protocols at low node density as seen in Figure 3.9. And at higher node density,
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Figure 3.9: Throughput of Our Protocol Compared with Other Protocols.

we can see that CMRP has a bit worse performance than MCRA, but still better than
other protocols.
Figure 3.10 shows the average packet delivery ratio (PDR) of our protocol with
different node number. PDR is measured as the total number of data packets received
at the sink over the total number of data packets sent by all sources in the network. It is
shown that CMRP outperforms the other protocols, which confirms the previous result
for low network size, due to the use of multiple paths that are constructed with better
link quality based on the received signal strength (along with SNR and BER). Also,
the use of the fast mechanism of local repair through the acknowledgment system minimizes the effects of any node failure or link break and hence decreases the number of
lost packets.
Average energy consumption is shown in Figure 3.11 where we can realize that our
proposed protocol CMRP has less energy dissipation comparing with other protocols
(DHCT, MCRA, and EDGE) at low network node numbers. This result due to the fact
that most of the nodes in the clustered network are GMs and need only to communicate with their CHs regardless of the number of nodes in the cluster. Also, the paths
found by CMRP are optimized in terms of number of hops since the routing algorithm
depends on the hop-count as one of its metrics along with preventing path loops and
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Figure 3.10: PDR of Our Protocol Compared with Other Protocols.

path cycles, which lead to minimum number of packet forwarding from a source to the
sink. Moreover, the possibility of having aggregation process and data fusion at CHs
reduce the size of correlated data within a cluster and thus decrease the needed amount
of energy to deliver them.
In order to improve the performance of our proposed routing protocol, especially at
high network size, by reducing the interferences and collisions inside clusters and eliminating their effect on the average network performance, we introduced our proposed
cross-layer design solution for better network scheduling. The results from using this
optimized solution are shown in next subsection.

3.6.2

Cross-layer Routing Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we compare the average end-to-end delay of our proposed routing
protocol combined with the two-level scheduling technique (CMRP+2_level scheduling) with the proposed routing protocol only (CMRP-only) and the other protocols
(DHCT and MCRA). We select these protocols to compare with to show how our proposed cross-layer design methodology will outperform the other recent protocols that
are based on the classical layered structure of the communication stack. For simulation environment, we use the same parameters mentioned in Section 3.6, except that
we use our proposed scheduling based on TDMA at the MAC layer for CMRP+2_level
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Figure 3.11: Energy Consumption of Our Protocol Compared with Other Protocols.

Figure 3.12: End-to-End Delay Performance of Our Cross-layer Routing Protocol.
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Figure 3.13: Throughput Performance of Our Cross-layer Routing Protocol.

scheduling.
Figure 3.12 shows the end-to-end delay, which is one of the important QoS parameters as the real-time multimedia packets have strict playout deadlines. It is shown
clearly that our cross-layer design has the minimum end-to-end delay and outperforms
the other protocols because it depends on selecting the path of better link quality and
minimum hop-count through powerful cluster heads. Notice that CMRP-only performs
well at low node density, but with dense deployment end-to-end delay increases significantly due to the interferences and collisions within the clusters and among cluster
heads which cause to retransmission lost packets again.
Our proposed cross-layer protocol achieves higher throughput, as shown in Figure 3.13, than the other protocols by efficiently utilizing the wireless spectrum and distributing the load via adopting adaptive TDMA-based scheduling and selecting multiple paths of better link quality and minimum delay respectively. Without implementing
the scheduling scheme, we notice that CMRP-only’s performance is degrading with increasing the number of nodes due to the time wasted for retransmitting lost packets and
changing paths to overcome the interferences and collisions and hence lead to decrease
number of received packets at the sink during the simulation time.
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Figure 3.14: PDR of Our Cross-layer Routing Protocol Compared with Other Protocols.

Average packet delivery ratio (PDR) is shown in Figure 3.14 where our proposed
cross-layer design outperforms the other protocols. We obtain this result due to the
use of the two-level scheduling that prevents collisions and minimizes interference,
besides the selection of paths with better link quality based on the received signal
strength (along with SNR and BER). Also, as mentioned before, the use of the fast
mechanism of local repair through the acknowledgment system minimizes the effects
of any node failure or link break and hence decreases the number of lost packets.

With respect to average energy consumption, our proposed design has less energy
consumption than the other protocols as shown in Figure 3.15 with different node
numbers. Both CMRP-only and CMRP+2_level scheduling protocols have good energy efficiency at low node density because of the many benefits -which we mentioned
before- from the clustered network architecture. However at higher node densities, we
notice that CMRP-only suffers from packet collisions and interferences and consumes
more energy for retransmitting lost packets, while our cross-layer design exploits the
benefits from the adaptive two-level scheduling to prevent such problem and hence has
less energy consumption.
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Figure 3.15: Energy Consumption of Our Cross-Layer Routing Protocol and Other Protocols.

3.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a Cluster-based Multipath Routing protocol (CMRP) for
WMSNs designed to handle the additional requirements of reliable data delivering of
different traffic classes and provide load balancing by using multipath routing. The
proposed routing protocol, CMRP, is based on the hierarchical structure of multiple
paths established depending on the hop count and received signal strength as an indication on the link quality, delay, and distance between the nodes. CMRP maintains
minimum end-to end delay suitable for real-time and non-real-time data packets to
meet their playout deadline, and achieves high throughput and packet delivery ratio by
selecting the paths with better link quality and avoiding collisions and interferences.
CMRP reduces energy consumption at sensor nodes by moving the multimedia processing complexity as well as the aggregation process to the cluster heads side along
with preventing path loops and path cycles in establishing the routes.
Then, we presented a cross-layer communication architecture for WMSNs between
the routing and MAC layers, where CMRP routing protocol has been pursued in conjunction with an adaptive QoS-aware scheduling to maximize the overall network performance with minimum energy consumption, reliable delivery, and efficient resource
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management. Our design aims to exploit correlation characteristics and functionalities
between the two layers to maximize the overall network performance with minimum
energy consumption in order to handle the additional requirements of delivering reliable multimedia data. Our proposed scheduling protocol is based on TDMA approach
with flexible time-slot assignment that adaptively assigns slots to various traffics from
active nodes.
Performance evaluation results show that CMRP-routing-only clearly outperforms the
preexisting ones (DHCT, MCRA, EDGE) in all average end-to-end delay, throughput,
packet delivery ratio and battery power consumption. Also simulation results demonstrate that our cross-layer design can improve the performance of CMRP-routing-only
and achieve better than other protocols in terms of average end-to-end delay, throughput, packet delivery ratio and battery power consumption.
In order to secure the wireless communication among the nodes in WMSN, we develop in next chapter a light-weight key management scheme for secure routing and
intrusion detection system to eliminate the threats from outsider and insider attacks.
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Chapter 4
Security Schemes of Key Management
and Intrusion Detection for Clustered
WMSNs
4.1

Introduction

Many applications of WMSNs have special requirements in terms of privacy and security [113] such as military applications, medical care applications, and video surveillance systems. In addition to the fact that sensor networks are more vulnerable to
attacks than wired networks due to the fact that in a broadcast medium, adversaries
can easily eavesdrop on, intercept, inject, and alter transmitted data [126]. Therefore
to meet these requirements and challenges, security mechanisms -such as encryption
and authentication- are essential to secure communications over WMSNs with minimal impact on overall performance through balancing their security features against
the communication and computational overhead required to implement them [127].
Also, these security mechanisms should be scalable with the large number of sensor
nodes and cope with the hostile environment of the deployed network.
In general, there are many types of security attacks on sensor networks such as:
jamming, tampering, altered routing information, sinkhole, Sybil, wormholes, ac1

Chapter 4 is based on the following works:
(1) A Secure Cluster-Based Multipath Routing Protocol for WMSNs; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki appeared in Sensors Journal 11,
Volume 4, Pages 4401-4424, 2011
(2) Light-weight Security Scheme for Key Management and Intrusion Detection in Clustered Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero
Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki submitted to Journal of Networks and Computer Applications (JNCA), March 2013
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knowledgment spoofing, and hello-flood attacks [128]. Attacks can be classified into
outsider attacks and insider attacks [128]. Outsider attacks are where the attacker has
no special access to the sensor network, and the insider attacks are the ones in which
the attacker is an authorized participant in the sensor network. Insider attacks can be
either compromised sensor nodes running malicious code or external devices that use
stolen key material and data from legitimate nodes to attack the network.
Key management is the core of the security mechanisms in sensor networks since
most existing cryptographic security algorithms depend on the security of the cryptographic keys and hence the distribution and management of keys has a vital importance [129; 130]. Key management protocols need to be efficient in terms of processing, storage, and communication requirements along with satisfying the basic security
requirements. Key management can be based either on public key cryptography or
symmetric encryption/decryption algorithms. Public key algorithms (such as RSA,
Diffie-Hellman, and ECC [131; 132]) require smaller number of necessary public/private keys in large networks and these public keys do not need to be changed frequently
to keep them secure. However, Public key algorithms are computationally expensive,
have slower throughput rate, and use larger key sizes, which make them not suitable
for the hardware capabilities of typical sensor nodes. On the other side, symmetric
key ciphers (such as DES and AES [133; 134]) are between two to four orders of
magnitude faster [135] and have high rates of data throughput and relatively short size
keys, which make them suitable for WMSNs and more desirable. However, symmetric
key algorithms need efficient key management protocols to find a way to reduce the
required number of private keys in order to support large scale networks.
Symmetric encryption schemes used in sensor networks can be based on block ciphers (such as AES, skipjack, and MISTY1 [133]) or stream ciphers (such as RC4 and
Salsa20 [136]). Stream ciphers typically execute at a higher speed than block ciphers
and have lower hardware complexity. For instance, the RC4 algorithm takes 86 µs for
encryption on the ATmega128 (16 MHz) processor and only takes 5 µs on the XScale
(400 MHz) processor [137], while AES algorithm takes about 1.8 ms to encrypt a 128bit block of data on Atmega128 processor [138]. However, stream ciphers have not
gained widespread confidence in their security strengths. On the other hand, block ciphers can be used for both secure modes required for sensor networks: pairwise secure
links and secure group communications, and they can offer code size optimization in
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case of using them for both encryption and authentication operations. Also it has been
shown that a light-weight energy efficient security scheme can be based on block cipher scheme providing a sufficient level of security for sensor networks [133; 139]. In
addition, block cipher schemes operating in a streaming mode (such as CTR mode) can
encrypt streaming data with different input sizes which leads to simplify the hardware
complexity while keeping the transmission efficiency.
Key management and secure routing allow the nodes to use security mechanisms
that protect their transmitted information from being exposed by an unauthorized party
and guarantee the integrity of their data. Although this level of security protects the
network from the outsider attacks, still it cannot satisfy the security goals against most
of internal attacks. Therefore, a second level of security is required: An Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) [140; 141] that can detect malicious attempts of exploiting
possible security breaches and warn for suspicious nodes, even if these nodes are using legitimate security keys. In general, there are three main techniques used by intrusion detection systems [142]: signature based detection, anomaly based detection,
and specification based detection. Signature based detection systems compare the observed behavior with known attack patterns (signatures) to detect intrusions. Predefined threat action patterns need to be stored in the system which, for some simple
nodes might lead to have storage problem [143]. Signature based detection techniques
(also known as misuse detection techniques) may not be effective to detect new attacks
in case of the lack of corresponding signatures. On the opposite, anomaly based detection systems [144] focus on normal behaviors, rather than suspicious behaviors, by
matching the observed behavior with pre-established normal profiles (usually established by machine learning or training) to identify the abnormal behaviors. Anomaly
detection can detect unknown attacks. However, normal profiles are usually very difficult to build, and it is more prone to have false positives. Specification based detection
techniques [145] combine the advantages of signature based detection and anomaly detection by using manually developed specifications that describe the correct operation
and compare the observed behavior with these specifications. However, the downside
is that the development of detailed specifications can be complex and time-consuming.
IDS systems can be also classified into three categories based on network structure:
A standalone IDS, cooperative/distributed IDS, and hierarchical IDS. In the standalone
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IDS [146; 147], all nodes have equipped with IDS agent and the nodes detect intrusions by themselves using these agents without exchanging any information with each
other. In the cooperative/distributed IDS [148; 149], each node runs its IDS agent and
cooperates with its neighbors to detect intrusions. In the hierarchical IDS [150; 151],
the network is divided into clusters and each node communicate with its parent(s) in a
hierarchical way to detect intrusions.
In this chapter, we illustrate the implementation of a distributed and light-weight
security protocol in terms of energy efficiency, processing and memory complexity,
and communication overhead in order to secure the communication among the nodes
in clustered WMSNs. We explain our proposed security key management scheme in
details. Also, we analyze analytically the effect of clustering the network on the scalability of our algorithm and the number of needed security keys stored in each node.
Moreover, we describe our proposed lightweight intrusion detection technique to protect clustered WMSNs from internal attacks. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no intrusion detection systems specific for WMSNs in the literature. Due to the especial requirements for delivering real time multimedia data, it is required significantly
to have an efficient (fast and accurate) and light-weight (minimum overhead) IDS to
detect possible intrusions in WMSNs. However, the previous ID schemes designed
for scalar WSNs are not very suitable for such cases and have several problems to be
applied to WMSNs, as we show in Related Work section. Moreover, we measure the
overhead introduced by the security scheme in scenarios where nodes send the sensed
information to the sink in cluster-based architecture.

4.2

Related Work

Existing security mechanisms, proposed protocols in authentication and encryption,
secure routing, key management and distribution, and intrusion detection systems for
WSN in general were surveyed and discussed in [152; 153; 154; 155; 156]. Also,
several proposals in the literature targeted the security implementations that are specific
of WMSNs and some of them are surveyed in [157; 158].
A security scheme for collaborative image transmission from image sensors to cluster heads is proposed in [159]. The proposed protocol in that paper does not use a key-
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based security scheme, but it depends on a secret image sharing approach on multiple
node-disjoint paths for image delivery. In this approach, the image is separated into
overlapped and non-overlapped regions where the later is directly transmitted without
encryption after compression, while the former is transmitted with distribution ratio via
multiple paths. The proposed scheme also exploits the inter-image correlation among
sensors sharing overlapped regions in order to not easily disclose the original subimage. However, in this scheme, misjudgments may frequent happen if many unauthorized nodes (attackers) join the network since there is no applied security schemes for
sharing security keys or intrusion detection system. Also this scheme is not distributed
in building the decisions and depends only on the sink node.
Another non key-based security scheme is presented in [160] where a waveletbased watermarking technique is used to ensure authentication and data integrity for
real time image delivery. This technique embeds additional data called a watermark
into some location in an image object so it can be detected later to make an affirmation
about the object. The watermarking locations or positions are adaptively chosen by
using two thresholds to insert the watermark according to network conditions so that
the energy efficiency and security can be achieved. The proposed scheme embeds the
watermark into as few positions as possible to make it invisible and allocates extra
network resources to protect this embedded watermark from high distortion. In addition, it also embeds watermark coding redundancies into the original image so that
the watermark becomes more robust to packet loss. However, watermarking based
techniques do not satisfy all needed security requirements; they assure image data integrity and authentication but data is not safe from unauthorized access. Also if some
of watermarking components are degraded due to packet loss during wireless transmissions, then the watermark information may not be extracted or verified. Extra network
resources are needed to be allocated to protect their transmissions over WSNs.
In [161] a selective encryption approach is proposed for transmitting audio data.
The proposed security scheme first differentiates the important audio data from less
significant audio information by using modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT)
transformation coefficient index. Then the MDCT-based audio samples are distributed
into different packets according to their importance level. The important audio packets
are encrypted using AES algorithm while additional network resources are allocated to
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protect them from packet losses. However, key generation and distribution for encryption in this approach are not explained and it is not addressed how the network can be
protected against internal attacks.
Providing network privacy is discussed in [162] by introducing the concept of distributed visual secret sharing. In this scheme, the images collected by the sensor nodes
are used to generate a large number of image copies with a large amount of random
noise and distributed to different nodes of the network. The image copies are generated
in such a way that if an attacker captures some of them, it will not be able to create any
meaningful image. On the other hand, if the sink collects most of them, it will be able
to almost perfectly recreate the original image. While this might open an interesting
research field, the huge transmission overhead required by this scheme, makes very
difficult to defend its feasibility in its current state.
A secure data converter architecture for WMSN that employs fingerprinting and
encryption capabilities for simultaneously digitize and authenticate sensor readings is
proposed in [163]. The proposed architecture suggested hardware modifications to the
data converter and aims to reduce the computational complexity of the security algorithms at the aggregation points in the systems that need in-network processing. This
can be done by embedding an authenticator payload into the data converter or the modulator output in a way that it is not easily extractable without access to the secret key,
and can be used to verify the integrity of the sensor reading. However, this technique
has several practical difficulties including modulator matching between the sender and
receiver and the needed hardware modification.
Many papers address the problem of intrusion detection systems for WSNs. Most
of these papers focus on general local detection, i.e. detecting attacks is done locally
through collaboration among nodes at their neighborhood as in [144], while other proposals focus on detecting attacks against specific applications such as secure aggregation [164; 165; 166] and secure localization [167; 168].
A rule-based intrusion detection system for WSNs using monitor nodes is presented in [147]. The monitoring nodes are responsible for detecting attacks in their
neighborhood. They listen to transmitted packets in their radio range that are not addressed to them, and detect packet collisions (if any) when they try to send packets.
If the number of detected failures exceeds the expected number of occasional failures,
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an intrusion alarm is issued. However the promiscuous listening at packets intended
for other nodes breaks the privacy of the other nodes especially if the packets contain
sensitive information. Also, the monitoring nodes need to share the security keys with
their neighbors to collect the required information if cryptography is used, which is not
explained in the paper.
A similar ID system is proposed in [148] where two anomaly detection rules are
based on the average receive power and average packet arrival rate. An intruder is identified whenever a significant deviation from the normal profile is detected. However,
the IDS performance is dependent on the appropriate choice of the parameter values
that defines what a significant deviation is.
A cluster-based IDS technique is used in [146] to detect routing attacks in sensor
networks. It proposes 12 general features for detecting sinkholes and periodic route
error attacks based on the AODV routing protocol. In this approach each sensor node
monitors the routing messages it receives. The used clustering algorithm is called
fixed-width clustering that creates circular clusters of fixed radius for a data set. The
clusters are labeled normal if they contain more than a given fraction of the total data
points, otherwise they are labeled anomalous. However, the paper assumes that routing
protocols for ad hoc networks (AODV) can also be applied to WSNs, and it does not
describe the collaboration among the nodes for making decisions in case of anomalies.
Also, the nodes have to operate in promiscuous mode to listen the neighboring node
which usually consumes more energy. A similar approach is proposed in [169] where
the routing tables are used to detect anomaly behaviors. The paper uses DSDV and
DSR ad hoc routing protocols for WSNs. However, since DSDV is a proactive routing
protocol, this is arguably rendering the proposal unfeasible for large sensor networks.
In [150] a distributed clustering-based anomaly detection technique is proposed
for sensor networks where fixed-width clustering is used. In this approach, each node
sends only summary statistics of its own local data to their parents, which requires less
communication overhead. The parent nodes receive the cluster information from their
children, combine any overlapping clusters, and send the combined set of merged clusters to their parents as well. This process continues up to the sink where the anomaly
detection algorithm is applied to the collected clusters, using the average inter-cluster
distance of the K nearest neighbor (KNN) clusters, to identify each one as either normal or anomalous. Based on this technique, the detection rate using KNN approach
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depends on the cluster size, so it can give a high detection rate if an appropriate cluster
size is chosen. However, determining the proper size of the cluster is not explained in
that paper and might not be easy. Also, this approach depends only on the sink to apply the intrusion detection algorithm which may lead to have a long time for detecting
the anomalies as the sink can be far away from the source of the anomalies, and may
lead to lose important information during this process making it difficult to detect the
intruders.
Most of the existing security protocols in WMSNs -as surveyed in related works
section- have practical difficulties and strong requirements: like having many different
shared keys between each of the nodes and the base station, requiring extra communication overhead, or the need some hardware modification, which are arguably too
strong requirements for those proposals to be feasible.

4.3

System Model and Assumptions

We choose a sensor network architecture based on the single-tier clustered architecture
model [113], where the network is partitioned into clusters using a clustering routing
algorithm. Every cluster contains a number of heterogeneous sensor nodes (called
group members) such as camera, audio and scalar sensors that transmit their sensed
data directly to a cluster head. Cluster heads have more resources, are more powerful,
and are able to perform intensive data manipulation and in-network processing such
as aggregation and data fusion. Cluster heads are wirelessly connected with the sink
or the gateway either directly or through other cluster heads in hierarchical multi-hop
approach as shown in an example in Figure 4.1.
We use a clustering algorithm detailed in [170]. In this algorithm, the clustering
algorithm starts from the base station (BS) that sends periodically broadcast messages
called (BS-Msgs). The nodes that receive those messages and satisfy certain conditions
-such as certain number of hops from BS, SNR, BER, RSS- will act as 1st -level cluster
heads and inform BS using acknowledgment messages (Ack-Msgs). 1st -level cluster heads also will start broadcasting messages called (CH-Msgs) to the surrounding
nodes. Depending on certain criterions (based on the clustering algorithm), the nodes
that receive CH-Msgs -except BS- can be either cluster heads of lower levels or group
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Figure 4.1: A Simple Example of Clustered WMSNs

members (GMs) of the 1st -level CHs. In the same way, these nodes will acknowledge
their CHs or parents about their joining using Ack-Msgs. This process continues in the
same manner to build the network until all nodes join the network and determine their
rules, i.e., cluster head or group member, and all possible paths are found.
With respect to our security scheme, we assume that all nodes have unique identification numbers (IDs) since we use them to generate different set of unique keys for
each node as described in the next section. The base station is assumed to be trusted
during all network operation time and thus it can keep all the security keys in its memory. Source nodes (group members) in each cluster always encrypt and authenticate
their data using the appropriate generated security keys before sending them to the base
station through their cluster head. Only cluster heads (and of course the base station)
have the ability, through using the appropriate security keys, to decrypt the data sent
by their group members during the aggregation process. Also we assume that the time
required for establishing secure links, at the route discovery phase of the clustering
routing algorithm, is smaller than the time needed by an adversary to compromise a
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node during node deployment.

4.4

Light-Weight Distributed Key Management Scheme

In this section, we explain in detail our proposed lightweight distributed key management scheme. Our security protocol provides privacy and integrity against most of
external attacks and limits the effect of insider attacks (i.e. nodes that have been compromised and controlled by an attacker who now possesses all valid keys) since the
generated keys are unique and cannot be used in different areas of the network. In
addition, our proposed security scheme allows for aggregation processing since cluster heads can decrypt the transmitted data if necessary and update the corresponding
information. Moreover, our proposed security algorithm supports both authenticated
encryption and authentication only services: with authenticated encryption, the data
payload is encrypted using an encryption algorithm such as MISTY1 or Skipjack algorithm [133] and the entire packet is authenticated with a message authentication code
(MAC) using for example Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) based
on cryptographic hash function or message digest (SHA1 [171]). The MAC is computed over the encrypted data and the packet header. The decryption operation is done
only at the sink and at cluster heads during aggregation process (if needed). In authentication only service where the data is not sensitive, our security scheme authenticates
the entire packet with a MAC tag, but the data payload is not encrypted. The notations
shown in Table 4.1 are used for establishing formulas of the needed security keys, as
described in the following subsections.

4.4.1

Key Management

Our security scheme uses symmetric keys to encrypt and authenticate messages. Therefore, sensor nodes will only receive messages from other nodes that share the same security keys. The key management is composed of two phases: a key generation phase
and a key distribution phase. In the key generation phase, a Master key (Km ) is installed
in the sensor motes when they are programmed with the intended software. The key
distribution phase provides a means for distributing or synchronization of the security
keys (unique-node key, pair-wise key, and unique-cluster key) among the nodes. The
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Table 4.1: Security Notations and their Definitions.

key management protocol satisfies the following security properties of a key establishment:
• The shared security keys between a node and the neighboring nodes and/or BS
cannot be used to recover the master key. This is guaranteed because of the
one-wayness of a secure hash function.
• The master key (Km ) is kept by the nodes as long as it is necessary to establish
security keys with their neighbors, and then it is deleted from their memory. The
base station holds Km along with the unique-node keys of each sensor node in
the network.
1. The unique-node key (Ki ) is the shared key between every node (i) in the network and the trusted base station and used to verify node identities and exchange
data securely. The derivation of this key for each node is as follows:

Ki = F(Km , Si )

(4.1)

where F() is a secure hash function, Km is the master key and Si is the unique
identifier (number) for the i-th sensor node.
2. The pair-wise key (Ki j ) is the shared key between two neighboring nodes i and
j, such as each GM and its CH in a cluster and every CH and its parent in the
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network, and it is computed as follows:

Ki j = F(Km , Si , S j )

whereSi < S j

(4.2)

Notice that since both nodes have the master key, they both can compute the
pair-wise key. This key now can be used to send information from Si to S j
(and vice versa) in a secure and authenticated manner. Also this key is needed
especially for aggregation process and data fusion at the CH. In order to support
data aggregation, CHs need to be able to look at data sent by their GMs and
perform some function on the data if necessary.
3. The unique-cluster key (Kch ) is the shared key within a cluster in the network
and it is different from other cluster-keys of other clusters. This key is used
for command dissemination and broadcasting messages and it is generated as
follows:

Kch = F(Km , Si , Si )

(4.3)

where Si is the unique identifier number for the cluster head. Once the uniquecluster key is settled, node i can broadcast commands/messages to all the nodes
in the cluster encrypted and authenticated using Kch .

4.4.2

Implementation of the Key Management Scheme

In this subsection, we are focusing on implementing our security scheme and authenticating the participating sensor nodes during the process of establishing the routes in the
clustered WMSN network. As we mentioned before, all the nodes in the network have
the stored master key (Km ) before deployment, which is used by each node to compute
the unique-node key shared between the node and BS as shown in equation 4.1. Before
BS starts broadcasting its BS-Msg, it first authenticates itself by properly calculating
the MAC tag of this message using the master key (Km ) and including this MAC in one
of the fields of BS-Msg, as follows:
BS −→ S j : BS − Msg,
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= MACKm (BS − Msg||SBS ), SBS , NBS , BS − Msg
Upon receiving BS-Msg message by any surrounding node S j , the node S j checks
the MAC code using the same master key to confirm the ID of the sender before processing the other data and extracting the routing information. If the MAC is verified,
S j will connect with BS and add it in his routing table along with all relevant security
information such as nonce identifier (random number used once composed of random
number and time stamp) and sequence number used to avoid replay attacks, and then
the pair-wise key will be generated as shown in equation 4.2. On the other hand, when
the verification process is valid, these surrounding nodes reply to BS by sending back
Ack-Msgs authenticated with MAC using the unique-node key to avoid impersonation
attempts and to authenticate themselves to the BS as 1st -level cluster heads.
1st − levelCH(S j ) −→ BS : Ack − Msg,

= MACKi (Ack − Msg||S j ), S j , N j , Ack − Msg

(4.5)

In the same manner, cluster heads include in their CH-Msgs the MAC tag using
the master key and other relevant security information in order to authenticate the
communication and exchange data securely between them and other possible cluster
heads and/or their group members:
CH −→ S j : CH − Msg,

(4.6)

= MACKm (CH − Msg||SCH ), SCH , NCH ,CH − Msg
After receiving CH-Msg and verifying the MAC, each node S j behaves as a group
member in the constructed cluster or as cluster head of lower level sends back an AckMsg to its CH/parent, which is also properly authenticated by including the MAC tag
using the generated pair-wise key.
S j −→ CH : Ack − Msg,

= MACKi j (Ack − Msg||S j ), S j , N j , Ack − Msg
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After establishing the network and each node knows its parent (if it is a cluster
head) and its cluster head (if it is a group member), all the cluster heads and the group
members compute the unique-cluster key of their clusters as shown in equation 4.3.
This key will be used later on for authenticating any cluster head messages for broadcasting messages or disseminating commands (Cmd-Msg) within the cluster.
CH −→ GMs : Cmd − Msg,

(4.8)

= MACKch (EKch (Command)||SCH ), SCH ,Cmd − Msg
Finally, the master key should be deleted from the memory of all nodes since the
security of our protocol depends on the deletion of the master key at the end of the
process. We should take care that the deletion is unrecoverable, for example by overwriting the master key (in practice several times like using the ’shred’ linux command
or a similar one with the file where the key is stored. Shred overwrites a file many
times with random bits; with enough passes it becomes impossible to recover the old
contents of the file). Now, the communication between the nodes and the base station
has been secured and the sources can send their data securely:
S j −→ CH : Data − Msg,

(4.9)

= MACKi j (Header||EKi j (Data)||S j ), S j , Data − Msg

4.4.3

Node Addition

Notice that after deletion of the master key from the network, we will encounter a
problem for node addition, node movement, or when a path condition changes during
a local repair or rediscovery process. In all these cases, we cannot establish a new
connection between two nodes that did not communicate before without having the
appropriate shared security keys between them. And in order to generate these keys,
the nodes should know the master key that is already deleted from their memory.
One possible solution to this problem is to assume that the base station is secure
and trusted at any time during the network operation, so that there is no need to delete
the master key from its memory. In the case of node addition, a new node has the
master key but the existing nodes do not have. So, the new node first generates the
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unique-node key from the master key and waits until it hears broadcast messages (CHMsg) from other CHs, then it selects one of them, or more depending on the proposed
routing protocol, as its CH or parent toward BS. The new node then sends a request
message authenticated with the MAC tag using the unique-node key to the selected CH
asking the base station for the appropriate keys (pair-wise and unique-cluster keys) for
the new connections. The selected CH forwards the request message as it is (without
verifying the MAC) toward BS. Then, BS verifies the MAC of this message, generates
the requested security keys using the master key, and sends them back to the requesting
node and its CH or parent. The new node then establishes the new connections and
deletes the master key from its memory.
For node movement or when the path conditions have changed, the same process
of adding new nodes will be followed except that these nodes do not have the master
key as well but they have already generated the unique-node keys.

4.4.4

Security Performance of the Key Management Scheme

We examine in this subsection the security protection achieved by our proposed key
management scheme against some well-known security attacks in sensor networks.
The scalability analysis and the memory requirement of the proposed key management scheme are discussed in the next subsection. Having our efficient key management scheme will enable the network to use secure routing and protect the exchanged
data from being exposed by an unauthorized party and guarantee the integrity of their
data. With this level of security, most of the outsider attacks against WMSN routing
protocols can be prevented (through encryption and authentication) using the shared
security keys. Initially, using the shared master key can prevent unauthorized nodes
from joining the network and hence attacks like selective forwarding, acknowledgment spoofing, wormhole, and sinkhole attacks by external nodes are disallowed. Our
key management scheme also verifies node identities and bidirectional link, as well as
authenticating broadcast messages.
Identities can be verified by sharing a symmetric unique-node key for every node
with a trusted base station. Two neighboring nodes can authenticate the bidirectional
link between them by using the master key to verify other identity and establish a
shared pair-wise key for securing the communication between them. Broadcasting
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can be authenticated by using a unique-cluster key derived from the master key and
shared, for example, within a cluster or group of nodes. Therefore, Hello-flood attacks
are avoided in most situations since broadcasting messages in the network are always
encrypted with master key and unique-cluster key. Also by using the unique-node and
pair-wise keys, attacks such as sybil attack are prevented because a single node cannot
present multiple identities without having the corresponding security keys. The network is also protected against replay attacks as all messages exchanged in the network
are tracked by a time stamp and sequence number.

4.4.5

Scalability Analysis of the Proposed Scheme

In this subsection, we are interested in analyzing the effect of clustering the network on
the number of symmetric keys that should be stored dynamically in each cluster head,
which mainly depends on the number of nodes inside the cluster. The distribution of
wireless sensor nodes can be modeled by the Poisson distribution [172], where (N)
sensor nodes are uniformly deployed in a network of (R) area. The whole WMSN’s
area R is clustered into a set of clusters, each of which has an (r) area and a cluster
head in the center of the cluster. If we assume that the number of nodes inside each
cluster equals to (n), then we can use the Poisson distribution with cluster node density
(λ =

N
R

· r ) to represent:

Pr (n|r) =

λ n × e−λ
((N/R) · r)n × e−(N/R)·r
=
n!
n!

(4.10)

Where Pr (n|r) is the probability of having n nodes deployed in a cluster of an area
r.
If we assume that the cluster has a shape of circle as shown in Figure 4.2, which
is a suitable approximation of the coverage of an omnidirectional antenna, then the
expected (average) number of nodes in a cluster of radius (f ) - factor of the transmission
range (t) of the cluster head determined by the clustering algorithm- and area of r =
π f 2 can be represented as:
N

E {n} =

N

∑ n · Pr (n|r) = ∑ n ·

n=0

n=0
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Figure 4.2: An Example of Clustered WMSNs of Area R
n
λ
For N >> 1, then ∑N
n=0 n · λ /n! = λ · e and the expected number of nodes in area

r, E {n}, can be simplified to:
E {n} = λ =

N
·π f2
R

(4.12)

Then, from equations 4.10 and 4.12, we can determine the probability of having
an average number of neighboring nodes for a sensor node in a cluster as follows:

Pr (n = E {n} |r) =

λ λ · e−λ
λ!

(4.13)

Equation 4.13 can be simplified by using Stirling’s formula and substituting λ ! ≈
√
2πλ · (λ /e)λ , then:

Pr (n = E {n} |r) =

λ λ · e−λ
≈
λ!

1
λ λ · e−λ
√
=√
λ λ
2πλ
2πλ · ( e )
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Figure 4.3: Average Number of Nodes in a Cluster with Different Cluster Radius Values
(f, meter).

So,
Pr (n = E {n} |r) =

1
p
π f · 2N/R

(4.15)

We can notice that the density of the number of nodes after the clustering process
remains the same as the deployment of the sensor nodes is randomly uniform. Figure 4.3 shows the average number of nodes in a cluster with different cluster radiuses
and different node numbers (network size) deployed in an area of 500×500 m2 . For
an example: if the number of randomly deployed nodes N = 900 inside a network area
R = 500×500 m2 and cluster radius f = 30 m, then the average number of nodes inside
a cluster (from equation 4.12) n is about 10 with the probability of having this average number of neighboring nodes is around 12.5 % (from equation 4.15). Therefore,
we can notice that the number of nodes inside the cluster after the clustering process
remains small regardless the total number of nodes. This means that our key management scheme scales nicely as it requires only local information for key management
without needing of central distribution, and the number of security symmetric keys
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needed to be stored at each node does not depend on the network size but only on node
density (which does not increase too fast with network size).

4.5

Light-weight Intrusion Detection Scheme

In this section, we introduce a light-weight intrusion detection technique for clusterbased WMSNs that can detect internal attacks or third party’s attempts of exploiting
possible insecurities and warn for malicious attacks. Our intrusion detection scheme
prevents malicious attempts in each cluster by discovering compromised nodes both
whether they are group member nodes (GMs) or the cluster head (CH) itself. Although
in internal attacks an adversary can capture sensor nodes and retrieve their security
keys, we assume that such adversary cannot deploy malicious nodes that outnumber
the legitimate nodes, by replicating compromised nodes or introducing new intruders
in several parts of the cluster.

4.5.1

Checking GMs

In WMSNs, the use of densely deployed sensor nodes leads to having redundant information for the same events occurred in the network. Because in such dense networks,
any event (or object) occurred in any given time is detected by a group of sensor nodes
that are mostly in the same neighborhood (vicinity). This redundancy can be exploited
to verify the behavior of a group member (source node) by comparing the transmitting
activity of that node with its neighbors in the same time interval. In our intrusion detection scheme, we assume that each CH keeps track of each GM in the cluster after the
network is set up and clustered (e.g. neighboring nodes, shared security keys, number
of received packets, etc). Therefore, each CH is responsible to check its GMs in the
cluster by comparing the received data packets from a certain suspicious node with the
data received from its surrounding nodes for the same event.
So when a CH suspects on a certain GM, it compares the data packets (or their
description) transmitted by the GM with the data packets from the neighbors of that
node. If these data packets have similarity and reveal the same occurred events, then it
means the node is working probably and not intruder, otherwise, the node is probably
misbehaving.
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Figure 4.4: An example for IDS for Clustered WMSN.

The same process also is used to check whether a node is not reporting data of
detected events (or just keeps sending normal data indicating no-event detection). In
this situations, The CH is also responsible for monitoring and detecting these cases and
checks if a GM is not reporting an occurred event even though its neighbors are sending
packets for that event. Notice that in checking GMs, our IDS does not need to exchange
messages among the nodes or require any extra communication overhead. CH is only
monitoring the data packets transmitted by GMs in the cluster and comparing them to
detect any possible intrusion.
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4.5.2

Checking a CH

Having the cluster heads as monitor nodes on their group members at their clusters satisfies most of the security requirements as they have direct communication with each
node and they can compare easily the behavior of any node with its neighbors. However, a single monitoring node in a cluster fails to meet the "trust no node" requirement
and could be a single point of failure, since the cluster head itself can be compromised
by the adversary. Therefore, in order to check a CH, other nodes should monitor the
behavior of it to see whether it forwards correctly the packets it receives.
For the data packets originated from nodes inside a cluster, the group member
nodes that reside on the intersection areas with other clusters, as shown in Figure 4.4,
are responsible to verify the behavior of their CHs. In this case, those nodes are communicating with the CHs of other clusters to trust their own CHs. For example in
Figure 4.4, in cluster 1, GM nodes in the intersection area between cluster1 and cluster2 suspect on their cluster head (CH1). Therefore, they send the same description of
their data to both CH1 and CH2 and inform CH2 to verify the behavior of their CH
(CH1). In its turn, CH2 communicates with the parent CH (CH4) to compare whether
the same event description is sent by CH1.
For the data packets forwarded from other CHs, the sending (children) CHs are
responsible to monitor the behavior of the receiving (parent) CHs by exploiting the
multiple-path route to the sink. For example in Figure 4.4, if CH3 suspects on the
behavior of CH4 whether it forwards correctly the data received, CH3 sends the same
data description to CH5 as well. CH5 then verify these data descriptions with its parent
(CH6), which is also the parent of CH4. If CH6 receives the same data from CH4 as
described by CH3, then CH4 is working probably. If CH6 does not receive the same
described data or receives different data for the same intended event, then it means that
CH4 is probably a compromised node (intruder).

4.6

Simulation Performance Evaluation

Due to the limited energy lifetime of battery-powered sensor nodes, any proposed security scheme has to be energy efficient. Since communication operations in sensor
networks is much more expensive than computation process, we use communication
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Figure 4.5: Average End-to-end Delay of a Secure Clustered WMSN.

cost to measure the performance of our protocol. We conduct several simulation experiments (over 100) with various random topologies using NS-2 simulator (version
2.34) to evaluate the network performance of the security scheme. As explained in
the previous chapter, we use similar settings to simulate the proposed security scheme
considering a multi-hop network of size 500 m × 500 m deployed with different number of sensor nodes ranging from 50 to 200 in randomized grid. The sink is located in
the center of the network. The traffic is CBR of 600 packets/sec and the packet size is
316 bytes. The rest of the simulation environment and other parameters can be found
in Table 3.2.

4.6.1

Network performance

Our proposed security scheme of key management is intended to be a light weight security protocol that provides sufficient level of security to WMSNs with insignificant
effect on overall network performance in terms of end-to-end delay, network throughput, and energy consumption, as shown in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7 respectively.
The security protocol needs only to add few extra bytes (160 bits in the case of
SHA-1 that can be further truncated) on the packet for the MAC tag. This small increase on the packet size causes small amount of additional delay for transmitting
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Figure 4.6: Average Throughput of a Secure Clustered WMSN.

those bits as well as processing them at each hop for authentication purpose. Figure 4.5 shows the average end-to-end delay of delivering data packets from sources to
base station in both cases: having the proposed security scheme implemented (Routing+Security) and without security (Routing only). Note that data decryption process,
which needs higher processing energy consumption and delay than authentication only
service, is only done at the sink side and cluster heads in case of aggregation operations. In Figure 4.6, it is shown the effect of applying our security scheme on the
network throughput, which can be understood from above result.
Our security scheme does not require any transmission of extra messages among
the nodes in order to authenticate each other and secure the communication between
them. It only uses the same messages exchanged during routes discovery phase to
add the needed security information for authentication and encryption process. In
addition, our security protocol uses different type of keys that allow not only secure
pairwise communication, but also broadcast messages within a cluster without the need
of making multiple transmission of the same message to all neighbors. Also, using
different type of keys gives cluster heads in clustered networks the ability to perform
the necessary aggregation and data fusion operations. Figure 4.7 shows the energy
consumption performance of our proposed security scheme.
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Figure 4.7: Average Energy Consumption of a Secure Clustered WMSN.

4.6.2

Scalability and Memory Requirements

Scalability: Our security scheme scales well as it requires only local information for
key management without needing of central distribution. Furthermore, the number of
security keys needed to be stored at each node does not depend on the network size
but only on node density (i.e., average number of group members within a cluster and
number of neighboring cluster heads). For example, in case of using our proposed
clustering protocol, average number of GMs or the size of cluster can be determined
by adjusting the value of Thr-High. Also it is shown in Figure 4.8 that the density of
cluster heads in the network is decreasing with the network size and tends to be fixed
at large network size.
Memory requirements: We can notice that the majority of nodes in the network
(i.e., GMs) needs only to store three security keys: unique-node, pair-wise, and uniquecluster keys. On the other hand, each CH needs to store the pair-wise keys it shares
with its group members and parents, in addition to the unique-node and unique-cluster
keys. That means storing M keys (for M = Ki + Kch + (m + n)Ki j where m is number of
parents and n is number of nodes in the cluster). So, if the average number of parents
is 6 (i.e., six different paths to BS) and average number of nodes in the cluster is about
10 does not need considerable memory space.
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Figure 4.8: Density of Cluster Heads vs Network Size.

4.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a light weight distributed security scheme of key management and intrusion detection system suitable for securing the communication over clustered WMSNs with minimal impact on overall network performance through balancing
its security features against the communication and computational overhead required to
implement it. Our proposed security protocol is based on symmetric key ciphers used
to authenticate and encrypt the transmitted data and it only requires the sensor nodes
to share keys with their cluster heads or one-hop parents. It protects against the majority of outsider attacks, and it resists against insider attacks since the stolen keys are
unique and affect only the local area. The key management scheme is energy efficient
with no extra communication overhead, scalable for large scale network, and designed
to facilitate the data aggregation at cluster heads and message broadcasting within the
clusters using unique-cluster security keys. The proposed light-weight distributed IDS
is simple, with very little communication overhead, and efficient to identify malicious
internal attackers in clustered WMSNs. Performance evaluation results show that our
proposed security scheme is appropriate for securing multimedia delivery while being resilient against general security threats, it has an insignificant effect on network
performance metrics (such as average end-to-end delay, throughput, and energy con-
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sumption), and it is scalable while having minimum memory requirements. In next
chapter, we give the reader a complete view of the state of the art at all aspects of event
unobservability issue before introducing our proposed location privacy scheme.
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Chapter 5
Event Unobservability in Sensor
Networks
5.1

Introduction

WSNs are often used in applications where it is difficult or infeasible to set up a wired
network, especially in harsh and hostile environments, such as habitat monitoring,
military surveillance, health care, and target tracking. Security and privacy in many of
these applications are of paramount importance, especially when we know that WSNs
are vulnerable to attacks more easily than the wired networks because of their nature
as a broadcast medium [126]. In addition, the lack of resources because of the reduced
cost and size of sensor nodes make WSNs extremely vulnerable to different types of
attacks, from the hardware to the application layer.
Most of the security mechanisms used in sensor networks such as encryption, authentication, and secure routing allow sensor nodes to protect their transmitted information (data content) from being exposed by an external unauthorized party and to
guarantee data integrity. Although this level of security protects the network from the
outsider attacks and satisfies most of the needed security requirements (such as confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and availability), still it cannot fully address the
privacy of contextual content in wireless sensor networks. Therefore, another level of
1

Chapter 5 is based on the publications:
Event Unobservability in Wireless Sensor Networks: A Survey; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki submitted to Journal of Networks and
Computer Applications (JNCA), February 2013
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Figure 5.1: Taxonomy of Security Protection in WSNs.

security protection is needed to offer contextual privacy, which is called event unobservability, anonymity, or privacy [173] (we will use these terms synonymously for the
rest of the chapter).
Figure 5.1 presents a complete classification for security protection in WSNs, which
illustrates the major security fields in WSNs that are used to have a totally secure
system. These fields include Content Security which concerns about securing data
content from unauthorized users and external adversaries, Intrusion Detection which
concerns about protecting the data from compromised nodes and internal attacks, and
Contextual Privacy which concerns about concealing contextual information from attackers. Content security consists of three main operations for securing collected data
in different phases during data communication in sensor networks: Secure Routing &
Transmission [128], Secure Querying [174], and Secure Data Aggregation [175; 176].
Intrusion detection also consists of three main mechanisms for detecting internal attacks in WSNs, which are: Signature-based detection [177], Anomaly-based detection [178], and Specification based detection [145]. On the other hand, contextual
privacy (which is our focus in this chapter) includes four main types of event privacy
in WSNs. In the following sections, we define each type of the event privacy and then
we zoom in (extend) this part to explain in details all the forms of privacy and their
most proposed mechanisms in the literature.
However, providing event unobservability in sensor networks is challenging task
for many reasons. First, wireless sensor networks use broadcast medium to exchange
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messages among nodes, which makes it easy for the adversary to eavesdrop the network traffic. The adversary can use available information like message transmission
time and frequency to perform traffic analysis -as explained later- and disclose critical information about entities or events in the field. Second, it is very expensive to
apply traditional anonymous communication techniques for hiding the communication between sensor nodes and sinks. Event unobservability schemes should take into
account the limited resources of sensor networks in terms of energy, storage, computation, and communication and the use of low-cost devices in order to be affordable.
Third, the proposed event privacy for sensor networks should consider the different capabilities of possible attackers (either local or global). While local attackers can listen
and detect message transmission within a certain range, global attackers can monitor
the communication in the entire network either by scattering their nodes throughout
the network or by using powerful site surveillance device with hearing range covers
the network area.
The resource scarcity, ad-hoc broadcast deployment, immense scale of WSNs, and
the enhanced adversary capabilities make securing WSNs a particularly challenging
problem and has no correspondence in the wired setting, hence opening research directions for novel solutions to address context privacy. In this work, we introduce our
complete classification for content security and contextual privacy in WSNs that is expected to guide in the design of new improved solutions. We focus in this chapter in
revising the contextual privacy preservation in WSNs: define each form of contextual
privacy, explain every possible attack methodologies, and survey the state of the art of
existing countermeasures showing their advantages and drawbacks. More specifically,
we first investigate the location privacy problem for the source, sink, and query location and review most of the proposed privacy-preserving techniques. Then, we analyze
the protection of node identity privacy and explain its presented approaches. We also
examine the temporal privacy issues and demonstrate the existing schemes related to
this subject. Finally, we discuss the existing solutions comparing to each other and
tried to stress on some interesting and challenging open issues for new researchers in
this field.
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Figure 5.2: Taxonomy of Contextual Privacy in WSNs.

5.2

Contextual Privacy in WSNs

Contextual information in sensor network is the information gathered through generating, transmitting, and routing data messages within the network. Contextual content
has many aspects or properties that can be used to expose entities in a communication
system. For example, delivering sensor data to the destination node may leak the locations of some critical events or identities of important sensor nodes in the field to the
attacker who maybe passively monitoring the network. In addition to the location or
identity of the interested entity, the attacker can figure out more sensitive information
from the contextual content like whether and when a particular event occurred. For instance, in the endangered animal monitoring application [179], the adversary (hunter)
may be interested in any information about the animal not only its location, but also
whether and when an animal is detected by the system. Moreover, it is argued in [180]
that information of the carrier frequency used in wireless communication can be also
sensitive, because an attacker can use this information to find out the hardware platform used by sensor nodes and exploit the vulnerabilities of the particular version of
the software running on that platform.
Specifically, the contextual property can be identity, location, role, existence, or
time occurrence and thus leads to the following forms of privacy, as shown in Figure 5.2:
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• Identity privacy: In general in any network of set of nodes or entities, each
node has its unique identity (i.e ID or IP address) that makes the node distinguishable from others and reachable by addressing this identification or address.
Therefore, it is necessary that the identity or address of the node must not be
revealed to an external attacker or even to internal entities in some cases. For
example, concealing the identity of the sink node, for its importance role in the
network, can be done through encrypting the destination field in the message or
forwarding the message randomly until it reaches the sink node.

• Location privacy: Which is the most popular and studied in the literature, and it
is concerned with protecting the location information of nodes or entities (especially the event sources and sinks) in the network. Physical location information
of nodes can be compromised by observing the wireless signals from nodes and
traffic flow in the network. Failure to protect such information can completely
subvert the intended purposes of sensor network applications. For example, in
animal hunter scenario, revealing the location information of the source node
will end with the hunter to locate and capture the monitored animals. Also determining the sink location by an attacker and compromising it can make the
entire network rendered useless.
Notice that identity privacy is different than location privacy. For example, the
attacker may overhear the exchanged messages in the network and know the IP
address/ID of the sink node without being aware of its location. On the other
hand, the adversary can make use of signal detection techniques and traffic analysis tools and know the approximate location of a source node without determining its identity.

• Role privacy: In general, any node or entity in a network has its own role and
functionality that can be a range of being source, relay, cluster head, sink node,
etc. Sometimes, depending on the application and network topology, some nodes
have critical roles especially the source and sink nodes. For example, an adversary from monitoring the network can determine the source nodes where the
traffic is generated and started, and also he/she can determine the sink node
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where the traffic density increases and the message flow ends. Therefore, role
privacy aims to hide the activity of the nodes and their functions at the network
in a way that all nodes appear undistinguishable from each other. However, most
of the work done in this subject combines it with location privacy and deal with
them as a one problem. For example, hiding the role of the sink problem is done
through concealing its location.

• Event existence & time occurrence privacy: One of the goals of an eavesdropper is to figure out whether an interesting event occurred in the network and
when it happened. The adversary can know these information, no matter how
strong the encryption scheme used, by simply monitoring passively the traffic
pattern in the network. For example, in animal-hunter scenario, if an animal
passed through a certain area in the network, the surrounding sensor nodes will
detect this event and report that to the sink node. This will change the traffic
pattern at the place where the animal is detected and let the hunter know about
this occurrence.

Therefore, event privacy in sensor networks is concerned with protecting the context associated with the measured readings and transmission of sensed data, and it can
be defined as the state of being not identifiable by an adversary at a given time. Event
privacy strength depends on the adversary’s capability, his current knowledge, and his
ability to learn. For example, contextual information of a target might be completely
anonymous to a certain adversary while it can be revealed easily to another stronger adversary. Therefore, type and complexity of countermeasures for event privacy should
take into account the capabilities of the attackers.

5.3

Location Privacy in WSNs

Among the different types of privacy, as mentioned before, location privacy is of special interest and it is an important security issue in sensor networks. This is because
location privacy plays an important role in WSNs in preserving location information
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Figure 5.3: Location Privacy Techniques in WSNs. (Names in italic indicate the last name
of the first author of the proposed technique.)

of critical sensor nodes, such as event sources, storage hops, and sink nodes. Lack of
location privacy can expose significant information about the entities in the field and
the traffic carried on the network. Consequently, location privacy can be classified into:
Source Location privacy, Sink Location privacy, and Query Location Privacy. In the
following sections, we review the existing techniques for protecting location privacy
of event source, sink node, and queried node.
An attacker might try to gain contextual information about the location of the reported events either from the content of the packets or from the traffic pattern generated
due to the operation of the network. Packets contain information both in the payload
and in the header and in many cases header is kept unencrypted because it is used at
every hop for routing purposes. Therefore, an attacker may exploit header information
to retrieve sensitive information about the sender and recipient of the packet. Also, an
attacker might use traffic analysis and packet tracing tools to infer the locations of data
sources and sinks. For example, a region in the network with high activity should be
close to a sink, while a region where the packets are originated should be close to an
event source.
Most of the proposed location privacy techniques in the literature are depending on
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introducing randomness to packet routing process in order to increase the anonymity of
traffic patterns observed by the adversary and to defeat the adversarial traffic analysis
attacks. However, the performance cost associated with privacy protection in terms
of packet delay, energy consumption, and packet delivery is significant and cannot be
neglected. Thus, successful techniques should take into account the limited resources
in sensor networks and try to offer a trade off between the strength of the privacy
protection and network performance.

5.3.1

Source Location Privacy

Source location privacy, or source unobservability, aims to hide the source location
from being leaked to attackers and mislead them in order to increase the safety period,
which is the number of packets sent by the source node before the source is localized. Indeed, the interest of the attacker is not the node itself but the location of the
event. However, the attacker might use that information to get an approximation of the
location of the event. On the other hand, attackers can determine source location by
using signal detection techniques such as trilateration/triangulation, or angle of arrival
method using multiple antennas [181]. Even with a single transceiver, attackers can
detect the source of wireless signal of a source node by calculating the message reception rate or using signal strength with considerable accuracy [180].
This problem -source location privacy- was first analyzed in [179] by the wellknown "Panda Hunter Game". It proposes a scenario where a large sensor network
is deployed with panda-detecting sensors to monitor the behavior of pandas in their
environment. Whenever a panda comes into the sensing range of a sensor node, it will
generate event messages and transmit them towards the base station. Meanwhile, a
panda hunter (attacker) attempts to find the location of pandas and hunt them by taking
advantage of the already existing infrastructure. In this game, the proposed source location privacy technique should protect the location information of source nodes from
being leaked to attackers, while in the same time it should not disturb the main objective of the network and allow data to move in efficient manner towards the sink.
On the other hand, attackers try by eavesdropping the wireless communication among
nodes and using traffic analysis methods to reveal data sources location, and thereby
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the pandas.
However, as we mentioned before, countermeasures for location privacy should
take into consideration the attackers capabilities, local or global, active or passive,
external or internal. While, most of the time, the common assumption made in location privacy is that attackers are external entities who do not have the security keys
to decrypt data packets, and they are passive entities who do not confuse the normal
operation of the network (by using for example traffic injection, channel jamming, and
denial of service attacks (DoS)), we found many proposed schemes assume the attacker
be either local or global eavesdropper [182]. Local adversary usually starts eavesdropping packet transmission at somewhere in the network close to the base station. Upon
receiving the first packet, the attacker can determine its sender node by using radio
frequency localization techniques, and subsequently he/she moves towards that node.
This hop-by-hop trace process is repeated until the attacker reaches the real source of
the data. The attacker is able to find the event source because the packets tend to follow
relatively static paths to reach the base station. On the other hand, global attacks who
is able to eavesdrop and analyze all the communication in the network can easily infer
the locations of source nodes by observing the first node initiates the communication
with sink node.
In this section, we are discussing the different privacy techniques that have been
developed in the literature to counter these different adversary capabilities, as shown
in Figure 5.3, and we classify them into four categories: Privacy-aware routing, Fake
packet generation, Source simulation, and Cross-layer based techniques.
5.3.1.1

Privacy-aware routing

Routing-based privacy protocols can provide a degree of source location privacy especially against local attacks. The main idea is to prevent the adversaries from tracing
back to the source location through traffic monitoring and analysis. For example, at a
certain node while back tracking, an attacker selects the next node towards the source
depending on which node sent out the most recent message. And because the possible path for each message can be different, the adversary may be drawn in different
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Figure 5.4: Phantom Routing.

directions by different messages. Therefore, the aim from the privacy-aware routing
scheme is to make this happen even when the messages have the same source node.
As a result, the adversary will spend extra time on some nodes which are not on the
correct shortest path to the source node, and hence the time required to find the source
node will be prolonged.
The popular Panda-hunter game model is presented in [179; 183] to formalize the
source location privacy problem and it also introduced the phantom routing protocol.
Phantom routing is used in message delivery from the location of the panda to the sink
for preserving its location privacy, and it involves two phases as shown in Figure 5.4:
A random walk phase and then a flooding or single-path routing phase. In the random
walking phase, the message from the real source will be routed randomly for a certain
number of hops to reach what called a phantom source (a selected node that will initiate
the second phase). The path that will be taken by the message in the first phase is either
pure random walk or a directed walk. In order to avoid random walks canceling each
other and to make sure that the phantom source will be far away from the real source
(which will make the real source’s location hard to be traced back by the adversaries),
the directed walk is preferred and it can be implemented depending on the relative
geographical locations of the nodes or on the hope-count from the sink node. In the
second phase, the selected phantom source sends the message to the sink node by
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flooding (Phantom Flooding) or through single-path routing (Phantom Single-path).
Surprisingly, both provide the same privacy protection level -especially if the path
between a source and the sink is not long- because the shortest path is always contained
in a flooding (as first packet arrived uses shortest path).
Also this basic flooding (called also baseline flooding), where each node broadcasts the
packet it receives from one neighbor to all of its other neighbors, consumes significant
amount of energy in the whole network and reduces the network life time. Therefore,
probabilistic flooding is employed where each node forwards the packets following a
probability distribution, which means that not all the nodes will involve in the flooding
phase. This will reduce the energy consumption and also reduce the probability of an
attacker reaching the source.
However, phantom routing is still consumes considerable amount of energy due to
random walking and flooding phases. In addition, the end-to-end delay will be high
for the same reasons and even the packet delivery to the sink will not be guaranteed in
case of using probabilistic flooding phase due to the randomness level in this approach.
Also, this scheme assumes local attacker with limited coverage, comparable to that of
sensor nodes, and the attacker tries to trace back to the source location in a hop by
hop fashion. But when the attacker becomes more powerful, i.e. global attacker with a
hearing range much more than that of the sensors, the privacy level becomes low and
the capture likelihood will be very high.
The idea of using directed walk in routing to provide source location privacy was
also adopted in [184]. The proposed scheme (called LPSS, Location Privacy Support Scheme) sorts the neighboring nodes of each sensor node in the network into two
groups based on the hop count from the sink node; same level or closer. The possibility
of selecting one node to be next hop in transmitting event packets from one of these
two groups depends on the trade off between delivery delay and location privacy. At
the first step, the node randomly picks one group, and later, the destinations will be
chosen from the neighboring nodes of another group. In this way, event packets can
be sent in a random way towards the sink and make sure that the random walk will not
loop back towards the source node. Also, LPSS uses fake packet injection where each
node transmitting real event packet will also send fake packets to a randomly chosen
node that is farther away from the sink node. This fake packet has a predefined TTL
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(Time To Live) parameter that will be decremented each time the packet is forwarded
away from the sink. When TTL value reaches zero, the fake packet will be discarded.
Obviously, this scheme assumes only local attacks of hearing radius similar to a node
transmission range and will fail to support location privacy when attacks have a global
vision of network operation and much longer hearing distance. Also, LPSS suffers
from high packet delivery latency and energy consumption as each packet is forced to
be routed through different random paths.
Inspired by the work presented in [179] and to improve the performance of phantom routing, a two-way random walk (called GROW, Greedy Random Walk) is presented in [185] based on rumor routing [186]. GROW implements random walk from
both the source nodes and the sink node(s), as shown in Figure 5.5, where the sink
node first creates a static random walk (path of receptors) by sending queries. Then,
source node generates agents and randomly routes them in the network. When a path
of an agent intersects with a path of a query, the agent sets up a path from the source
to the sink node. Different from the directed walk, Bloom Filter [187] is proposed
to store all the visited nodes in the network for each message to prevent the adversaries from hopping back. Grow attempts to expand the created paths in the random
walk as far as possible by choosing the next hop node that did not participate in other
paths. This will reduce the probability of random walks staying close to the sources,
and will create random paths with non intermediate nodes in common. Also, using
two intersecting random walks will guarantee delivering the packets to the sink node
with the probability decreases exponentially with time compared with single directed
path [188].
Despite these advantages, this design allows the adversaries to recover significant
routing information from the received messages from the data stored in the bloom filters, and it only assumes local attacks (specifically the back tracking attack model).
In fact, this design is "not realistic" in implementing the routes for large-scale sensor
networks. Also, it is worth mentioning that, due to the random walk of every agent and
query, the latency of message is more instable.
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Figure 5.5: GROW Routing.

Instead of using the number of hops as metric in reaching a phantom source, the
scheme proposed in [189] uses the distance from a source to randomly select an intermediate node. In this scheme (called RRIN, Routing through a Randomly selected
Intermediate Node), sending data messages to the sink or the destination node is done
in two phases. First, the source node sends its messages to an intermediate node, and
second the intermediate node forwards these messages to the sink. In the first phase,
the source node selects randomly an intermediate node in its neighborhood based on its
relative location and then transmits its messages to that node. The selected intermediate node will be located within a random distance determined by the source node. The
intermediate node is expected to be far away from the real source node so that the adversaries cannot track back the real source node. In the second phase, the intermediate
node forwards the messages upon receiving them to the sink node normally according
to the routing protocol (shortest path for example).
The main advantage of RRIN is that intermediate nodes are randomly chosen from
nodes whose locations are at a specific distance from the source, which is one of the
limitations of random walks. However, this scheme assumes that the attackers are unable to monitor the entire network. So under global attacks, an adversary can easily
track the data sending paths and find the source location. Also, the proposed scheme
assumes that the sensor nodes know their relative locations in the network which is a
strong requirement that adds more complexity in implementing this scheme.
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A modification on RRIN scheme is proposed in [190] where the source location
privacy-aware routing is provided through three phases, as shown in Figure 5.6: routing to a randomly selected intermediate node, then routing in a Network Mixing Ring
(NMR), and finally message forwarding to the sink node. The three-phase source privacy scheme aims to offer network-level privacy by adding the NMR phase where a
large ring is generated in the network around the sink consisting of sensor nodes (called
ring nodes). As in RRIN, a source node first sends the packets to an intermediate node
and then the intermediate node sends the packets to the closest ring node in the network mixing ring. The packets from all sources will be routed in the mixing ring in
a clockwise direction and changed their appearance at every hop along the ring for a
random number of times before sending them to the sink. The message forwarding in
the ring aims to act as a network-level mix to thwart traffic analysis so that it would
be infeasible for the adversaries to distinguish the sources from the message forwarder
nodes.
However, this modified scheme still considers only local attacks and it will fail easily
under global attacks assumption who can find the source node that firstly initiates the
packet transmission outside the ring area. Also, the randomize way of sending a packet
from a source to the sink (random way to the intermediate node and packet forwarding along the ring for random times) will definitely increase the end-to-end delay and
energy consumption as well as decreasing the network throughput. In addition, ring
nodes are more likely to deplete their batteries than other nodes and this will end with
isolating the sink node from nodes outside the ring.
A modification on Phantom Single-Path routing is proposed in [191] where inclination angles are used to direct random walks in order to enhance source location privacy.
The scheme (called PRLA, Phantom Routing with Locational Angel) prioritizes the selection of phantom sources with large angle of arrival to ensure that every random walk
gets away from the region close to the source node and hence increasing the safety period. The process of creating the paths starts at the sink node that floods the network
with hello messages, so each node in the network can set up the shortest path to the
sink. Then the source node floods the surrounding area of certain number of hops in
order to let every node to calculate the inclination angles, as illustrated in Figure 5.7,
and the transmitting probability based on the distance from the sink. So, based on a
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Figure 5.6: Routing through Network Mixing Ring.

certain selected inclination angle, a data packet will be transmitted randomly from the
source node for a certain number of hops until it reaches the phantom source. Then the
packet will be forwarded to the sink node using the shortest path.
PRLA improves the safety period compared with phantom routing by simply directing random walks based on the angle of arrival. And the path of the directed random
walk phase in PRLA could be optimized in terms of number of hops (directly routed
to the selected phantom source instead of random walking) while keeping an adequate
privacy level. However, it is clear that PRLA assumes only local attackers and cannot
handle global attacks that can easily break this scheme and detect the source location.
Also we can notice, based on the flooding and random techniques used in this scheme,
that the communication overhead will be significant and the message latency will be
instable.
In [192], four end-to-end location privacy protection techniques are proposed to
protect against a local eavesdropper. The four schemes are forward random walk
(FRW), bidirectional tree (BT), dynamic bidirectional tree (DBT), and zigzag bidi-
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Figure 5.7: Phantom Routing with Locational Angel.

rectional tree (ZBT). The forward random walk approach is similar to one proposed
in [184], where every node forwards a data packet to a random neighboring node from
closer group. This procedure is repeated at each node until the packet reaches the sink.
To increase the location anonymity, the scheme employs bidirectional tree topology
where data packets are routed from source to sink using the shortest path and dummy
packets are sent from intermediate nodes near both the source and the sink creating
branches from the direct path. The dynamic bidirectional tree scheme just combines
the above two methods to generate branches of the trees dynamically which can improve the performance. Finally, in the zigzag bidirectional tree, a source first sends its
packets to a proxy source (selected random node near the source area) and this node
will forward the packets to a proxy sink (another selected random node near the sink
area) that in turn forwards the packets to the real sink, making it more difficult for the
adversary to obtain the location of the source and sink.
Clearly, the schemes proposed in [192] assume only local attacks with limited view of
the network and they will fail to protect the location privacy for both the source and
the sink against global attacks with powerful resources. Also these schemes cause extra communication overhead from using dummy packets and increase the end-to-end
delay from using random ways (or zigzag) to route the real packets.
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5.3.1.2

Fake packet generation/ Periodic collection

In this scheme, source location privacy is provided through periodically sending packets by the source nodes or by the intermediate nodes. These packets can be either real
data packets or dummy packets (in case no real packets to send). The mean idea behind this scheme is to perturb the traffic patterns observed by the adversary and hide
the real traffic generated by the source nodes. Therefore, both real and fake packets
must appear indistinguishable from the attacker’s point of view. In order to decrease
the communication overhead due to these dummy packets, many solutions were proposed to discard them in some level at the network while keeping an acceptable level
of privacy such as using proxies [193; 194], data aggregation[195], authentication process [196], or network coding [197].
An event source unobservability solution against global adversary is proposed in [193],
which is based on introducing dummy traffic to hide the real event sources, in combination with mechanism to drop these dummy packets before reaching the base station.
In this scheme, each source node continuously sends encrypted packet every period of
time (following an exponential distribution) whatever these packets contain real data or
dummy messages. If a node detects an event, it postpones sending the encrypted real
data to the next probabilistic interval, so that this real event cannot be distinguished
from the dummy traffic based on time analysis or rate monitoring attacks. In order
to reduce network traffic and drop the dummy messages, two filtering schemes are
proposed in [193]: proxy-based and tree-based filtering schemes. In Proxy-based Filtering Scheme (PFS), some sensor nodes are selected as proxies to collect and filter
dummy packets from the surrounding nodes. The locations of these proxies are determined during network planning and based on local search heuristics. Then, every node
selects the proxy which is nearest to it as its default proxy. In Tree-based Filtering
Scheme (TFS), proxies are organized into tree hierarchy where proxies closer to base
station filter traffic from proxies farther away. In both filtering scheme, the proxy will
send buffered real data and new generated dummy data at the same rate of transmission.
However, this approach [193] may introduce significant delay to the data transmission process as real data are sent only at specific time based on a certain distribution.
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To solve this problem, another scheme is proposed in [198] called FitProbRate (Fitted Probabilistic Rate) that tries to send the real data as soon as possible. Similar to
the scheme in [193], FitProbRate employs network-wide dummy messages to achieve
source location privacy against global attacks. Every node in the network sends out
periodically dummy messages with intervals following a certain probabilistic distribution (exponential distribution). In order to reduce the transmission latency, FitProbRate
scheme introduces statistically strong source anonymity in which real event messages
are transmitted as soon as possible with less disturbed time intervals that could not be
detected by using statistical methods. So, real events will be transmitted earlier than
the next prescheduled fake transmissions satisfying the following condition: the distribution of the entire message transmissions (fake and real) of each node is "statistically"
very similar to the transmission of only fake messages. Statistical similarity is achieved
via adopting a statistic test called Anderson-Darling Test to keep the message intervals
of each node/cell following an exponential distribution. Hence, the real event message
transmission latency is reduced and meanwhile statistically strong source anonymity
for sensor networks could be achieved.
The drawback of this scheme is that the consistently transmission of dummy messages,
every time there is no real event messages, consumes significant amount of sensor energy, and also it does not include any mechanism to delete these generated dummy
messages from the network at any level which leads to increase the network collisions
and decrease the packet delivery ratio (unless it is combined with the filtering scheme
in [193]).
A different proxy assignment methodology, than the ones presented in [193], for
maximizing lifetime of event unobservability in WSNs is proposed in [194]. The proposed scheme protects the network from revealing the sources of the real event by
periodic packet transmission combined with dummy traffic filtering at proxy nodes
called Optimal Filtering Scheme (OFS). In OFS, proxies can be organized as a general directed graph rather than a tree (as in the case of TFS [193]), so that each proxy
can filter packets from every other proxy as well as from normal sensor nodes. As
shown in Figure 5.8a, the hierarchy imposed by TFS is restrictive since each proxy in
this scheme can perform only a single type of aggregation (or filtering). For example,
level-1 proxies (P1 ) can just filter f-flows (packets generated by normal nodes) and pass
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Figure 5.8: In- and Out-flows from Normal Nodes and Proxies under TFS and OFS
Schemes.

the other flows (g-flows and h-flows generated by level-1 and level-2 proxies respectively), and level-2 proxies (P2 ) can just filter g-flows and pass the other flows. But,
in OFS scheme, a proxy (P) can filter out any packets from other nodes/proxies and
generates only its flow (Si ) as shown in Figure 5.8b. Therefore, the lifetime increases
with OFS scheme because it carries the least amount of data within the network while
preserving the event-unobservability, comparing with PFS and TFS schemes.
Another technique for filtering the network wide dummy packets is proposed in [195]
where the source location privacy scheme does not require sensor nodes to be placed
at the exact predetermined positions to act as proxies, as in [193; 194], but it relies on
the aggregation process at cluster heads and filtering at intermediate nodes. This technique based on flexible node filtering and data aggregation, called Aggregation based
Source Location Privacy (ASLP), aims to further reduction in the amount of traffic in
the network that is due to the transmission of fake packets. The overall communication overhead is reduced by making intermediate nodes act as proxies that filter out
fake messages or by aggregating multiple messages in a single transmission.
However, ASLP still depends on sending fake packets (in case of no event detection)
to hide the location of real sources. Also, source nodes in this scheme need to wait to
the beginning of the time interval (following an exponential distribution) to send their
data packets, in addition to the delay occurred at cluster heads for waiting a predefined
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time period to send packets to their parents.
In [196], another way of filtering the dummy packets used for the source location
privacy is proposed based on authentication process. The technique aims to hide the
locations of monitored objects from being detected by global attackers while keeping
an acceptable level of added transmission overhead. In this technique, called Periodic
Collection, every sensor nodes independently and periodically send packets whether
there are real data or not. At the end of a predefined time period, a sensor node checks
if it has any real data packet in its buffer to send. If so, the node encrypts the packet
with pairwise key shared with the next hope and forwards it to that node. Otherwise,
the node sends a dummy packet without properly authenticating it. When the next node
receives a packet, it first verifies its message authentication code (MAC). If correct, the
node accepts the packet and stores it in its buffer, otherwise the packet will be dropped.
In this way, the traffic pattern in the network will be independent of the presence of
detecting events and the sources will be hidden. However, periodic collection, with
large sending time period, can only be applied to applications that collect data at low
rate and do not have strict requirements on the data delivery latency, while using small
time period will increase the traffic and energy consumption in the network.
A distributed algorithm, similar to one proposed in [198], is presented in [199] for
maximizing the uniformity of the traffic over the network by mixing the real event
data with limited dummy traffic. This scheme, called Source Location Anonymity
(SLA), assumes that the network has fixed amount of resources to send dummy traffic
and try to share it among sensors in order to hide source locations. Two techniques
are proposed, constant rate or probabilistic rate packet sending schemes. In these two
approaches, limited amount of fake packets are used in order to hide the real event
traffic patterns. The probabilistic messaging ensures that an attacker will not be able to
identify the source of the messages and match it to a specific source, since even when
there is no event, messages are sent to the base station in order to create confusion to
the attacker. It is shown analytically that a higher level of anonymity degree can be
obtained by increasing the total amount of dummy traffic, and maximum anonymity
can be reached after allocating a certain amount of resources for the dummy traffic.
However, it has the same drawback found in [198] where there is no specified way to
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filter the generated dummy packets that are allowed to reach up to the base station.
It was shown in [200] that a global adversary having more precise observation and
using more complex tools can perform in a more efficient way to breach strong privacy
mechanisms as the one proposed in [198]. The key observation is that, although an
adversary might not be able to distinguish between real and fake transmissions, there
still exists a source of information leakage that can affect the security of such designs.
Recall the design implementation of [198]: In the absence of real events, nodes are
transmitting independent identically distributed (iid) fake messages according to a certain distribution with a certain rate. However, the nodes are transmitting real events
as soon as possible to reduce delivery latency (earlier than the next prescheduled fake
transmission) following the condition that the distribution of the entire message transmissions (fake and real) of each node is statistically similar to the transmission of only
fake messages. Based on that, a global attacker monitoring the transmission of a node
with no event detection in the vicinity for a certain time interval knows by such design
the node has been transmitting fake messages for the duration of that time interval and
he/she records the time intervals of sending these packets. And when an event is detected, that node will report location information about this event in its transmission
with time intervals follow the design in [198] as explained above. Hence, the attacker
will have the ability to distinguish between the time interval (long) when no real activities are reported and the time interval (short) when real event is in the vicinity of the
node. By counting the number of short-long inter-delays, as shown in Figure 5.9, the
attacker might be able to distinguish intervals containing real events and this will be
sufficient to infer private location information, even though the adversary was unable
to distinguish between individual transmissions.
In other words, the source of information leakage happens in previous designs because the inter-transmission times during fake intervals are iid’s while inter-transmission
times during real intervals are neither independent nor identically distributed. In theory, the only way to guarantee that a sequence of random variables is statistically
indistinguishable from a given iid sequence is to generate it as an iid sequence with the
same distribution. One solution to this problem is to return to the trivial mechanism by
having the inter-transmission times during real event intervals same like of the intertransmission times during fake intervals, but then we will drop the benefit of having
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Figure 5.9: An illustration of transmitting real events: a)Real event must be delayed until
the next scheduled fake transmission, b) Real events are transmitted as soon as possible with keeping the distribution of fake and real transmissions statistically similar to the
transmission of only fake messages.

minimum latency. Therefore, it was concluded in [200] that using statistical framework for source anonymity (SFSA) for designing fake intervals with a distribution that
is easiest to emulate during real intervals is the most logical solution.
Filtering dummy packets based on network coding is proposed in [197], where a
security scheme for source unobservability is presented (called SUNC, Source Unobservability by Network Coding). Similar to the above approaches, SUNC depends on
transmitting dummy packets to offer source unobservability and thwart traffic monitoring attacks. However, in this scheme, these dummy packets are specially designed to
be absorbed at intermediate nodes based on network coding without the need of having
trusted proxies to filter them. The basic idea of this scheme is that the sources send at a
certain rate their data packets and if there is no available data they send dummy packets instead. The dummy packets have random contents to prevent content correlation
attacks and they are encrypted to avoid analyzing them. The most important property
of the dummy packets is the dummy nullity where these packets can be combined with
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real data packets at intermediate nodes in accordance with the network coding principles without destroying the coded data packets. By this way, dummy packets will
be absorbed or disappeared at the intermediate nodes to prevent traffic explosion when
combined with data packets without the need of having proxies at some level in the network. Dummy nullity can be implemented by setting the packet plain-text to be null
when generating the dummy packet. Notice in this scheme, intermediate nodes do not
require distinguishing between the real data and dummy packets as the dummy packets
are removed by the use of the network coding. However, the proposed scheme requires
high computational overhead (from network coding and homomorphic encryption operations) and high implementation overhead (from the required tight synchronization
mechanism).
Another solution is proposed in [201] for designing fake packet sending intervals
and it is about sending fake packets (purely) randomly without following a specific
distribution. Cryptographic methods are also employed to mask the real identities of
sensor nodes. This privacy scheme includes two components: probabilistic message
hiding and one-way hash based anonymity. The first component aims to hide the real
source event messages in the network by transmitting fake (dummy) messages at a
pseudo random time interval (generated by pseudo random number generator). In
order to reduce the energy cost of producing these fake messages, every node probabilistically sends fake messages at the start of each random time interval. And in order
to minimize the delivery time of real event messages, it assumes that every node can
predict the output of pseudo random number generator of the neighboring nodes and
thus forwards the real event message to the neighbor that has minimum waiting time.
The other component aims to hide the real IDs of the sensor nodes in the network by
using one-way keyed hash chain. The first value of this hash chain will be the original
ID of a node, and at any time, this node can apply the hash function to its current ID to
generate a new ID.
However, this technique does not include any mechanism to get rid of the fake message from the network which will cause high communication overhead. Also, this
technique is not suitable for delay-sensitive applications because of the variable delay
caused from the waiting time at each node and from the different length paths based
on the nodes of minimum waiting time (not the shortest paths). Furthermore, there is
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a security drawback in this scheme: if we assume that the output of pseudo random
number generator can be predictable by a normal node, then an attacker can also predict this number by monitoring a node’s packet transmissions and hence the attacker
can guess that the node with minimum waiting time will receive a real event packet.
The work of [201] was extended in [202] to propose four schemes for source location privacy: naive, global, greedy, and probabilistic. In the naive approach, every
node periodically sends messages whatever they are real event messages or dummy
messages. The time interval of these messages is kept quite long to lower the communication cost, but this leads to have long delay for event messages to reach the base
station. Therefore, the global and greedy approaches come to improve the naive approach and reduce the delivery latency without increasing the communication cost by
taking advantage of using the shortest delivery path. The global approach assumes
the knowledge of global network topology and transmission schedules of all sensor
nodes and can always discover the routing path that leads to the shortest delivery latency. In global approach, the time interval of sending messages is no longer fixed
but random generated by pseudo random number generator, and the source node can
compute the path with the shortest overall waiting time by predicting the forthcoming
pseudo-random numbers for itself and all sensor nodes. However, the global approach
requires, as explained, global information from all the sensor nodes and stored in all
source nodes, which will make it very hard to implement. Therefore, the greedy approach is proposed to overcome this issue and try to accomplish the same objective as
the global approach but it only requires the knowledge of local network topology and
transmission schedules. In greedy approach, the node will select one of its neighbors
to send the real event message that has the shortest waiting time and less hop-count to
the base station. The probabilistic approach aims to further improve performance by
reducing communication overhead without sacrificing location privacy. In probabilistic approach, a node will send real event data (if any) at the end of the waiting period
and select the next hope node according to the greedy approach. Otherwise, in case
no real event data, a node will send dummy message at the end of the waiting period
with a certain probability. This approach assumes that the combined radio ranges of
the nodes that send dummy packets can cover the whole network, and the adversary
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Figure 5.10: Cyclic Entrapment Method.

cannot determine the location of the message’s sender by overhearing.
Another way of using fake packets through loops is proposed in [203], called
Cyclic Entrapment Method (CEM). CEM aims to preserve the performance advantage
of shortest path routing while also proving source location privacy. In CEM, several
link loops are generated in the network to mislead attackers where each node decides
with a probability whether to create loop or not. Each loop consists of several sensor
nodes and a loop will be activated when a message encounters it while routed from a
source to the sink node. So, when a node participating in a loop received a real message from a source node it will activate the loop by sending fake messages along the
loop, as shown in Figure 5.10. A message path is most likely crossing different loops,
and hence attackers may be misled by these loops and keep back-tracing on the loops.
Although CEM can increase the expected time required for an adversary to locate a
source node (i.e. it has a good safety period), CEM considers only local (mote-class)
attacks and the source location privacy will be enormously degraded when the attacker
has the ability of observing traffic in large area. Also, the generated loops in this
scheme are fixed and attackers (local or global) can identify them if they record the
nodes that they visited. Moreover, producing fake messages along the several activated loops will affect the performance of the network and bring high energy costs.
In [182], a proposed source location privacy introduces a new attack model called
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"active global attack". This proposal, called Active Global Attack Countermeasure
(AGAC), assumes that the "passive global attack" model adopted in [193; 198; 202;
204] is not realistic because it assumes that an attacker merely monitors the traffic
without taking any action. Under such an attack model, the corresponding countermeasures focus on making all sensors [193; 198; 202] or k sensors [204] transmit dummy
messages to disguise the real source location. In general, such approaches are more robust to traffic analysis, but at the cost of higher message overhead. On the other hand,
in active global attack model, the attacker is not only a global eavesdropper but also a
realistic tracker that devises an optimal route to traverse suspicious spots one by one
to find real events, under certain constraints such as time, resource, and event duration.
Therefore, based on the observation that [204] was able to guarantee only k-anonymity
while [193; 198; 202] were highly demanding in terms of overhead, the solution proposed in [182] is a dynamic source anonymity scheme that seamlessly switches on
demand from a statistically-strong source anonymity scheme (i.e. [193; 198; 202]) to
a k-anonymity scheme (i.e. [204]). How to solve the hand off problem in a secure and
distributed manner was left as future work.

5.3.1.3

Source simulation

Source simulation is one of the schemes used for source location privacy where multiple candidate traces are created in the network to hide the traffic generated by real
objects. These traces can be created by either having false events or selecting one or
more nodes to simulate the behavior of real data sources in order to confuse the adversaries. In [204], source simulation scheme is adopted for source location privacy,
where different tokens will be preloaded before deployment to randomly selected set
of sensor nodes. These tokens will be passed around between sensor nodes to simulate
the behavior of real events. In this way, the node that has the token (called token node)
will emit a signal as if it is a real object. This will trigger event detection in the local
area and generate traffic but for false objects. Although this technique can simulate
the detection of real objects with traffic generation from false events, still there is a
probability that a global attacker can observe real event sources as the generated traffic
is not the same throughout the network and depends on detecting events.
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5.3.1.4

Cross-layer based privacy

Source location privacy based on cross-layer solution between the MAC and the routing layers is proposed in [205]. This scheme, called Cross-Layer based Source Privacy
(CLSP), avoids using techniques that introduce high communication overhead such as
flooding or network-wide dummy messages by utilizing beacon broadcast at the MAC
layer. The cross layer solution has two phases, as shown in Figure 5.11: MAC-layer
broadcasts and direct routing. In the MAC-layer broadcast phase, the source node after detecting an event appends the data description in a beacon payload frame, which
is a control message widely used in WSNs for network configuration purposes. The
modified beacon frame then will be sent, after encrypting it, to all neighboring nodes.
Notice that beacons are sent out regularly - regardless the occurrence of events- at a
predefined beacon interval depending on the MAC protocol which essentially forms
constant-rate dummy messages without using the network packets. The nodes that receive the modified beacon will decrypt the frame and append its data description on
their beacon frames in the same way. The beacon broadcasts process continues for a
certain number of hops where the modified beacon reaches a node called pivot node
selected by the source node. Then the pivot node starts the direct routing phase where
the data description will be routed directly to the sink node using the routing layer
protocol. Also [205] proposes another scheme called double cross-layer solution to
enhance the source privacy where the pivot node will send the data description packet
to a random node instead of forwarding it directly to the sink. Then that random node
will initiate another session of beacon broadcasts for a certain number of hops until
modified beacon reaches another pivot node that will send it directly to the sink using
the routing layer.
The main drawback of this proposed cross-layer solution is that this scheme can
only handle data event description (small-size data) in order to exploit the beacon frame
broadcasts, and it is not suitable for high data rate applications like data streaming
because of the slow beacons rate. If the source data rate increases and becomes higher
than the beacons data rate, then the messages need to be buffered in the source node and
may causing overflow. Also, using beacons to replace dummy message may increase
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Figure 5.11: Cross-layer based Source Location Privacy.

the delivery delay because beacons are sent out at fix time interval which is usually
long period to allow sensor sleep and generate less traffic.

5.3.2

Sink Location Privacy

Sink location privacy in sensor networks has also attracted much attention recently and
it deals with concealing the sink location. In WSNs, the sink is not only responsible for
collecting and analyzing data, but -typically- it is also used as the gateway connecting
the WSN with the wired network. Therefore, unlike the failure of a subset of normal
nodes, compromising the sink node can create permanent damage to sensor network
and its intended application. In general, adversaries can reveal sink location by performing three traffic analysis attacks [206; 207]: 1) content analysis attacks, 2) rate
monitoring attacks, and 3) time correlation attacks.
In content analysis attacks, an adversary looks for valuable data in either packet
headers or payloads - such as sink ID, hop count from the sink, distance from the
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sink, etc- which might lead him/her to the sink. One kind of these attacks is proposed
in [208] for tracking anonymous sinks by embedding a secure signal (Pseudo-Noise
code) in transmitted data packets in order to mark the data traffic in an invisible manner.
This signal is carried along with the traffic from the source node to the sink, so the
attacker can recognize the location of the sink by tracking this signal. However, in
order to track the embedded signal, this attack assumes that the intermediate nodes are
only forwarding the packets towards the sink without making any changes on the data
packets. In case the intermediate nodes make some changes on the received packets
(e.g. re-encrypting the packets with different security keys), the generated packets will
be different than the original ones and it will be difficult to track them.
In a rate monitoring analysis, the adversary monitors the packet transmission rate
of nodes close to him/her self and moves closer to the nodes that have a higher packet
sending rate [209]. In a time correlation analysis, the adversary observes the correlation in sending time between a node and its neighboring node that is assumed to
be forwarding the same packet, and deduces the path by following each forwarding
operation as the packet propagates towards a sink node [209].
Protecting sink location privacy can be achieved using different mechanisms, which
can be classified into five categories: 1) Privacy-aware routing, 2) Sink simulation, 3)
Sink relocation, 4) Fake packet injection, and 5) Controlled transmission rate. In this
section, we review the existing privacy-preserving techniques for sink location against
both local and global attacks.
5.3.2.1

Privacy-aware Routing

One way of providing sink location privacy is to adopt a privacy-aware routing protocol
that can deliver the packets to their intended destination in a way that makes it difficult
for an adversary to track them to reach the sink. In literature, privacy-aware routing
was built through four approaches: 1) Random routing with hidden address [210; 211],
2) Backbone flooding [196], 3) Directed random walk routing [212], and 4) multiple
parents routing [207].
Random routing paths -with hidden address- are established by omitting the destination address (i.e. sink ID) from packet headers and force the nodes to forward these
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packets randomly in the network until they reach the intended destination. In this way,
revealing sink location information will be difficult as the packets are not sent directly
towards the sink. The implementation of this approach can be seen in [210], where
sink location anonymity is provided through hiding the sink address in data packets
and using random routing. By removing the destination field from the packet format,
attackers cannot find the identity of the sink(s) in captured transmitted packets, and
by using random routing, they cannot predict the location of the sink(s) by observing the traffic flow in the network. In this scheme, called Randomized Routing with
sink Hidden Address (RRHA), the packets are routed from the sources in random paths
without having a specific destination until they reach the sink. Before sending a packet,
a source node encrypts the packet with a unique symmetric key shared with the sink.
The source node then selects randomly any one of its neighbors and sends its packet
to it. The receiving node will do the same process and forward the packet to any randomly selected neighboring node. This process continues hop-by-hop until the packet
reaches the sink, or it will be discarded if the packet’s hop-count reaches a pre-defined
value of the random path. In order to increase the chance to reach the sink, the packet
can be forwarded to multiple paths and the intermediate nodes can avoid sending the
packet to already visited nodes.
Using RRHA scheme can provide good level of sink unobservability especially
against local attacks. However, under the assumption of having a global attack that
knows the predefined maximum hop-count value, then if this attacker noticed a packet
was terminated at a node before reaching this value, then it means that this node most
likely is the sink. In terms of network performance, RRHA increases the delay of received packets by using random paths especially in large-scale networks. Also, this
approach decreases the packet delivery ratio of the total received packets when packets
can be discarded if they reach the pre-defined maximum hop-count value. It is obvious
also that the routes found by RRHA will not be optimized in length and many nodes
will be visited during packet delivery and this will increase the energy consumption
and decrease the network life time. Even though a copy of a packet might reach the
sink in one path, in case of using multiple paths, the other copies will still be forwarded
in the other paths until they reach the sink or discarded and this will increase the network traffic.
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Another work on providing sink location privacy based on random routing with
hidden address is presented in [211]. The proposed approach assumes mobile sinks
that can move in random movements and collect intended data from neighboring nodes.
Similar to RRHA, sensor nodes do not know the location of the sink or its ID number.
The sensed data is sent through random paths and stored in random nodes. In this way,
an attacker cannot predict the location of the sink from either capturing sent packets
and reading the destination field, or observing the traffic flow towards the sink. Before
sending the data packets, a source node first encrypts the data via symmetric security
key shared with the sink and then selects randomly a neighboring node in order to
forward the packet to it. When an intermediate node receives a data packet, it stores
locally a copy of the data and then selects randomly another node from its neighbor
(not previous hop) and forwards the packet. This process repeats hop-by-hop until the
hop-count of the packet reaches a predefined value, then the nodes stop forwarding
this packet. In case a node’s buffer is full, the node will remove the oldest data to free
space for the newly arrived data. In order to collect these stored data, the mobile sink
moves randomly around the network and requests the data from the local neighbors.
In this way it will be difficult for the attacker to trace the location of the sink or predict
its movement.
However, this scheme is not considering global attacks where an adversary can
collect and analyze all the communications in the network. In this case, the attacker
can easily track the sink because it is the only moving node that communicates with
all its surrounding nodes. Also the effect of this scheme on network performance is
significant: Storing a copy of data of each transmitted or forwarded packet by the participating nodes requires storage capability that does not fit the hardware limitation of
sensor nodes. And in case of reaching maximum limit of buffer size, the oldest data
will be deleted which will affect the successful delivery of these old packets or increase
the delay for reaching the sink since the sink needs to move towards other nodes who
do not delete yet these packets. Also there is no guarantee a packet can reach the sink
especially in large-scale deployment if a packet took a random path at one side of the
network and sink is moving randomly at another side. In fact, the design of having
moving sink(s) for collecting stored data is not realistic for many applications especially in large-scale sensor networks.
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A sink location privacy scheme against global eavesdropper based on flooding is
proposed in [196]. It is called Backbone Flooding where the packets are sent to connected group of nodes (backbone) instead of sending them to a few fake sinks only. The
backbone is created after the network is deployed. Upon receiving data packets, the
backbone nodes will broadcast these packets to the surrounding nodes. In this scheme,
real sink(s) should be located in the communication range of at least one backbone
member in order to receive packets from any source in the network.
Although the backbone flooding can support sink location privacy if the backbone is
constructed to cover a large area of the network so that it will be difficult for attackers to locate the real sinks, this approach makes the network topology inefficient and
often hard to manage, especially for dynamic applications. In addition, this technique
requires additional energy consumption in order to broadcast the packets along the
backbone nodes to cover a large area of the field.
A sink location privacy based on directed random walk routing is presented in [212].
The Location Privacy Routing, LPR, scheme supports path diversity in order to minimize the traffic direction towards the sink and has the ability to tune the trade off
between the privacy strength and communication overhead. To implement LPR, each
sensor node divides its neighboring nodes into two groups based on the geographical location of the nodes (if available) or on the hop count from the sink node. The
first group contains the nodes that are closer to the sink from the sender node, and
the second group consists of the other neighbors that are further away (or at the same
distance) from the sink node. When a node sends a real data packet, it selects a neighbor randomly from one of the two groups as the next hop. The selection of the group
depends on a predefined probability value (P f from the further group and 1-P f from
the closer group) where P f has to be smaller than 50% to guarantee every real packet
reaches the sink. Following this way, the forwarding direction of the real packets is not
always towards the sink and becomes random (instead of directed) one using different
paths. However, due to the use of directed random walk, the end-to-end delay and
energy consumption are increased because the constructed paths are quite longer than
the shortest one.
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Figure 5.12: Traffic Patterns with Different Privacy Routing Techniques.

A multiple-parent scheme was introduced in [207; 209] to balance the traffic load
between parents and children nodes, such that an adversary cannot easily identify
which parent node is closer to the sink. In this scheme, a hierarchical routing scheme
is adopted in which each sensor node has multiple parent nodes. Then a sensor node
selects each time one of its parents randomly to forward the real data packet towards
the base station. This multi-parent routing aims to make the traffic pattern more disperse but still looks close to shortest path routing as shown in Figure 5.12. Therefore,
a controlled random walk is added to the path of a packet in order to misdirect adversaries. In this random walk, a node will forward its real data packet to one of its parent
nodes with a certain probability (Pr ); otherwise, it will forward the packet to one of its
other neighbor nodes. This way makes it more difficult for the adversary to identify
the location of the sink by tracing the data transmission.
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5.3.2.2

Sink Simulation

In sink simulation privacy scheme, some nodes simulate (virtual) sinks at specified
locations in the network and create multiple candidate traces towards these fake sinks
in order to hide the traffic between real sources and real sinks. An example is given
in [196] where the proposed scheme selects the location of fake sinks during deployment to be within communication range of real sinks, and the sources are requested to
send their data packets only to the fake sinks. Whenever the fake sinks receive packets,
they broadcast them locally so that the real sinks can receive them as well. However,
by using this scheme, an attacker can easily track the path of sending packets from the
real sources up to one-hop from the real sinks. The attacker then just needs to find out
which neighbor node is the real sink. The attacker can for example monitor the transmission activity of these nodes; the node that never sends packets in the surrounding
area of the fake sink will be the real sink, as the proposed scheme assumes passive
sinks (only receive packets). In addition, this scheme requires manual set up before
the network starts its operation.
A similar approach is proposed in [213], which is called the decoy sink protocol.
This scheme aims to hide the sink location against traffic analysis attacks by moving
the high communication activity area around the sink node (called hot spot) away from
it. This is done by creating a fake base station node in a location away from the real
base station. All sensor nodes will first send their data to that fake base station. The
fake base station or the decoy sink will aggregate these data readings into summary
messages that will then be re-routed to the real base station. This scheme can be further extended to use multiple decoy sinks to increase the randomness of traffic patterns
and robustness.
Although this scheme can successfully move the high communication traffic from the
area around the real sink to an area away from it around the decoy sink, it does not
provide any privacy communication between the decoy sink and the real sink. An attacker based on traffic analysis techniques can reach the decoy sink, and then he can
achieve his goal of rendering the network useless by either compromise (destroy) this
decoy sink node or track the path between the decoy sink and the real sink using packet
tracing techniques. Also, this scheme implicitly requires that the decoy sink node has
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processing and storage power similar to the real sink which may not be practical in
some applications.
An approach for increasing sink anonymity in WSNs is proposed in [214], but this
time the sink simulates the behavior of a normal node rather than a data sink. This is
done by allowing the sink to transmit some of the data packets it receives with varying
intensity so that an adversary believes these packets belong to ordinary sensor nodes.
In this approach, the sink selectively forwards data packets (called BAR packets) with
varying TTL parameter to random sensor nodes in its vicinity and in the same manner
these packets are forwarded away by the neighboring nodes. So when a node receives
a BAR packet, it will forward the packet in the opposite direction of the sink to a random node after decrementing the TTL value. However, this scheme imposes significant
overhead that includes the additional control traffic needed for topology management,
the extra usage of energy and bandwidth in forwarding packets with useless or redundant payload.
A protection scheme for sink location privacy is proposed in [215] consisting of
anonymous topology discovery along with fake packet injection. In this scheme, the
anonymous topology discovery aims to eliminate the potential threats against base station during the (periodic) topology discovery phase, while the fake packet injection is
used to protect the base station location privacy throughout the data transmission phase.
In the anonymous topology discovery phase, base station (BS) randomly chooses a sensor node (e.g. 5 hops away) to act as a pseudo sink that initiate the topology discovery
process. The selected pseudo BS then initiates the process of network topology discovery by broadcasting periodic discovery packets that will be propagating through the
network to all nodes. The nodes between the real BS and the pseudo BS keep the real
value of the hop count from the real BS and hence create a tunnel that forwards the
data packets to the real BS. Also, the transmitted data packets during the data transmission phase that reach the pseudo BS will be routed to the real BS. Each node sends
a real data packet to next hop will send also a fake packet with a specific TTL value to
another neighbor to conceal the real packets.
Although this scheme is one of the few works that consider the sink location privacy
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during the topology discovery as well as the data transmission phase, it has some security breaches that could break its privacy strength. One of these weakness points is
that the paper only focuses on the countermeasures against packet tracing attacks and
ignores traffic analysis attacks like rate monitoring. Adversaries that depend on monitoring traffic pattern and traffic densities on different network locations can notice
that the area around the sink node still has high traffic load and most of the paths are
pointed towards that area. Also, the pseudo BS is selected randomly to be within a predefined number of hops from the BS, but this scheme does not ensure that these hops
are away from the real BS. Theoretical analysis shows that if the message is routed h
hops randomly, then it is highly possible that the distance between the start node and
the end node is within h/5. Moreover, this scheme is not considering global attacks that
have the capability of monitoring the entire network and can easily defeat the privacy
offered by the proposed scheme.
5.3.2.3

Sink relocation

An approach for concealing the location of a base station is to simply change its location from time to time. If a base station is frequently relocated to a more concealed
position within the network, it will become difficult for an adversary to figure out the
current location of that base station. It will scrap the adversary’s effort to track the base
station and force him/her to start again from scratch. An example of this approach is
the Relocation for Increased Anonymity (RIA) algorithm [214] that chooses the new
position of the sink based on two factors: The anonymity increment of the new location, and the impact on network performance. This scheme assumes that the network
is divided into cells of group of nodes and the sink node knows the threat level of each
cell. The threat level defined as the probability of a cell containing the sink. The sink
decides to move to a new location if the threat level of its current cell or its immediate
neighboring cell becomes relatively high (compared with a certain threshold). RIA algorithm selects the new location in a cell that has a moderate threat level with enough
number of nodes to keep a good level of network connectivity. However, relocation has
to deal with at least three issues: determine the best moment in time to move, selecting
the next location, and finally moving the sink node in an energy-efficient way. Also,
this scheme encounters extra overhead as the forwarding tables in some or all sensor
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nodes will have to be updated if a sink changes its location. We think that this scheme
is probably not feasible in most applications with the exception of military ones.
In [216], another sink relocation scheme is proposed for better sink location privacy
with minimal overhead. It assumes that the sink knows the complete topology of the
sensor network after the route discovery phase, so that it only needs to determine its
new nearest neighbor nodes when it relocates to a new location. After communicating
with the new neighbors, the sink reconstructs the new topology, computes new routes,
and downloads new forwarding tables that will be distributed to affected nodes. It was
shown using this proposal that the number of exchanged packets that are required to
build the routing paths -after a sink is relocated- is less than the number of packets
exchanged if the route discovery protocol is used again.
5.3.2.4

Fake Packet Injection

Fake packet injection scheme is introduced to prevent an adversary from identifying
the real data transmission pattern directed towards the sink and hence hide the sink
location. A protecting scheme for sink location privacy is proposed in [217] based on
injecting fake packets. The proposed scheme focuses on protecting the sink location
privacy against packet tracing attacks by routing the real packets through the shortest
path while the fake packets will be routed to some random destination and some fake
sinks. As a result, the path diversity is provided so that it will be difficult for an attacker
to distinguish the real packets from the fake packets, and hence the chance of finding
the real sink by packet tracing attacks is reduced. Also end-to-end delay of real packets is not affected as they are using the shortest paths. In this scheme, the intermediate
node that receives more than one packet from different sources will be considered as an
intersection node. After receiving a certain number of packets, these nodes will inject
a dummy packet towards a fake sink or random node per each received real packet.
The location of the fake sinks are determined before deployment and selected to be far
away from the real sink.
Although this scheme has a better safety period and performance comparing to other
schemes, it considers only packet tracing attacks only and ignores other kind of attacks
such as rate monitoring attacks. Also, this scheme assumes only local attacks whose
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detection radius is equal to the transmission range of sensor nodes. Under global traffic
analysis attacks, the sink location privacy provided by this scheme will be degraded as
the traffic around the sink location will be clearly noticed.
To keep a balance between energy consumption and sink location privacy against
traffic analysis attacks (particularly the packet rate monitoring and time correlation attacks), two algorithms were added to support multiple parent routing [207]. For better
energy efficiency, Pr value (the probability of a node forwards its real data packet to
one of its parent nodes) is set typically over 0.5, and the result will be having the possibility a node forwards a packet to one of its parent nodes higher than the possibility it
forwards the packet to any one of its other neighbors. Therefore, to solve this problem
and to prevent time correlation attacks, two fractal propagation methods were proposed
to generate fake packets and propagate them in the network in order to introduce more
randomness in the communication pattern. When a node hears that its neighbor node
is forwarding a real packet to the base station, the node generates a fake packet with
a certain probability (Pc ), and forwards it to one of its neighbor nodes. These fake
packets having a predefined TTL value are then routed along random fake paths. Pc
is controlled according to the data forwarding rate; the higher the rate is, the lower
is Pc . The other method aims to hide the high communication area around the sink
node by introducing several random areas of high communication activity (hot spots)
to mislead the adversary to believe it as the sink node. These hot spots are created
by transmitting fake packets into random paths with a higher probability towards areas that have forwarded fake packets in the past. Notice that these algorithms assume
that the adversaries have a traffic view over a limited surrounding area with a single
attacker gradually moving based on local decisions towards areas of higher traffic until
reaching the sink node. Therefore these countermeasures cannot stand against attackers that have global information about the whole network. Also, these algorithms rely
on creating fake packets to obscure the communication patterns towards the sink. This
leads to have more communication overhead and energy consumption.
A similar approach, LPR, is proposed in [212] using a location privacy routing
protocol along with fake packet injection. The proposed scheme aims to make the directions of both incoming and outgoing traffic at a sensor node uniformly distributed
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so that it will be hard for an adversary to locate the location of the sink node using
locally gathered information. After dividing the neighboring nodes into two groups,
closer and further groups, and constructing the random walk -as explained before in
section 5.3.1.1- fake packets are injected towards the opposite direction of the sink in
order to minimize local information exposed to adversaries. Each time a node forwards
a real data packet to a next hop; it also transmits a fake packet to a neighbor node that
is randomly chosen from its further group. Each fake packet has a predefined TTL
value specifying the maximum number of hops it will be forwarded away from the
sink. However, LPR assumes the hearing radius of the adversary is equal to the sensor transmission range which means that it considers providing sink location privacy
against local attacks only. Attacks that can monitor the all traffic in the network can
notice the traffic load around the sink location and hence find it. Also, LPR only takes
into account the packet-tracing attacks and ignores the rate monitoring attacks that can
be used to deduce the location or the direction of the sink by monitoring the traffic
densities at various locations in the network. In addition, the proposed scheme has a
degrading performance (high end-to-end delay and energy consumption) as the paths
used to deliver the real packets are random and can take long routes without having a
clear mechanism to avoid creating path loops.
In order to provide countermeasures against both traffic analysis and packet tracing attacks for sink location privacy in WSNs, a scheme called Maelstrom is proposed
in [218]. The basic idea of Maelstrom is to create pre-assigned several maelstrom areas (hot spots) in the network, which serve as sinks for only fake packets generated
by sensor nodes. Fake packets are used to protect the sink from packet tracing attacks while the created maelstrom areas that simulate the high communication area
generated around the real sink will protect the sink from traffic analysis attacks. After
constructing the routing information in the network and each node knows its hop-count
from the sink, the sink starts creating the maelstrom areas by selecting the nodes that
will behave as the center of these maelstrom areas (fake sinks). This is done through
sending certain number of configuration packets by the sink node evenly to its neighbors. These configuration packets will be forwarded away from the sink node using
the constructed routing information for a pre-defined number of hops. The node that
receives any of these configuration packets in their last hop will be the center of a
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maelstrom area. After selecting the centers of maelstroms, each of them will initiate
the process of building routing information and constructing paths to reach them by
other sensor nodes just the same what the sink did before. In this case, each node in
the network now has its routing information of the real sink to deliver the real data
packets as well as the routing information to the nearest maelstrom center node to forward the fake packets. Similar to the routing approach used in [212], a node sends
or forwards a real data packet to one of its neighbors in the closer set with a certain
probability (p), otherwise it will send the packet to one of the neighbor nodes in the
equal list with a probability of (1-p). Any node forwards a real data packet to the
sink will also send a fake packet to the nearest maelstrom center node using the same
way of routing a real packet. Notice here that fake packets are sent to certain destinations rather than to random nodes as in other fake packet injection methods. This way
avoids the traffic volumes from different directions canceling each other, and creates
high communication traffic areas from gathering fake packets.
Notice also that, this scheme does not hide the hot spot generated around the real
sink but it creates other hot spots in different areas in the network to trap the attackers
that are tracking sending the packets from the sources and lead them to fake destinations. However, it is possible that in some cases traffic analysis attackers located
near the sink area can detect the high traffic area around the sink and find it. Also,
this scheme is assuming local attacks with limited hearing range comparing to normal
nodes and not considering powerful adversaries with global view. A global attacker
can still observe the high communication area around the sink node as well as around
the other fake centers and may find the sink node with a high possibility. Furthermore,
a global attacker using traffic analysis method, after monitoring the network, can notice
that the area around the real sink has higher traffic volume than other areas generated
by gathering fake packets. The real sink node collects real packets from whole the network while other maelstrom centers collect fake packets only from near surrounding
nodes.
5.3.2.5

Controlled transmission rate

The inherent traffic pattern in WSNs facilitates an adversary to find the base station
because the primary flow of traffic is from all sensor nodes towards the BS over a rela-
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tively fixed multi-hop path. As data packets are transferred from source nodes towards
the BS, their paths merge when they get near the BS. Hence, the nodes close to the
base station have to send comparatively more packets, not only their own data but also
relay data from nodes further away from BS. Therefore, the surrounding area around
BS features a high transmission rate and increased traffic flow.
In [206], the problem of providing base station location privacy against external adversaries in sensor networks is discussed through multi-path routing and fake message
injection. This scheme proposes a secure multi-path routing to multiple base stations
to resist against isolation attacks (e.g. DOS, spoofing, and jamming attacks), and antitraffic analysis strategies to help disguise the location of the base station from global
eavesdroppers. Multiple paths construction process starts at the base station by broadcasting request messages to the surrounding nodes. These messages are authenticated
using a one-way hash chain to prevent attacker from sending forged request messages.
Nodes that receive the request messages from a base station will record the senders
of these packets as their parent nodes for that base station and broadcast them again
to other nodes. Then each node verifies its neighboring nodes using shared pairwise
keys and broadcast cluster key. The proposed scheme then uses anti-traffic analysis
mechanisms to hide the traffic pattern and prevent attackers from analyzing the traffic to discover the location of the base station. The anti-traffic analysis mechanisms
include hiding the packet destination address, de-correlating packet sending time, and
controlling packet sending rates. Hiding the packet destination address is done through
encrypting the data packet content along with the destination address field using the
appropriate shared security keys. De-correlating packet sending time is done through
randomly delaying the sending time in each cluster where every node is assigned a slot
and randomly chooses a time within its slot to send its packet to its parent. Controlling
packet sending rates is done through sending packets at a certain rate where every node
in the network has to transmit messages at a constant rate to its parent and if there is
no available data packets to send, dummy packets will be injected.
The drawback of this scheme is that it does not consider attacks with global view
that can monitor the whole traffic in the network and assumes only attackers with
hearing range close to the normal nodes. Therefore, the fake packet injection method
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used in this scheme can help in controlling the traffic rate of the sensor nodes but not
hiding the traffic direction towards the base station. Notice that in this scheme, fake
packets are injected to the next hop towards the sink node using the real data paths
and are not routed towards other fake paths. With respect to network performance, this
scheme introduces extra delay for delivering packets from using this traffic rate model,
in addition to extra energy consumption from using fake packet injection method.

5.3.3

Query Privacy

In this section, we address the problem of ensuring query privacy in situations where
queries are used (usually issued by a third party) to retrieve the collected data in the network. Query privacy includes hiding who initiates the query and which node matches
the query, but does not cover securing the requested data itself because this is covered
by data query security, as shown in our taxonomy of security protection in WSNs (Figure 5.1).
So far, it has been often assumed in traditional WSNs that network operator and sensor
owner are the same entity, and the collected data by sensor nodes is ultimately destined
for the owner of the network represented by a base station or a sink. In this approach,
users interested in sensed data can issue data queries to sensor nodes through the base
station which in turn forwards query results from sensor nodes to the users. However,
in large-scale network or in hazardous environments this might not be the case. If
queries are issued by many users, then sensor nodes around the base station will lose
their energy quickly since they always participate in relaying data to and from the base
station. In addition, the base station may become a bottleneck node representing a single point of failure.
Therefore, another approach might be used where users are allowed to freely roam
in the sensor network and directly access (query) sensed data without involving the
base station. In this approach, multiple users and entities would often collaborate although they might not trust each other, and collected data would usually be queried
on demand by third parties (users). Therefore, as individual sensors can be subject to
queries, we face two privacy issues: (1) queries might not be willing to disclose their
initiators, and (2) queries do not want to reveal which sensor is being interrogated.
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Revealing such information will lead to disclose node’s query interests and/or expose
sensitive information to other users or eavesdroppers. For example, in medical WSN,
if an adversary knows that queries have been frequently issued to specific sensor nodes
that cover a patient’s house, then the adversary can infer that the health of the patient is
getting more attention probably due to some health problems. Investigating the trade
off between protecting the user location privacy and queried location privacy has been
studied in [219], where a simple metric was proposed based on K-anonymity (queries)
method allowing a user to know how well his/her selection of K nodes protects the
privacy of the area of interest (location of queried sensor nodes). In addition, a quantitative measure of how much information the K queries leak about the user’s location
was defined.
The intuitive approach to address the query privacy problem would be for the user
to always query the entire set of sensors and select from the collected information the
interested data. This would achieve perfect privacy but would result in a great waste
of energy. Another solution would be to constantly collect all sensor readings in real
time, store them at some data storage nodes or servers and allow clients to query the
data from them.
This can be seen in data-centric wireless sensor networks (DCS), as in [220], where
query privacy support is addressed by storing the data of the same attributes (event
type, geographic location, or sensed time period) in certain storage cells (group of
nodes) as shown in Figure 5.13. The sensing data is forwarded from the detecting
cells to the storage cells based on a mapping function such as Geographic Hash Table (GHT) [221]. The proposed privacy-enhanced DCS network, called pDCS, offers
different levels of data privacy based on different cryptographic keys. So, even if an
attacker can compromise a sensor node and obtain all its security keys, he cannot decrypt the data stored in the compromised node (as the data is encrypted by the detecting
nodes, not by the storing nodes). In addition, several query optimization techniques are
proposed based on Euclidean Steiner Tree [222] and Keyed Bloom Filter [187] to minimize the query overhead without losing any query privacy. In pDCS scheme, the
detecting cells first determine the location of the related storage cells through one of
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the three proposed keyed mapping functions (Group-key-based, Time-based, or Cellbased mapping). In this way, the network is defended against mapping attacks and
an attacker cannot determine the mapping from the detecting cell to the storage cell.
Storing the data in other cells than the originating cells protects the network from the
tampering (readout) attack since the storage cells do not possess the decryption keys.
pDCS offers different levels of location privacy based on different cryptographic
keys and allows a trade off between privacy and query efficiency. Although pDCS
addresses access control by authenticating network users before granting them data
access rights, the privacy of users is not considered. In addition, using Euclidean
Steiner Tree scheme for query optimization will increase the size of the packet with
many header fields which leads to consume more energy in transmitting these packets. Moreover, there is another issue regarding data aggregation in DCS network after
using the proposed privacy scheme: The node that takes responsibility of doing data
aggregation for correlated data needs to have a full access on the transmitted data and
this is done only by having the same security keys used for encrypting the data at the
detecting nodes, which is not the case in this scheme (unless the scheme uses, for example, homomorphic encryption for secure data aggregation [223]).
Disconnecting the mapping between a user identity and the query issued by that
user was introduced in [224]. In this scheme, called DP2 AC, each user interested in
sensed data purchases some tokens from the network owner in order to send a query
with an unspent token to any sensor node. Once validating the token, the sensor node
provides the user with an appropriate amount of requested data matching with the
denomination of the token. Such a token not only controls access to the sensed data,
but also hides the user identity through using blind signatures. The use of tokens in
conjunction with blind signature leads to a desirable property: the validity of each
token can be verified by any sensor node, and no one including the network owner
can tell the identity of the token holder. In this way, the network owner can prevent
unauthorized access to sensed data, while users can protect their data access privacy.
However, as reported in [225], due to the use of blind signatures, each query cannot
be signed or authenticated by the user. As a result, an adversary can easily intercept
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Figure 5.13: Data-Centric Wireless Sensor Networks (DCS).

the token and impersonate any authorized network users to modify the query command and then obtain the responses from sensor nodes. Also, network-wide flooding
is required once token-reuse detection runs, and the scheme needs to store tokens in every node local memory which will not be suitable with resource constrained network.
Moreover, using a token for one time only for sending queries will restrict the number
of user queries allowed in DP2 AC.
The scheme presented in [226] attempts preserving the privacy of clients querying sensor networks, through untrusted servers by hiding the identities of the queried
sensors and the relationships between individual queries from the servers. Hiding the
identities of queried sensors is done by target-region transformation technique. The
main idea of the transformation function is to map one region into multiple regions,
such that the target region cannot be distinguished from the other uninteresting regions.
Multiple transformation functions were used in [226] such as uniform, randomized and
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hybrid. These transformation functions are similar to the k-anonymity algorithms (e.g.,
[227]) which hide the target’s real identity using other (K-1) similar objects so that it
is impossible for the adversary to distinguish the target from the (K-1) other objects.
But the cost of such an anonymity-based technique is high in a WSN, because query
dissemination and data collection in the uninteresting regions consume a large amount
of energy. Also, this scheme uses two-server approach with a routing scheme for data
transmission similar to onion routing [228; 229] and this leads to privacy compromised
if the two servers collude. Furthermore, each sensor needs to store a key for each user
which is not efficient in terms of storage requirement.
Another query privacy scheme in WSNs relates to the privacy of the ID of queried
sensors is addressed in [230]. This scheme allows an external user to collect readings
from sensors of his interests without leaking their identities to adversaries including the
network operator. However, the protocol provided relies on onion-routing like solution,
hence introducing a non-negligible burden on both computational and communication.
Furthermore, the level of privacy achieved still needs to be fully validated.

5.4

Node Identity Privacy

Cryptographic mechanisms used in protecting the data content of sensor packets keep
the confidentiality and the integrity of the payload (readings) of these packets, but not
the headers. Cryptographic mechanisms usually are not applied on the header of the
packets in order to allow the intermediate nodes to process these packets (if needed)
and route them towards their intended destination. However, there is much relevant
information contained in the packet headers and can be exploited by attackers to reveal
important data from the network. Source, sender, and destination IDs are examples
of these important information that are sent clearly (in plain text) in packet headers.
An eavesdropper, after capturing a sufficient number of packets and reading the node
identities, might be able to produce a logical network map that could be related to
the physical node locations. For example, if the eavesdropper gets to know the ID of
an important node in the network such as the sink node, he/she can generate packets
destined to that node and then sends them in the network. Then from tracking these
packets, which will be routed towards the specified node, the attacker may find the
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Table 5.1: Comparison among Different Node Identity Privacy Techniques

location of that node and capture it.
Therefore, protecting the node identity is one of the important issues in providing network privacy in WSNs, as shown in Figure 5.2. Node identity privacy techniques are
explained below along with their advantages and drawbacks, and a comparison among
these techniques is shown in Table 5.1.
One common way that could provide the node identity concealment is omitting
the ID fields in the packet header format and keeping them blank. In this approach,
called Empty Address, sensor nodes do not know the location of the sink(s) or its ID
address, and the packets are sent through random paths until they reach the intended
destination, and/or stored in random nodes and base station moves to collect the data
from these nodes [210; 211]. Obviously, using random paths to reach the base station
will increase the latency of delivering packets and the energy consumption from extra
transmissions. Some schemes use Encrypted Address in order to hide the node ID by
encrypting the packet header as well along with the packet payload [206; 216; 217].
For example, in [206], every node encrypts the destination ID, packet type, and the
contents of the packet with its cluster key. However, the current sender’s ID remains
in plain-text so that the receiver node can choose the correct cluster key to decrypt
the packet and know the destination ID. The main overhead of this technique is the
need for a receiver to decrypt the header of a packet to check the source and next hop
addresses, and consequently the time needed to deliver a packet from a source to sink
node will be increased.
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Another common way of providing node identity privacy is using Pseudonyms. A
pseudonym is a name or identifier that can be used instead of the real node ID. These
pseudonyms need to be variable and random in a way an attacker cannot relate an ID
to a specific node, otherwise using fixed pseudonyms will have the same effect (no
protection) of using real node IDs. For that reason, several mechanisms have been
proposed to periodically renew pseudonyms:
Two anonymous schemes for clustered WSNs are proposed in [231] to provide
node identity privacy. In this work, secret keys are shared between sensors and base station, and the nodes in each cluster are considered indistinguishable. Anonymous routing is performed by using pseudonyms that are generated by one of the two schemes.
The first scheme is a simple identity anonymity scheme, called Simple Anonymity
Scheme (SAS), which provides every node with a randomly distributed set of pseudonyms
from a network-wide pool of pseudonyms. Each node will select one a pseudonym for
its ID in each transmission to a specific neighbor. The second scheme, called Cryptographic Anonymity Scheme (CAS), aims to overcome the drawback of the first scheme
which is the large amount of memory needed to store the complete pseudonyms space.
CAS solves this problem by using cryptographic anonymity method (keyed hash function) in order to generate the new pseudonyms for each transmission.
However, the scheme in [231] assumes that the shared security keys are not compromised and sensor nodes internally store all the material to generate fresh pseudonyms.
In case an attacker is able to compromise the nodes, he/she might be able to easily obtain past and future identifiers. To counter this problem, an identity privacy scheme
proposed in [201] aims to hide the real IDs of the sensor nodes in the network by using
one-way keyed hash chain. The first value of this hash chain will be the original ID
of a node, and at any time, this node can apply the hash function to its current ID to
generate a new ID.
Similar approach [232] proposes a node identity privacy scheme based on keyed
hash chains. In Hashing-based ID Randomization (HIR), every node shares a pairwise
secret key with its neighbors and the new pseudonym are generated for the new message by hashing the previous ID. This created keyed hash chain makes it more difficult
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for an adversary to obtain the old pseudonyms. To further reduce the risk of node
compromise attacks, Reverse Hashing-based ID Randomization (RHIR) is used that
firstly creates the one-way hash chain during deployment and then uses it in reverse
order [232; 233]. In RHIR, the attacker cannot compute the next ID that will be used
by the node even if the attacker compromised the node and knows its current ID and
the hash key because the hash chain is used in reverse. The downside of RHIR is the
greater memory requirements since the hash values are stored and not discarded until
they are used.

5.5

Temporal Privacy

Temporal privacy provides the protection of the information concerned about the existence of detected events and their time occurrence. In other words, one form of contextual attacks is to figure out whether an interesting event occurred in the network and
when it happened. An adversary can know these information, no matter how strong
the encryption scheme used, by simply monitoring passively the traffic pattern in the
network.
For example, in animal-hunter scenario, if an animal passed through the network
and it was detected by the surrounding sensor nodes. These nodes will report that
event to the sink node. Consequently, this will change the traffic pattern at the place
where the animal is detected. Now if an adversary is able to associate the origin time
of the packet, then the adversary will be able to track the animal’s movement and use
that information for hunting. This type of attacks depends on the assumption that the
needed time delay of transmitting an event packet through the network is fixed (i.e.
the time needed for a data packet passing through intermediate sensor nodes along a
certain routing path is the same every time and depends mainly on the number of hops).
Therefore, when an adversary notices a change in the traffic pattern indicating an event
detection occurrence, he/she can get the arrival time of an eavesdropped packet and
then deduct from it the average delay encountered in that route.
In order to protect the network temporal privacy of event detection, two parameters should be taken into account in designing temporal privacy scheme: traffic pattern
and packet delay, as shown in Table 5.2 that compares between the temporal privacy
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Table 5.2: Comparison between Different Temporal Privacy Techniques

techniques. As the change in traffic pattern is an indication of an event detection incidence, then one way to hide this leakage of information is to keep the traffic pattern
unchanged during network operation or independent of the presence of real objects.
This can be done through periodically sending packets by sensor nodes at a reasonable
frequency regardless of whether there is real data to send or not [206]. Obviously, the
traffic pattern will be independent from the behavior of real objects in the field.
Another way to hide the time of detecting real events is to make the packet time
delay variable and not predictable by adding some random delay during packet transmission so that an adversary cannot accurately estimate the original generation time
of the message. This temporal ambiguity of the time of detecting event would introduce spatial ambiguity also as the object moves and make it harder for the adversary
to track it. This technique is useful for delay tolerant application where timely delivery of data packet is not important. The Rate-Controlled Adaptive Delaying scheme
(RCAD) [234] follows this direction and provides temporal privacy by buffering the
data locally for a random period of time, according to an exponential distribution, at
the intermediate sensors located along the routing path. However, buffering packets
at intermediate nodes may lead to the requirement of large amount of buffer space at
each node, especially for large-scale sensor networks. The trade off between the protection of temporal privacy and the efficiency of buffer space is an important issue and
discussed in [234] where buffer preemption technique is included to handle the problem of overloaded buffers. The delay distribution will be adjusted as a function of the
incoming traffic rate and the available buffer space, and when the node buffer is full,
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this technique chooses a message to be transmitted immediately without further delay.
Other similar techniques are presented in [235] where a countermeasure is proposed to prevent traffic analysis attacks based on the temporal patterns (like packet
time arrival) by maximizing the entropy of the packet inter-arrivals using additional
exponential random delays.

5.6

Discussion and Open Issues

In this section, we discuss some interesting issues that appeared during reviewing the
existing solutions proposed for privacy preservation in WSNs:
A trade off between privacy degree and network performance: From the review
of the existing works in event unobservability in WSNs, one can see that the benefit of
providing privacy protection usually comes at the cost of other network performances
such as time delay, successful delivery, and power consumption. Hence, there is a
trade off between the level of provided privacy and other performance metrics, mainly
the end-to-end delay and energy consumption: A higher privacy degree (i.e. larger
safety period) and better protection against both local and global attacks lead to (using
existing proposals) increase considerably time delay and energy consumption.
For example, in proposed privacy schemes [193; 194; 196], dummy packets were
proposed to be sent by every sensor node all the time, so there would be no way for an
adversary (whatever local or global) to determine which ones are reporting real events.
Although in this case the source location privacy is perfectly protected, the energy cost
is very high and the lifetime of this sensor network would be very short. In contrast,
privacy solutions such as [203; 217] that propose data packets always follow a single
path to the sink with minimum use of dummy packets have the minimum possible time
delay and energy cost. However, event privacy offered by these techniques is relatively weak with respect with the capability of the attacker and it can be easily broken.
Therefore, successful practical solutions should be designed to achieve the objective
of event unobservability while in the same time maintain a minimum extra communication overhead in order to guarantee the delivery quality (i.e. delivery latency and
delivery ratio) of transmitted data and prolong network lifetime.
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Phantom single-path vs. phantom flooding routing: Both of phantom singlepath and phantom flooding routing have the same first phase of random walk until
the packets reach the phantom source. Then, in phantom single-path, the packets will
be forwarded from the phantom source to the sink through a single path (usually the
shortest path). But, in phantom flooding, the packets will be forwarded to the sink by
flooding them into multiple paths. As one would assume, both the single (shortest)
path and flooding methods can achieve a 100% delivery ratio and -although it might
not be very intuitive- they have the same end-to-end packet delay; as the first packet arrived through flooding will be routed via the shortest path (the shortest path is always
contained in a flooding). However, the phantom single-path still has better network
performance in terms of energy efficiency because it uses less number of transmissions. In order to make phantom flooding more energy efficient, probabilistic flooding
was introduced where only some nodes forward the packets based on a certain probability distribution. In this way, probabilistic forwarding improves the energy efficiency,
but does not necessarily deliver every packet to the sink node (sacrifices the 100% delivery ratio). Regarding the privacy preservation performance, both techniques assume
only local attacks with limited coverage and have similar performance against backtracking attackers starting from the sink node (tracking the shortest path). However, a
single-path phantom routing, besides significantly reducing the energy consumption,
provides a higher privacy protection level (against attackers located in different positions away from the sink location) since the resulting single paths originated from
the phantom sources will avoid the hearing range of the adversary more easily than a
flooding-based method.
Privacy-aware routing vs. network-wide fake traffic: Regarding providing location privacy, we notice that most of privacy-aware routing-based solutions, such
as [183; 184; 185; 212], assume only local attacks whose coverage area are relatively
similar to normal sensor nodes. But, in the presence of a global adversary who is able
to monitor the traffic of the entire network, routing-based solutions have been shown
to leak private information, as explained before, besides their effect on network performance. Therefore, works in [193; 200] argued that the intuitive approach to report
a real event without revealing to a global adversary its location information is to force
nodes to transmit fake packets even if there are no real events to be reported. When real
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events are detected, they can be reported within the transmissions of these fake packets.
Fake packet transmission strategies: However, this fake packet generation approach should take into account when to send the real event within the dummy packets
in order to make them undistinguishable with each other. Sending real data as soon
as detecting them (or when they arrive) does not completely solve the location privacy
problem because they can be still observed by global attackers using statistical analysis. If sending the real data are postponed to the next scheduled fake message, then we
will have either high latency or high energy consumption depending on the transmission scheduling rate: If the transmission scheduling rate (pre-specified probabilistic
distribution or deterministic) is slow, then the latency will be high and it will not be
acceptable to a delay-sensitive application. If transmission scheduling rate is fast, then
nodes will be sending packets more frequently and this leads to shorter battery lives
and higher collision. So, one solution to this problem is to transmit independent identically distributed (iid) fake packets according to a certain distribution with a certain
rate. But, nodes will transmit real event messages as soon as they can (earlier than
the next prescheduled fake transmissions), with keeping the distribution of the entire
message transmissions (fake and real) of each node statistically similar (using statistical goodness of fit tests) to the transmission of only fake messages [198]. Hence, the
real event message transmission latency is reduced and meanwhile statistically strong
location anonymity for sensor networks could be achieved.
However, as we explained before in section 5.3.1.2, a strong global attacker having
more precise observation and using more complex tools can breach this statistically
privacy mechanism [200]. For a certain time interval, this attacker has the ability to
distinguish between the time interval when no real activities are reported and the time
interval when real event is transmitted by a node, as illustrated in Figure 5.9.

5.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we analyzed in details all the aspects of having privacy preservation of
the contextual information in wireless sensor networks along with the research challenges carried in this filed. We have surveyed the state of the art of wide range of
solutions proposed to countermeasure different kind of privacy attacks. Based on this
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study, we have introduced a complete taxonomy of security protection and event unobservability techniques in WSNs. We explained most of the proposals used in each technique showing their advantages and drawbacks in terms of their network performance
efficiency and protection capability against different level of attacks. More specifically,
we first surveyed the location privacy problem for the source, sink, and query location
and reviewed most of the proposed privacy-preserving techniques. Then, we analyzed
the protection of node identity privacy and explained its state of the art approaches. We
also examined the temporal privacy issues and addressed the existing schemes related
to this subject. After drawing a complete picture for event unobservability in WSNs,
we propose, in next chapter, a source/sink location unobservability scheme for WMSN
that hides the location information of important nodes in the network such as sources
and sinks.
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Chapter 6
Source/Sink Location Unobservability
in WMSNs
6.1

Introduction

Although most of the security mechanisms used in sensor networks such as encryption,
authentication, and intrusion detection allow sensor nodes to protect their transmitted
(data content) from being exposed by external and internal attacks, and satisfy most of
the needed security requirements (such as confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and
availability), still they cannot fully address the location privacy of contextual content
in WMSNs. Therefore, a third level of security protection is needed to offer contextual privacy of location information for important nodes such as source and sink nodes.
Among the different types of privacy, as mentioned in the previous chapter, location privacy is of special interest and it is an important security issue in WMSNs. This
is because location privacy plays an important role in WMSNs in preserving location
information of critical sensor nodes, such as event sources, storage hops, and sink
nodes. Lack of location privacy can expose significant information about the entities
in the field and the traffic carried on the network.
1

Chapter 6 is based on the publications:
An Efficient Source/Sink Location Unobservability for Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks; Islam T. Almalkawi, Manel Guerrero Zapata, Gamal N. Al-karaki will be
submitted to Journal of ..., 2013
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However, providing event unobservability in sensor networks is challenging task
and should take into account the trade off between privacy efficiency degree and network performance: A higher privacy degree (i.e. larger safety period) and better protection against both local and global attacks lead to (using existing proposals) increase
considerably time delay and energy consumption. Therefore, our proposed location
privacy scheme aims to exploit the joint design between the source coding techniques
in the application layer and the multipath packet transmission in order to provide a
strong privacy level against both local and global attacks, while in the same time maintain network performance efficiency without having to use a network-wide dummy
packets.

6.2

Network and Attack Models

1) Network Model
In our proposal, we consider a WMSN consisting of a number of sensors deployed
in a specific area, and following an architecture based on the single-tier clustered architecture model [113]. In this model, the network is divided into clusters using a clustering routing algorithm, such as the one detailed in [170]. Each one of these clusters
contains different types of sensor nodes (heterogeneous nodes, called group members
GMs) such as camera, audio and scalar sensors in addition to a powerful node acts as a
cluster head. These nodes have a certain limited transmission range for wireless communication that allows the group member nodes to exchange messages directly with
their cluster heads. Cluster heads have more resources, are more powerful than GMs,
and are able to perform intensive data manipulation and in-network processing such as
aggregation and data fusion. Cluster heads have the same limited transmission range
and transmit packets on hierarchical multi-hop fashion through other cluster heads to
reach the destinations (sink nodes).
The clustering algorithm starts from the base station (BS) that sends periodically
broadcast messages called (BS-Msgs). The nodes that receive those messages and satisfy certain conditions -such as certain number of hops from BS, SNR, BER, RSS- will
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act as 1st -level cluster heads and inform BS using acknowledgment messages (AckMsgs). 1st -level cluster heads also will start broadcasting messages called (CH-Msgs)
to the surrounding nodes. Depending on certain criterions (based on the clustering algorithm), the nodes that receive CH-Msgs -except BS- can be either cluster heads of
lower levels or group members (GMs) of the 1st -level CHs. In the same way, these
nodes will acknowledge their CHs or parents about their joining using Ack-Msgs. This
process continues in the same manner to build the network until all nodes join the network and determine their rules, i.e., cluster head or group member, and all possible
paths are found.

2) Attack Model
We consider providing location privacy against global eavesdroppers who aim to
identify the source and sink nodes and attack them. By a global eavesdropper, we mean
an attacker who can monitor and access the whole traffic in the network. Moreover,
the attacker is assumed to be external who can only monitor communication channels
among the nodes and will not compromise or control any node. Also, the attacker
is assumed to be passive who cannot conduct active attacks such as event triggering,
packet injection, channel jamming, or denial of service attacks.
More precisely, adversaries try to determine the location of a source/sink node by: 1)
simply examining the content of an event packet to find any useful information leads
to the source/sink ID or location, 2) tracing back the multi-hop packet transmitting
to reach their sources in case the packets are encrypted as shown in Figure 6.1, 3)
conducting rate monitoring attack to observe the high transmission rate area which is
usually around the sink node, or 4) performing time correlation attacks to notice the
correlation in packet sending time between a node and its neighbor to deduce a forwarding path toward the sink node.
All exchanged messages are assumed to be encrypted with secret keys shared
among authorized nodes, and thus attackers cannot readout the content of messages
even if they intercept on communications. A key generation and management are
adopted as the one described in [236]. The sink node is assumed to be trusted during
all network operation time and thus it can keep all the security keys in its memory.
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Figure 6.1: Packet Tracing Attack.

Cluster heads have the ability, through using the appropriate security keys, to decrypt
the data packets sent by their group members or lower level cluster heads and then encrypt them with different keys in order to change the appearance of the packet content
and prevent packet tracking attacks.

6.3

Source/Sink Location Privacy Scheme

In this section, we propose an event unobservability scheme for WMSNs that provides
location privacy for both source and sink nodes. The proposed event unobservability
scheme is based on a joint design optimization between the application layer functionality and packet transmission operation. The privacy scheme exploits the source coding
mechanism used in the application layer (to compress the size of multimedia data) in
a way that allows a node to send periodically real packets only at predefined times. A
source coding technique, such as Layer Coding (LC) or Multiple Description Coding
(MDC), splits the original multimedia content into multiple independent and different
important streams. Each one of these streams (called layer or description) alone provides an acceptable size of low quality version of the original multimedia data, and
thus it can be transmitted (inside a packet) through the network. This technique can
be used in conjunction with multipath routing approach to achieve load balancing and
an acceptable level of QoS requirements (considering the available resources such as
bandwidth and data rate). At the destination side, the base layer or one description
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stream packet can give a low quality (coarse version) of the desired data, and combining again all or subset of the higher-quality layers (or more descriptions) together
achieves better quality and higher resolution (fine version).
Using these principles of source coding techniques in controlling packet transmission, a source node (active node) can continually send real data packets at a certain
scheduled period. Because the source node will keep sending the encoding multimedia data (layers or descriptions) of a captured image, then it will start transmitting the
processed data of the subsequent captured images in a certain rate. So having this behavior of streaming multimedia processing in mind, the event occurrence information
can be hided from attackers since most of the nodes in the network are periodically
sending data packets. The rest of the nodes (passive nodes) that are not participating in
sending or forwarding packets in any path can inject dummy packets at a certain time
period similar to the sending interval of real packets. These dummy (fake) packets are
similar to real data packets in size and they are encrypted, so that the content cannot be
revealed and distinguished from real packets. For energy efficiency and for reducing
the traffic load in the network, the dummy packets will be terminated at nodes that
have real data in their buffer to send.
Then for providing global source location unobservability in WMSNs, we propose
our privacy scheme that works as follows. Every active source node in the network
sends out its consecutive real data packet -after encrypting it- with intervals following
a certain kind of distribution, e.g. constant or probabilistic. The source node does not
only send the real data packets to the intended next hop destination(s) toward the sink
-in case of using multiple paths- but also to all neighboring nodes. The next hop nodes
forward these real data packets -after re-encrypting them- at time intervals of the same
distribution toward the sink following the routing paths. Other nodes that receive real
data packets and they are not intended to receive them (not on their path to sink) will
simply drop these packets and continue sending/forwarding their own data (if any).
Passive nodes will emulate the behavior of sending real data by transmitting encrypted
dummy packets to all neighboring nodes at the same time intervals, with the difference
that these fake packets are not forwarded by any active node.
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Figure 6.2: Movement Pattern Leaks Location Information.

One of the advantages from exploiting the streaming output from the source coding
technique is having a uniform traffic pattern during network operation that is independent from event occurrence without using a network-wide fake packet injection. Only
limited amount of fake packets are used to conceal the traffic in the entire network,
and most of exchanged packets are real data that can be used to increase the perception quality of received images and videos at the sink. As soon as the sink is satisfied
with the quality of a certain multimedia data from a certain source or when a source
is capturing new event observations, then that source node can stop sending successive layers or descriptions of the old data and start sending packets from the new data.
Notice also that the generated dummy packets by passive nodes are not propagating
throughout the network and will be dropped as they reach active nodes, and thus there
is no need to employ a proxy mechanism to filter them before reaching the sink node.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of a sensor network that aims to detect the movements
of a panda animal. As the panda moves from one place to another, the sensor node that
is located in nearby area and detects this movement will trigger an event detection in its
local area and start sending its event observation towards the sink node. The generated
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traffic of event detection by these source nodes can be easily tracked through packet
tracing attacks or observed by a global adversary. Recall the packet tracing attack:
Upon receiving a packet, the attacker moves toward the sender node whose location is
determined by frequency localization techniques. This process continues hop-by-hop
until the attacker reaches the source node or stops in case the attacker does not hear
any new incoming packet. However, by using our source location privacy technique,
this kind of attacks will not be valid any more since every node in the network will
be receiving packets from all other neighboring nodes repeatedly at predefined times.
Thus there is no clue which path of them is the direction towards the real source node.
Even that if we assume a global attack who is able to eavesdrop and analyze all the
communication in the network, cannot infer the location of a source node by observing
the first node initiates the communication with sink node, because the sources are also
receiving packets from other nodes and the traffic pattern is independent of the presence of detecting events and hence the sources will be hidden.
Our proposed location privacy scheme can be extended to provide sink location unobservability also. One way the global attacker can determine the location of the sink
is to identify the region exhibiting a high number of transmissions at high data sending
rate, which is called hot spot area. As we know in multi-hop network transmission,
the nodes close to the sink node have to relay more packets to it than the nodes far
from the sink as shown in Figure 6.3. Our privacy scheme leads to have a uniform traffic pattern throughout the network, which is independent from event detection where
all the nodes are transmitting their packets periodically at certain times, and this will
eliminate creating hot spot area around the sink node(s).
Also, the sink node in our privacy scheme will imitate the behavior of a normal
sensor node so it will be difficult for an attacker to find it. This is done by having the
sink node transmitting packets also to some of its surrounding nodes. These packets
are similar to the normal real data packets and sent following the same periodic sending distribution.
Notice that, an adversary cannot reveal the sink location (or finds any useful contextual information) by using content analysis attack because all the exchanged packets
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Figure 6.3: Hot Spot Area around the Sink Node.

in the network are completely encrypted (both headers and payloads). Therefore, the
adversary cannot look for valuable data in these packets - such as sink ID, hop count
from the sink, distance from the sink, etc- which might lead him/her to the sink. In
addition, the attacker cannot disclose the location of the sink using rate monitoring
attacks, since all the nodes in the network are sending their packets (either real or
dummy) at a certain rate following a constant or probabilistic distribution. Moreover,
our privacy scheme prevents threats that try to determine sink location by time correlation attacks. Attacker cannot observe the correlation in sending time between a node
and its neighboring node, which is assumed to be forwarding the same packet, as the
nodes are transmitting their packets at predefined time regardless the time of receiving
them. Also a node is not only sending the packets to its next hop node(s), but also
to all of its neighboring nodes. These nodes (neighboring nodes) are also transmitting
packets periodically, so that there is no way by which an attacker can deduce the packet
propagation path towards the sink node by following each forwarding operation.
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6.4

A Mathematical Model for Hierarchal WMSN

In this section, we will briefly present a mathematical model for packet transmission
rate (data rate) and its effect on the appearance of hot spot area in WMSN. The model
consider sensor network with continuous sending packets (simulating the behavior of
streaming data). In this network, source nodes transmit their data at certain intervals
toward a base station in multi-hop fashion. Intermediate nodes, besides transmitting
their own data (if any), will also forward data packets from other nodes at certain
intervals.

Figure 6.4: WMSN Partitioned into Spheres.

If we assume that the total number of nodes in the network is N and the base station
is deployed in the center of the network. Then, we can divide the total number of nodes
into circular regions of non-empty subsets around BS as shown in Figure 6.4: S0 , S1 ,
..., Sn . Where N = S1 U S2 U ... U Sn , Si

T

S j = Φ for all i6= j. So, the first round

area surrounding the BS is deployed with S0 nodes and the next spherical strip around
the BS will be deployed with S1 number of nodes, and so on. The circular strip area
Sn contains only leaf nodes and each one of them transmits exactly one data packet
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in each interval. The nodes in the sphere area Sn−1 forward the packet received from
the leaf nodes in Sn as well as transmit their own data packets (one per interval). Corresponding to the partial union of the circular areas S, we use the notion of bi , where
bi = S1US2U...USi .
Now, we can represent the data transmission rate at each specific circular area Si as
follows:
αi =

N − bi + Si
Si

(6.1)

Where N − bi denotes the total number of nodes outside the area bi , hence, the total
number of packets received by the nodes in the spherical area Si in each time interval.
Therefore, the nodes in Si must forward/transmit (N − bi + Si ) packets at each interval;
the packets received from the outer circular area bi plus their own data packets Si . We
assume here that the used routing protocol is equally distributing the packets in multipath through the nodes in each spherical strip area, thus having the denominator Si .
As a result, the leaf nodes in Sn are generating data packets at a certain data rate
equal to αi , where αn =

N−bn +Sn
.
Sn

Notice that in this case N − bn = Φ, hence αn = 1

which confirms the fact that the leaf nodes are sending only their own data packets at
a rate of one packet per interval.
However, the nodes in the spherical area S1 , which surrounds the BS, will have to
forward many packets transmitted by all other nodes in the network in the same time
interval. This high transmission rate area (α1 ) appears as a hot spot area and can be
easily identified by adversaries looking for the sink location by using rate monitoring
attacks.
α1 =

N − b1 + S1
, α1  αn
S1

(6.2)

Therefore, in order to eliminate the appearance of the hot spot area around the sink
node, we need to decrease the number of packets transmitted by each node at every
interval in this area, hence reducing the data rate value and making it closer to the
outside area’s data rate so that the attackers cannot notice the differences. This can
be done by enlarging the denominator S1 in eq 6.2 either by increasing the number of
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nodes deployed in the hot spot area, or by increasing the surrounding area S1 around
the sink to include more nodes inside.
The first solution requires the need of manual deployment of nodes in the area
around the BS, and this requirement is not feasible in many applications. On the other
hand, the second solution sticks with the initial node deployment distribution and it can
be adopted during routing establishment phase. So, if we consider using our proposed
routing protocol CMRP [170], then the nodes in the hot spot area are the 1st -level
cluster heads. And in order to increase the number of 1st -level CHs, we need to adjust
the value of Thr-High to allow more nodes accept received BS-Msgs and act as 1st -level
CHs around the sink node, thus decreasing packet transmission rate by these nodes:
N − b1 + S1
(6.3)
S1 + K
Where K is the number of additional nodes inside the spherical area S1 from adα1 =

justing the value of Thr-High.

6.5

Experimental Evaluation

IN this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed Sink/Source location
unobservability scheme using NS-2 simulations. The considered network has an area
of 500m × 500m and it is deployed with number of sensor nodes ranging from 50 to
500. The sensor nodes are randomly distributed in randomized grid and the sink is
located in the center of the network. We are using a constant traffic rate (CBR) of 600
packets/sec and packet size of 316 bytes. Table 6.1 lists the other parameters used in
our simulation environment.

6.5.1

Safety Period

The privacy conservation level is measured by the number of packets the source node
has sent before this node or the destination node is found by an attacker. This privacy
level can be measured by what so called safety period. The commonly used strategy
by previous work, such as Phantom and probabilistic flooding, to enhance the safety
period was increasing the number of steps required to reach the source node from the
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters.

base station or vice versa. In this case, the safety period probability of the source’s
location with a distance d from the sink node and after h random walk steps will be
given by [237]:
−d 2

P = 1 − e hwalk

(6.4)

We can see from above equation that the safety period for a certain location depends
on the distance from the sink, which is not variable if assuming fixed locations, and
the number of steps of the random walk. Therefore, larger random walk length may
improve the safety period of these schemes and hence their privacy level, but the packet
latency will be higher. On the other hand, by using our proposed scheme, the safety
period is increased by keeping a uniform traffic patter throughout the network while
in the same time maintain the optimized routes between the source nodes and the base
station. Having a uniform traffic pattern that is independent from event detection in
the network leaves no way for attackers to deduce the correct path to the source or sink
node, thus having the maximum possible safety period as shown in Figure 6.5.

6.5.2

End-to-end Delay and Paket Delivery Ratio

One of the important quality of service requirements for multimedia delivery in sensor
networks is the end-to end delay along with packet delivery ratio for having a good
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Figure 6.5: Safety Period of Our Privacy scheme Compared with Others.

quality perception of received data. Therefore, any proposed privacy scheme for WMSNs should take into consideration not to sacrifice severely the network performance
in terms of end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio for having a good privacy level.
Otherwise, the proposed privacy scheme will spoil the intended main purpose of the
network which is successfully delivering of multimedia content.
Our proposed location privacy scheme does not affect the operation of the routing protocol or change the constructed optimized paths between the sources and the
base station. Even though the source nodes (and then the intermediate nodes) transmit
the data packets to all neighboring nodes, the optimized route (found by the routing
protocol) is still contained and the packets will reach the intended destination directly.
This will result in obtaining 100% of packet delivery ratio that the routing protocol can
achieve without using a privacy scheme.
With respect to the end-to-end delay, our proposed privacy scheme will not introduce extra latency from changing the routes, using random walk, or adding loops.
Our privacy scheme will keep using the optimized paths, as we described before,
which guarantees obtaining minimum hop-count paths with better link quality offered
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by CMRP comparing with existing routing protocols. However, our location privacy
scheme forwards the data packets towards the sink hop-by-hop at predefined time following a certain distribution (We use constant rate in this simulation). This packet
transmission mechanism may add buffer delay at each hop in order to have a uniform
traffic pattern in the network, but in case using the same constant traffic rate of the
routing protocol then the end-to end delay will not be affected as shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: End-to-end Delay of Our Privacy Scheme Compared with Others.

6.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced our proposed scheme of location privacy for both sources
and sinks. Our location unobservability scheme provides a third level of security protection, privacy preservation, and it aims to hide the location information of these important nodes from being leaked to attackers. This is done based on a cross-design
optimization between the source coding technique in the application layer and the
packet transmission operation in order to produce a uniform traffic pattern throughout
the network. This generated traffic pattern has a uniform shape and it is independent
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from event detection process in the network, which makes it very difficult for the attackers to figure out the location information of intended nodes. By using this way
in providing the location privacy, our privacy scheme can offer a very good privacy
level against both local and global attacks (measured by the safety period) while in the
same time maintain the network performance efficiency without the need of generating
wide-network dummy packets. Simulation evaluation results prove that our proposed
location privacy scheme has a strong privacy level compared to existing techniques and
has a very little effect on network performance in terms of end-to-end delay and packet
delivery ratio.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presents detailed conclusions of the research pursued during this thesis
work. Moreover, it also through some light on future research and potential future
targets.

7.1

Conclusions

|*| In this thesis, we discussed and surveyed in detail the research carried on Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs). We analyzed the major technical challenges
and research issues in designing algorithms, protocols, architectures, and hardware for
WMSN. We discussed most of the existing solutions for WMSN at the different layers
of the communication stack: physical, MAC, routing, transport, and application along
with the possible cross layer implementation. Furthermore, we discussed other complementary research issues in WMSN such as coverage and security issues. Finally,
we surveyed and classified the existing off-the-shelf devices, prototypes, and testbeds
implemented for WMSNs.
|*| Following the required background, we proposed a Cluster-based Multipath Routing protocol (CMRP) for WMSNs designed to handle the additional requirements of
reliable data delivering of different traffic classes and provide load balancing by using
multipath routing. The proposed routing protocol, CMRP, is based on the hierarchical
structure of multiple paths established depending on the hop count and received signal
strength as an indication on the link quality, delay, and distance between the nodes.
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CMRP maintains minimum end-to end delay suitable for real-time and non-real-time
data packets to meet their playout deadline, and achieves high throughput and packet
delivery ratio by selecting the paths with better link quality and avoiding collisions and
interferences. CMRP reduces energy consumption at sensor nodes by moving the multimedia processing complexity as well as the aggregation process to the cluster heads
side along with preventing path loops and path cycles in establishing the routes. Performance evaluation results show that CMRP clearly outperforms the preexisting ones
(DHCT, MCRA, EDGE) in all average end-to-end delay, throughput, packet delivery
ratio and battery power consumption.
|*| Then in chapter 3, we presented a cross-layer communication architecture for
WMSNs between the routing and MAC layers, where CMRP routing protocol has been
pursued in conjunction with an adaptive QoS-aware scheduling to maximize the overall network performance with minimum energy consumption, reliable delivery, and
efficient resource management. Our design aims to exploit correlation characteristics
and functionalities between the two layers to maximize the overall network performance with minimum energy consumption in order to handle the additional requirements of delivering reliable multimedia data. Our proposed routing protocol provides
load balancing by establishing multiple paths based on the hop count and received signal strength as an indication of the link quality, delay, and distance between the nodes.
Our proposed scheduling protocol is based on TDMA approach with flexible time-slot
assignment that adaptively assigns slots to various traffics from active nodes. The simulation results demonstrate that our cross-layer design can improve the performance of
CMRP-routing-only and achieve better than other protocols in terms of average endto-end delay, throughput, packet delivery ratio and battery power consumption.
|*| In chapter 4, we presented a light weight distributed security scheme of key management and intrusion detection system suitable for securing the communication over
clustered WMSNs with minimal impact on overall network performance through balancing its security features against the communication and computational overhead
required to implement it. Our proposed security protocol is based on symmetric key ciphers used to authenticate and encrypt the transmitted data and it only requires the sensor nodes to share keys with their cluster heads or one-hop parents. It protects against
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the majority of outsider attacks, and it resists against insider attacks since the stolen
keys are unique and affect only the local area. The key management scheme is energy
efficient with no extra communication overhead, scalable for large scale network, and
designed to facilitate the data aggregation at cluster heads and message broadcasting
within the clusters using unique-cluster security keys. The proposed light-weight distributed IDS is simple, with very little communication overhead, and efficient to identify malicious internal attackers in clustered WMSNs.Performance evaluation results
show that our proposed security scheme is appropriate for securing multimedia delivery while being resilient against general security threats, it has an insignificant effect
on network performance metrics (such as average end-to-end delay, throughput, and
energy consumption), and it is scalable while having minimum memory requirements.
|*| Then in chapter 5, we analyzed in details all the aspects of having privacy preservation of the contextual information in wireless sensor networks along with the research challenges carried in this filed. We have surveyed the state of the art of wide
range of solutions proposed to countermeasure different kind of privacy attacks. Based
on this study, we have introduced a complete taxonomy of security protection and event
unobservability techniques in WSNs. We explained most of the proposals used in each
technique showing their advantages and drawbacks in terms of their network performance efficiency and protection capability against different level of attacks. More
specifically, we first surveyed the location privacy problem for the source, sink, and
query location and reviewed most of the proposed privacy-preserving techniques. Then,
we analyzed the protection of node identity privacy and explained its state of the art
approaches. We also examined the temporal privacy issues and addressed the existing
schemes related to this subject.
|*| After drawing a complete picture for event unobservability in WSNs, we proposed
in chapter 6 our source/sink location unobservability scheme for WMSNs. Our privacy
scheme aims to protect the location information of the important nodes in the network
such as the source and sink nodes against global attacks in an energy efficient manner
while in the same time maintain the performance efficiency of the sensor network. The
proposed event unobservability scheme is based on a joint design optimization between
the application layer functionality and packet transmission operation in order to avoid
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using network-wide dummy packet injection and to increase the quality of received
multimedia content.

7.2

Discussion and Future Work

7.2.1
|*|

Challenges in WMSNs

In physical layer: in order to further increase capacity and mitigate the impair-

ment by fading and co-channel interference, multi-antenna systems such as antenna
diversity, smart antenna, and MIMO systems, can be combined with UWB for shortrange networks with multi-gigabit rates. However, these physical-layer techniques
have many challenging problems to be developed for WMSNs. Although UWB appears to be a promising alternative physical layer technology and it has many attractive
features, it is still not very mature and there are many challenges and issues that need
to be resolved and better understood.

|*|

In MAC layer: we think that cross-layering is essential for efficient MAC designs

in WMSNs, together with queue-management and traffic classification/prioritization as
long as QoS is required for multimedia traffic. We believe that in future work we need
to consider multi-channel MAC protocols that could be more suitable for WMSNs in
the sense of increasing the capacity and reducing the interferences.

|*|

In transport layer: Most of the proposed application-specific transport proto-

cols do not take into consideration the multimedia requirements in WMSN and none
of them addresses its diverse concerns. This can be seen clearly in the performance
evaluation conducted in [60], where it was shown that many of the proposed transport
protocols cannot provide acceptable video transmission and do not support real-time
communication in WMSN. Therefore, we believe that designing a transport protocol
with appropriate performance metrics for both reliability and congestion control and
based on the application layer source coding techniques will be a promising direction
in this research area.
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|*|

In application layer: having multimedia processing schemes (such as source

coding techniques) in the application layer of WMSNs is essential in reducing the
amount of multimedia traffic transferred over the network by extracting the useful information from the captured images and videos while in the same time maintaining
the application-specific QoS requirements. However, in WMSNs, these techniques
should be designed in such a way that they meet current hardware capabilities, more
power efficient to match the battery constrains in WMSN, and have high compression
efficiency to reduce the size of the multimedia content and to meet the available supported data rate and bandwidth in the network. we foresee that exploiting the behavior
of these multimedia processing techniques for designing cross-layer optimization with
the other layers, especially routing and MAC layers, will be a promising direction for
future work.

7.2.2

Routing in WMSNs

Proposed routing protocols for WMSNs needs to be more efficient to handle the multimedia data and transfer it to the intended destinations in a way that sustains the energy
level of the network as long as possible while maintaining the quality of the received
content at the same time. We notice that most of the existing proposed protocols for
WMSNs follow the classical layered structure of the communication protocol stack
without taking into consideration the especial requirements of handling real-time multimedia content over WMSNs. We believe that the correlation characteristics and interdependencies among the layers of the communication stack in WMSNs cannot be
neglected and should be exploited for better performance and efficient communication.
So, cross-layer optimization can be the solution to meet the especial requirements of
WMSN and its design challenges in order to provide enough support for multimedia
applications and maximize network performance. Also, we believe that the future direction in routing protocol for WMSNs should adopt hierarchal (cluster-based) scheme
with multipath routing because these wireless networks need to exploit the network
bandwidth to its limit and sometimes in short bursts. the future proposals will have to
be designed as integral solutions that cover routing, MAC layer, and sometimes even
transport layer in order to increase the efficiency of supporting the Quality of Service
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requirements for transporting the multimedia content.
Regarding improving the design of CMRP, we will focus in future work on optimizing
the threshold values based on network configuration both in mathematical representation and in simulation. This will result in better cluster distribution and network
connectivity. Also, studying in more details the effect of the communication overhead
and synchronization problem in our scheduling protocol is planned.

7.2.3

Security in WMSNs

Proposed security mechanisms for WMSNs should have minimal impact on overall
performance through balancing their security features against the communication and
computational overhead required to implement them. We foresee that for WMSNs
symmetric cryptography will be the chosen approach -over asymmetric cryptographysince its lighter processing requirements since it makes a lot easier to solve several
security problems related to eavesdropping and compromised nodes. Moreover, in
order to preserve battery and to save bandwidth, many WMSNs will use some sort
of data aggregation. We consider that security and aggregation schemes cannot be
devised separately. Therefore, new security schemes will have to be both energy-aware
and designed in together with the aggregation scheme.

7.2.4

Privacy in WMSNs

From the review of the existing works in event unobservability in sensor networks, one
can see that the benefit of providing privacy protection usually comes at the cost of
other network performances such as time delay, successful delivery, and power consumption. Hence, there is a trade off between the level of provided privacy and other
performance metrics, mainly the end-to-end delay and energy consumption. We think
that successful practical privacy solutions should be designed to achieve the objective
of event unobservability while in the same time maintain a minimum extra communication overhead in order to guarantee the delivery quality (i.e. delivery latency and
delivery ratio) of transmitted data and prolong network lifetime. In our proposed location privacy scheme, we exploit the joint design between the source coding techniques
in the application layer and the multipath packet transmission in order to avoid using
network-wide fake packet injection while maintain a strong level of offered privacy
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against global attacks. In future work, the proposed event unobservability scheme can
be analyzed more, for example, how to optimize its performance in terms of buffer
time and delivery delay. Also more other attacks models can be considered such as
insider and/or active attacks.
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